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Foreword

On 21 September 2001,President Bush announced that ‘this war on
terrorism is going to take a while’. Eight years, two wars and
hundreds of thousands of lives later,we can agree on the longevity
of the challenge. There is, however, an emerging consensus that
this is not and never was a war. Further, it is clear that some actions
undertaken in the name of the War on Terror have been counter-
productive.At the time of writing, considerable domestic and inter-
national challenges remain.Yet a new international context, most
notably the Obama administration, has delivered new opportuni-
ties for development in counter-terrorism policy.

After the War on Terror presents strategic expertise and
detailed regional analyses to propose new directions for policy.
The book is a joint initiative with the Centre for the Study of
Terrorism and Political Violence (CSTPV) at the University of St
Andrews and has been produced with the generous support of
Lloyd’s of London. It is a collection that demonstrates the
complexity and nuance of the current threat from Islamist
terrorism, highlighting current flaws in strategy and options for
change.

In his introduction, David Veness provides a constructive
appraisal of the current state of counter-terrorism practice,providing
highly pertinent recommendations for development. Richard
Barrett gives a progressive and thoughtful assessment of Al-Qa’ida’s
current strength, and analyses the underlying principles of
credibility, relevance and legitimacy that must shape counter-
terrorist strategy.Raphael Perl continues the multilateral perspective
with observations on the role of the OSCE.

Alex Schmid and Rashmi Singh’s exploration of the metrics of
success and failure in counter-terrorism is essential reading for
policy-makers and analysts alike. Their observation that relative
gains are essential in evaluating policy requires more than a
cursory approval – it is at the heart of all substantive criticisms of
counter-terrorism policy. Failing to assess the benefits to
adversaries of our own policies leads inexorably to excessive,
counterproductive and hugely expensive activity.
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Regional analyses focus on hot spots of terrorist activity,
presenting detailed and forthright perspectives. Ekaterina
Stepanova critiques the ‘Al-Qa’idaisation’ approach which sees
Al-Qa’ida in every Islamist terrorist movement,and further explores
the background to – and priorities of – Islamist terrorism in the
Caucasus.Lianne Kennedy Boudali delves into the substantial detail
of Al-Qa’ida in the Islamic Mahgreb and Max Taylor provides a
salient, grounded analysis of the history of Islamist movements
in Somalia. In the final chapter, Abdel Bari Atwan delivers a
devastating critique of policies directed at Afghanistan and
Pakistan. His proposal for negotiations with the Taliban as the only
viable way forward reflects a growing body of thought. An idea
anathema to policy-makers in 2001, but one that may now be
typical of the thinking required after theWar on Terror.

Garry F Hindle
Royal United Services Institute

Whitehall, London
September 2009
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Introduction

David Veness

Chapter eleven of the 9/11 Commission Report recounts a series of
failures amongst counter-terrorist policy-makers and operational
counter-terrorists in the period prior to 11 September 2001.Failure
of imagination is an important element of this list of omissions and
it is clear that in post-9/11 operations counter-terrorists should
think imaginatively about the threat of extremist violence.

On the other hand, imagination needs to be comprehensively
informed and tempered by assessed intelligence. There is no end
to the potential attack scenarios that can be dreamt up and only
on the basis of informed assessment can wise decisions be made
to reduce the impact of violent extremism upon its potential
victims.

The International Terrorism Conference that inspired this
publication – organised by the University of St Andrews and the
Royal United Services Institute – made a very valuable and timely
contribution to the debate on counter-terrorist strategy, helping to
ensure that it is rational, informed and balanced.

As one who was privileged to attend and contribute I was
struck by the usefulness of the conference themes, such as the
focus upon significant global locations; the benefits of developing
accurate metrics for success or failure; and the issues of why
terrorist groups endure and individuals enter and exit violent
extremist groups.

The conference was timely because it took place before the
updating of the UK CONTEST Strategy and immediately prior to
the US presidential election. The conference predated by only a
short period the horrific events in Mumbai, which forcibly under-
lined the importance of the subject of violent extremism and the
harm it causes to innocent persons.

The chapters presented herein provide both an excellent
account of the debate that the conference produced and valuably
enable the authors to expand upon their themes based upon
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events since the Obama administration took power. Individually and
collectively they represent an important contribution to the vital cur-
rent security debate.

As a recent former member of the task force engaged in the
implementation of the United Nations Global Counter-Terrorist
Strategy under the leadership and direction of the 192 UN
member states, I have become especially interested in the
development of counter-terrorist strategy at global, regional and
national levels.

This has reinforced the view I formed whilst serving as
Assistant Commissioner Specialist Operations at Scotland Yard
between 1994 and 2005 that successful counter-terrorism is a
multi-disciplinary, multi-agency and multinational enterprise. Any
lesser exercise in imagination is doomed to failure and will cost
lives.

In contemporary terms, counter-insurgency doctrine has
made greater strides in thought and development than the related
but not identical concept of counter-terrorism. The prominence of
counter-insurgency operations in Iraq and Afghanistan has played
an important part in this outcome. I firmly believe that we must
seek to drive counter-terrorism to comparable levels of developed
doctrine in order to more fully understand the global threat of
violent extremism and the harm it can cause. It is particularly
important to assess the most effective responses to terrorist
incidents in crowded places in towns and cities where members of
the public are the very likely casualties.

From my perspective as the head of global security for the
United Nations until June 2009, I sadly witnessed the spread of
the symptoms of violent extremism,as evidenced by attacks upon
aid and development workers, particularly in the span between
Casablanca and the Karakoram Range. This growth was marked
by both increased regularity of threats and attacks, and by
geographic expansion (for example, in East Africa, the Southern
Sahara and Pakistan). It would seem prudent to regard this as an
enduring challenge for the foreseeable future. The starting point
of counter-terrorist strategy is not taking actions that could make
the problem any worse, but doing everything we can to help

David Veness
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reduce the capability and capacity of extremist groups to cause
harm.

The strategic aim can never be the elimination of extremist
groups whether international or domestic. A more realistic ambition is
to constrain the reach and ability of such groups to be able to conduct
mass casualty events, incidents which could cause great public fear or
repeated events causing cumulative public concern (for instance, a
series of attacks in crowded places or regular assassinations).

Within this aim, there are some key themes which may help
to progress the debate as to ‘what works in counter-terrorism?’:

1. Integrated leadership and unified command structure
In the eight years since 2001 macro policy shifts in counter-
terrorism have had significant implications for leadership and
command and control. The first and most apparent shift is assertive,
often aggressive,geographic reach with the intention of interdicting
terrorist capacity and capability at its bases. The second is the shift
from traditional restrictive circulation of intelligence to a greater
emphasis on delivering intelligence,even to new or unlikely partners,
who can take useful actions to prevent harm. The third is the
changed emphasis from a long-term pursuit-oriented strategy with a
view to optimising evidence-gathering to the firm priority of
prevention,even if that results in lost evidence-gathering opportunities.
This latter aspect is more than an issue of policy and timing: it has
major consequences for resource allocation. Collectively, these
changes have necessitated more coherent, inclusive and integrated
leadership approaches. In addition, the revised leadership model
dictates unified command and control mechanisms that address the
complete span of counter-terrorism from prevention through incident
management to long-term recovery.

2. Wide-ranging pursuit of terrorists and disruption of terrorist
operations
This relies upon strategic understanding of the threat and a
commitment to long-term intelligence development. It
encompasses the fundamental aspects of identifying terrorists and
assessing their intent.

Introduction
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3. Greatly enhanced co-ordination between intelligence operations
and police investigations and significant development of
investigative resources
This appears to be a success story post-9/11. If criminal
prosecutions of terrorists can be mounted, there are significant
benefits in credibility and deterrence. However, co-ordination
needs to occur both within nations and between nations, and the
international dimension adds complexity.

4. Developments of intelligence fusion and analytical teamwork
This is another example of good progress,particularly the examples
of the National Counterterrorism Center (NCTC) and JointTerrorism
Analysis Centre (JTAC). But the scope of such organisations and the
inclusion of non-governmental bodies remains an interesting
opportunity to incorporate the full range of relevant talents and aid
the dissemination of information to those who can act upon it.

5. Research into successful counter-terrorist strategy
The development of strategy which has successfully enhanced
international co-operation and driven national cohesion is more
apparent at the national level than the regional and global tiers. This
includes policy and institutional progress around the notion of
homeland security. However, national cohesion appears to have
more benefits than disadvantages and the overall direction of
international co-operation, albeit slow and imperfect, seems to be
correct.On the other hand,strategic development has not produced
optimum results and there is scope for strategic cohesion and
stronger international leadership.

6. Concerted multi-agency efforts to deter, disrupt and detect
terrorist activity
In addition to specific intelligence, the analysis of terrorist tactics,
techniques and procedures permits proactive intervention to make
the business of terrorism more difficult. Terrorist attacks rely on a
number of identifiable elements that must be combined to achieve
the intended results. Some of these elements are especially
vulnerable to focused action by the authorities and may provide‘trip

David Veness
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wires’ that assist in the detection of terrorist operations. There are
excellent examples of such proactivity, especially at the national
level. The scope for greater geographical expansion is considerable.

7. Examination of the pathways into and disengagement from
terrorism
This theme encompasses the social and behavioural basis of the
processes and pathways into terrorism, including the developing
emphasis on group dynamics. It also addresses options for
facilitating disengagement from involvement in terrorist activity.
This behavioural and social science contribution to counter-
terrorism assists in understanding terrorists and what they do.

8. Countering radicalisation of individuals and groups
This is a multi-faceted subject of considerable current interest. The
need for different cultural approaches is evident; further opportunity
exists to examine what works across religions and cultures.

9. Accelerating the decline/end of terrorist groups
This focuses on why groups emerge, why they persist and why
they end. Such analysis could produce options for accelerating the
process of elimination or mitigating the harm that groups can
cause during their life cycles. By implication, enhanced
understanding of group life spans would reinforce the need to
avoid actions that might extend the life spans of terrorist groups.

10. Major advances in the application of technology for counter-
terrorism
The post-9/11 period has seen an unprecedented advance in the
technology of surveillance and detection, and the application of
these advances in the operational sphere. The integration of these
developments to optimise and develop success within related
counter-terrorist initiatives is a key continuing opportunity.

11. Advances in international co-operation
International co-operation in the field of counter-terrorism is a
further example of a welcome development with great potential,
particularly in the areas of capacity building, training and liaison.

Introduction
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However, liaison and capacity building partners may have different
perspectives and objectives. Thus current constructive outcomes,
though encouraging, may not produce maximum benefit. There
is scope for more nuanced capacity building based upon a sharper
appreciation of local circumstances. This will produce more
enduring benefits and reduce counter productive consequences.

12. Recognition of the benefits of public/private partnership
initiatives
There has been significant beneficial activity in mitigating risk,
enhanced crisis management and post-incident recovery. However,
this is geographically specific and rigorous evaluation is needed to
sustain commitment and investment in the longer term. The
initiatives to advance collective good practice from NewYork (9/11),
London (7/7) and Mumbai (26/11) are a compelling example of
what can be achieved.

13. Fully developed resilience plans to achieve effective crisis
management and early return to normality
Terrorist intentions to cause public harm and alarm can be amplified
by poor crisis management and inadequate efforts to get back to
normal. The evil of terrorist actions is augmented if it exposes a lack
of swift,efficient and firm action by those tasked to protect the public.
National confidence is undermined by a terrorist attack and public
service inadequacy can be yet a further blow. Thus the progress that
has been achieved both in crisis management and medical services is
a vital part of counter-terrorism. This is not yet globally understood
and there is much scope for further exchange of good practice.
Equally important is early recovery, which will not be achieved
without prudent investment in business continuity before the event.
This is thus inextricably linked to public/private partnerships.

14. Political, social and community outreach policies and
programmes
Without trespassing into the lively debate as to what extent political,
social and economic factors contribute to terrorism it is apparent
that specific conditions can make terrorism more likely and perhaps

David Veness
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more sustained. Thus these wider factors must always be considered
in order to generate effective counter-terrorist measures. In any
emergency, regular communication with broad political, social,
religious and other community groupings is an indispensable
element of counter-terrorism. It requires a truly multi-disciplinary
and multi-agency range of talents. Whilst there has been a
commendable investment of effort to develop dialogue and sustain
contacts, the results have not been consistently productive.However,
the effort must be sustained. Counter-terrorism operations will
inevitably need to proceed without complete information and thus
unintended,perhaps adverse,consequences may sometimes happen.
Continued engagement will provide a degree of resilience that will
mitigate the consequences of errors and aid long-term co-operation
and confidence in counter-terrorist efforts.

15. Educating, training and developing counter-terrorist
professionals across a wide range of disciplines
There is not yet a profession of counter-terrorism but nevertheless
levels of professionalism amongst those who contribute to this
aspect of public safety and security have never been higher.Certainly
there are more brighter, younger, keener and committed operators
and contributors at work than at any previous stage. To sustain this
enormously important expansion of human effort requires
education, training and development on a hitherto unanticipated
scale. The US is clearly the leader, especially in the linkage between
public sector professionals and colleagues in universities and think
tanks. Whilst the distinctions between research, education and
training need to be respected, there is an inexorable demand to
ensure that individuals are properly prepared and supported. The
importance of continued and expanded personal talents in
countering the harmful designs of terrorists is fundamental.

The following chapters serve to enhance consideration of these
critical themes.We should be very grateful to StAndrews University
and RUSI for their important work, and our response to this book
should be continuing endeavour to prevent the next attack, rather
than just to react to its awful consequences.

Introduction
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1. Legitimacy, Credibility and Relevance
The Tools of Terrorists and ‘Counter-Terrorists’

Richard Barrett

Terrorists depend for success on an ability to persuade their
audience that their cause is legitimate, their threats are credible and
that they are relevant to the political process they hope to
influence. Legitimacy, credibility and relevance are also essential
elements of successful counter-terrorism measures. Currently, both
terrorists and counter-terrorists face challenges to the legitimacy of
their actions; they are also vulnerable on issues of credibility and
relevance. The measures adopted to defeat Al-Qa’ida all-too-often
appear to accept its claims of legitimacy, endorse the credibility of
its threats, and increase its relevance to the concerns of its
supporters. Furthermore, counter-terrorist measures themselves
often make little sense, appear disassociated from the real threat
and challenge accepted norms and legal standards.

Counter-terrorist policies and practices, particularly in the
United States but also as adopted by the United Nations Security
Council,1 have attracted criticism for tipping the balance too far
towards the need to protect society and too far from the need to
protect individual rights. This criticism reflects a general
reassessment of the threat from terrorism and a perception that the
threat is not as great as was thought in the immediate aftermath of
the attacks of 11 September 2001, which provided the catalyst for
many of these practices and policies.Nonetheless, based on expert
advice, policy-makers continue to take the threat seriously and
have no intention of abandoning their efforts to counter terrorism.
They need now to redress the balance towards the respect of
fundamental values and restore public confidence in the legitimacy
of their policies.

Equally important is public confidence in the credibility
of the measures introduced to combat terrorism.Inevitably many of
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these cause the general public considerable inconvenience, for
example when entering government buildings or travelling by air.
Travellers may be prepared to discard their tubes of toothpaste or
walk barefoot through metal detectors at an airport if they believe
that this will deter terrorists from trying to blow up an aircraft in
flight; but enforcement of the regulations and the co-operation of
the public depend on the credibility of the measures to achieve
their purpose. Without this they may merely serve to annoy the
people they are meant to protect, and so undermine their effective
implementation.

The measures taken to counter terrorism must also be
relevant to the threat. Terrorists are not limited to any particular
means of attack; they change their tactics according to the
opportunities they find to achieve their ends. Terrorists and
‘counter-terrorists’ are therefore engaged in a constant battle
between the development of new terrorist techniques on the one
hand and new protective measures on the other. As it is clearly
impossible to defend every possible target, counter-terrorist
measures must reflect a careful assessment of the strengths of the
terrorists they hope to defeat. An excessive burden of counter-
terrorism measures based only on a speculative understanding of
terrorist capabilities and intentions not only provides credibility to
the terrorists by accepting their threats at face value, but can lead
to adverse economic, social and political consequences. The
constant recalibration of counter-terrorism measures in the light of
new intelligence about the threat is essential to ensuring the
relevance of initiatives and the availability of resources in spite of
economic pressures.

If counter-terrorism policies lack legitimacy, credibility or
relevance they not only lose public support but they also lose
effectiveness. Furthermore, they become counter productive by
undermining the values and freedoms that governments and
international bodies are there to protect, hence enabling terrorists
to gain sympathy and reinforce their propaganda about injustice,
discrimination and authoritarianism.

The main objective of counter-terrorism policy should be to
make it as hard as possible for terrorists to mount attacks, not just

Legitimacy, Credibility and Relevance
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by denying them the means and targets, but also by denying them
sympathisers and recruits. Like those that seek to eliminate them,
terrorists need to persuade the public that their cause is legitimate,
that their threats are credible, and that they are relevant to the
political debate. Ultimately, the success or failure of a terrorist
group, and the longevity of its campaign, depend on its success on
all three fronts.

Counter-measures rarely exploit these vulnerabilities.
Counter-terrorism policies have often taken a purely numerical
approach to terrorism and have seemed to assume that the more
terrorists killed or incarcerated, the fewer will remain to cause
concern. Policies have also tended to boost the image of terrorist
groups by exaggerating their influence and suggesting that they
have a more sophisticated and resilient structure than is likely.
They have also helped terrorist groups by stoking public
apprehension and magnifying the threat,both by alarmist warnings
of attack and through intrusive protective measures. They have
also inadvertently endorsed the claims of terrorists by referring to
them in the terms that they themselves use to justify their actions.

Counter-terrorism should focus therefore on undermining the
legitimacy, credibility and relevance of its terrorist adversaries,
while doing all that it can to bolster its own standing in the same
three areas.

The Enduring Threat
In May 2009, addressing the Pacific Council on International Policy
in Los Angeles, Leon Panetta, the director of the CIA, said ‘Al-Qaeda
remains the most serious security threat that we face, [the] most
serious security threat toAmerica and to U.S. interests and our allies
overseas’.2 Al-Qa’ida’s continued ability to dominate the
international security agenda eight years after the attacks of
September 2001 is not just testament to the persistence and
determination of its leadership. Certainly Al-Qa’ida plans and
intends to launch further,major attacks;but its ability to do so relies

Richard Barrett
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on it winning support and influence from local tribes in Pakistan
and Afghanistan to provide it a solid base, and from people
elsewhere to provide it access to targets. To win support, Al-Qa’ida
agitates in areas of conflict and exploits the fault lines of society.
Aside from face-to-face meetings with Pashtun tribesmen, it relies
for its support on a largely web-based propaganda campaign that
argues that its cause is justified, its methods legitimate and its
threats real. It also presents itself as a defender of the oppressed,
whether at a personal or at a community level.

However, the actual ability of the Al-Qa’ida leadership to
mount attacks is severely limited by the remoteness of its location
and the difficulty of energising and directing its supporters.
Although Al-Qa’ida has established a formidable reputation as a
global terrorist movement, it plays a very small part in international
politics beyond South Asia, and even there it is not clear that
Al-Qa’ida – rather than its local and largely independent associates
in theTaliban3 and extremist groups in the Punjab4 – can influence
the pre-existing complex regional relationships.

Every four years, the United States National Intelligence
Council produces a forecast of what the world might look like in
the medium term. Unsurprisingly, one of the predictions of its
November 2008 issue,Global Trends 2025:A TransformedWorld,5

deals with the likely development of Al-Qa’ida. Under the heading
‘Why al-Qa’ida’s“TerroristWave”Might Be Breaking Up’ it notes that
many of the experts consulted in preparation of the study believe
that Al-Qa’ida’s inherent weaknesses will eventually lead to its
downfall; specifically that ‘unachievable strategic objectives,
inability to attract broad-based support,and self-destructive actions’

Legitimacy, Credibility and Relevance
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are ‘strategic weaknesses that could cause it to decay into
marginality’.6

In July 2008, the RAND Corporation published a study ‘How
Terrorist Groups End’.7 It examined 648 terrorist8 groups active
between 1968 and 2006, of which 244 continue to exist, 136 have
splintered and been absorbed by other groups and 268 have given
up the use of violence. Examining this last category, the study
concludes that there are four principal reasons for a terrorist
group’s demise: police work (including intelligence activity);
military force; a switch to non-violent politics; or the group
achieving its goals. Closer analysis of the 268 expired groups
showed that a move to non-violent politics had been the most
common reason for a group to end (43 per cent),with the arrest or
death of key members as a result of law-enforcement activity a
close second (40 per cent). Only some 10 per cent of groups had
effectively declared victory, and military force had been a critical
factor in the remaining 7 per cent.

But unlike the National Intelligence Council forecast, the
RAND study suggested several reasons whyAl-Qa’ida may present a
more persistent and resilient threat than other groups. It found that
groups claiming a religious basis for their action were far less likely
to peter out than those that did not,9 and that such groups rarely
achieve their objectives and so are unlikely to be absorbed into the
mainstream; they also found that larger groups tend to last longer
than smaller ones.10

These, of course, are not the only reasons why Al-Qa’ida may
continue to pose a threat as an effective terrorist group up to and
beyond 2025, and in any case it is difficult to draw meaningful
parallels between Al-Qa’ida and groups that are now defunct such
as Aum Shinrikyo in Japan or the Black Panthers in the United

Richard Barrett
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States. But whether or not specific policy suggestions can flow
from such studies, enough information about the strengths and
weaknesses of Al-Qa’ida has emerged since Osama Bin Laden made
his ‘Declaration of War against the Americans Occupying the Land
of theTwo Holy Places’ inAugust 1996 to allow an accurate picture
of both the challenges and opportunities that policy-makers need
to consider.

Al-Qa’ida’s Credibility: Attacks and Threats of Attack
To gain attention a terrorist movement needs to terrorise. It aims to
change policies through fear and intimidation, not through the
numerical attrition of its opponents. But to achieve its objective it
must make enough people fearful that they may suffer injury or
death to force the authorities to negotiate, capitulate or introduce
harsh counter-measures that persuade more people to support the
terrorist aims. The most successful terrorist group will strike a
perfect balance between the threat of action and the reality; it will
neither kill too many ‘innocent civilians’ nor appear incapable of
mounting attacks. It will plan its attacks and choose its targets in a
way that suggests reach and unpredictability, but nonetheless is
clearly deliberate rather than opportunistic. Its atrocities should be
shocking and daring enough to excite fear in its opponents and
admiration in its actual and potential supporters.

By these measures, attacks by Al-Qa’ida have had varied
success. The attacks in the United States in September 2001
achieved immediate iconic status and have remained the gold
standard for terrorism ever since. Their annual celebration by
Al-Qa’ida11 rightly reminds the world of the audacity of the
operation and its shuddering impact on world events. There is no
doubt that those attacks have been of enormous value for
Al-Qa’ida’s ability to recruit and raise money. The earlier attack on
the USS Cole in October 2000 was also impressive in its imagery of
a small force crippling a large one; but other operations have been
at best puzzling to potential supporters or clearly counter-

Legitimacy, Credibility and Relevance
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productive. The first significant Al-Qa’ida attacks, launched against
the United States’ embassies in Nairobi and Dar es Salaam in 1998,
had no obvious logic, and in addition to the twelve American dead,
the bombs killed some 200 local people and left over 4,500
wounded.12 Although there have been subsequent attacks in
Kenya,13 the 1998 bombings set back Al-Qa’ida’s ability to raise
support among Muslim communities, and not just in Kenya and
Tanzania.

Even more counter productive for Al-Qa’ida was the attack on
three hotels in Amman, Jordan in November 2005 – in particular
the attack on the wedding party at the Radisson SAS hotel that
killed, among others, the fathers of both the bride and groom. This
attack dealt a major blow to Al-Qa’ida’s credibility as a group
devoted to the protection of religious values against a foreign
enemy and caused a wave of revulsion in Jordan that led to a
dramatic reduction in sympathy for its methods and objectives.14

The subsequent pictures and background story of SajidaAl-Rishawi,
the woman who failed to detonate her suicide vest, further
emphasised the callous and exploitative nature of Al-Qa’ida’s
recruiters and undermined the reputation of its leader in Iraq, Abu
Musab Al-Zarqawi, himself a Jordanian.

Further attacks on the scale of 9/11 would have a huge
impact, especially on a world feeling economically fragile. But the
impact of smaller attacks, though shocking and tragic, decreases as
they become more commonplace. Terrorists must provide images
of sufficient power to survive a short news cycle and modern
terrorism is therefore all about spectacular visual effects. The
ambitions of any group must now be to cause mass casualties or

Richard Barrett
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panic, for example by bringing aircraft out of the sky or detonating
some sort of ‘dirty bomb’ that might cause radioactive pollution in
a built-up area. Al-Qa’ida leaders urge their supporters to do what
they can,where they can,with the means at their disposal; but the
organisation of an attack big enough to meet the standards set by
9/11 is hard to organise, requires considerable resources and
presents real security challenges for an untrained local group. It
needs dedication over time, planning and discipline.

Al-Qa’ida’s credibility as a terrorist movement with global
reach relies increasingly on events that took place some time in the
past. Al-Qa’ida leaders continue to issue dire warnings of major
attacks, and no doubt they have been working hard to plan and
mount new operations, as statements on both sides of the Atlantic
tend to confirm;15 but disrupted plots are unlikely to lead to
enhanced credibility or more support. This would not be such a
problem for Al-Qa’ida were it not that it has little else to offer its
supporters beyond the prospect of spectacular terrorism. Its
credibility relies on the perpetration of its trademark violence. It
has no other area where it can claim progress: it has developed no
social programmes, no political theory, no membership structure,
and no achievable goals. All it has is violence and the threat of
violence, and threats begin to wear thin if nothing ever happens to
make them real.

Al-Qa’ida’s failure to live up to its reputation and to carry out
its threats offers an opportunity to belittle its ability. Clearly it
would be wrong to deny that it poses any threat, but exposing the
hubris of its leaders would certainly reduce their appeal. Political
satire is also a powerful tool to weaken and subvert Al-Qa’ida’s
image, especially given the way that it can spread so fast and so
far over the Internet. Counter-terrorist experts may disagree on
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the strength and reach of Al-Qa’ida, but it would seem sensible
to understate it rather than to overstate it, and not to ascribe to
Al-Qa’ida every attack that occurs. As well as avoiding exaggerating
Al-Qa’ida’s links with or influence over local cells, it would also
help if counter-terrorist initiatives in public places were more
clearly proportionate to the threat so as not to suggest that
Al-Qa’ida is more powerful than it really is.

Al-Qa’ida’s Credibility: Objectives
Al-Qa’ida attracts supporters from around the world, but its stated
aims are too vague and ill defined to provide sufficient motivation
for terrorism in themselves. Al-Qa’ida has not explained what it
means by its primary objective to expel Western influences from
Muslim lands, nor has it said how a new caliphate would emerge
and exert its authority in a modern world. Al-Qa’ida’s supporters
sympathise more with Al-Qa’ida’s criticism of the present rather
than its vision of the future; and their motives for acting in the
name of Al-Qa’ida have their origins in their own culture and
environment,not as part of a wider global movement,16 supporting
the adage that ‘all politics is local’.17 Al-Qa’ida offers a label rather
than the contents;and counter-terrorist efforts should stress its lack
of a sustainable vision.

So far Al-Qa’ida has managed to make a virtue of its over-the-
rainbow goals even though they bear no relation to the realities of
the modern world. Its vague utopianism has allowed its supporters
to imagine a solution to whatever they see as a problem, whether
personal or within their community. But as time goes on, there has
to be a sense of progress or some understanding of what progress
might look like. Osama Bin Laden and the second emblem of
Al-Qa’ida, AymanAl-Zawahiri,have referred to theTaliban regime in
Afghanistan as an almost perfect state, but it is unlikely that more
than a handful of people in Afghanistan would agree with this
judgement, let alone anyone anywhere else in the world. Al-Qa’ida
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needs a programme that appears credible to people in all regions
so as to maintain their engagement in its goals. It needs to define its
programme through concrete strategic and tactical goals, but so far
has been unable to do so.

When objectives are obscure or lack credibility, motivation
and discipline suffer, and these endemic weaknesses in Al-Qa’ida
are worth exposing.Many people perceive or experience political,
economic or social hardship,yet the vast majority would not dream
of supporting Al-Qa’ida. It is useful to make this point so as to
undermineAl-Qa’ida’s claim to represent the downtrodden and the
suffering. It might also help to identify and isolate Al-Qa’ida’s stated
goals to show how far they are from reality, let alone from the
problems that affect the people it tries to recruit. Counter-terrorist
initiatives should also avoid exaggerating Al-Qa’ida’s appeal, for
example by addressing social and political problems in the context
of counter-terrorism rather than because they are problems that
need addressing in themselves.

Al-Qa’ida’s Credibility: Demonstrating Leadership
An initial strength of Al-Qa’ida was its ability to draw together
several groups with local agendas and make them part of a global
movement, encouraging them to turn their attention from the ‘near
enemy’ of local leaders to the ‘far enemy’ of the Western powers
that supported them. Since Al-Qa’ida lost its safe haven in
Afghanistan, it has been harder for the leadership to control these
groups, or even to pretend that it is doing so. It can no longer offer
extensive training facilities, nor financial support, and has little else
to provide beyond its name.While it may still have the capacity to
set up and direct a cell that plans to mount a single attack, such as
the London bombers of 7 July 2005, it is only through more
sustained campaigns that it can remain in the public eye and
maintain its reputation between such incidents.

Its effort to engage in Iraq was a short-term success but a long-
term failure. The Al-Qa’ida leadership saw advantage in allowing
Abu MusabAl-Zarqawi’s group to use its name because it suggested
that Al-Qa’ida was on the front line of the battle against the ‘far
enemy’. However, despite the leadership’s attempts to rein him
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in,18 Zarqawi’s brutality and his focus on Iraqi Shia targets rather
than foreign ones led eventually to a severe erosion of support. In
fact, Al-Qa’ida’s behaviour towards local communities in Iraq has
done much to turn them against the insurgency as a whole.
Al-Qa’ida was never going to play a significant role in post-conflict
Iraq, but it has now been marginalised even before the conflict
ends, so undermining the claims of the leadership to be the
vanguard of the fight against theWest.

In Algeria, Al-Qa’ida in the Islamic Maghreb, which is now
the most active Al-Qa’ida sub-group, has generated limited
support outside its immediate area of operation in the countries
of the Sahara and Sahel.19 Its attacks have been vicious and some
have been high profile, such as the attacks in Algiers on the
Constitutional Court and the United Nations in December 2007,
and its holding of foreigners hostage for ransom. However,
because its focus is on local issues it has not enhanced the
credibility of Al-Qa’ida’s larger claim to be defending Islam, nor
has it appeared to be acting under any central direction. As
the Algerian forces score further success against Al-Qa’ida in the
Islamic Maghreb, the credibility of the Al-Qa’ida leadership will
suffer as well.

The initial alliance that made up Al-Qa’ida has begun to
devolve again into its constituent parts; this is not in line with the
ambitions of its leaders and has reduced their credibility. In order
to accentuate this process, it is helpful to emphasise the failure of
Al-Qa’ida to maintain its pre-eminent position, or to prevent the
defeat of its formal affiliates. Similarly, it is unhelpful to suggest that
Al-Qa’ida has any real influence over other active groups such as in
Somalia or in South East Asia. If these groups are described as
Al-Qa’ida affiliates it will be harder to include them in any local
political process (in Somalia) or argue that they are too
insignificant to be relevant (in South East Asia).
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The credibility and appeal of individual Al-Qa’ida leaders
depends more on presentation than reality.Whereas Zawahiri has
been over-exposed and has lost credibility and appeal – even more
so since his racist comments about President Obama, which
attracted much negative comment in extremist forums on the
web20 – Osama Bin Laden has retained an aura of ascetic
selflessness in the cause of the downtrodden.By remaining remote,
enigmatic and largely out of sight, Bin Laden has managed to take
on whatever characteristics his supporters wish to ascribe to him.
Although the last visual evidence that he might still be alive
appeared in September 2007 in an undated video,21 his image has
gathered tremendous power and he has achieved an almost mythic
status that effectively puts him beyond criticism.

But dynamic organisations need the public personal
involvement of active and charismatic leaders. Al-Qa’ida lacks such
figures and has few visible personalities beyond Zawahiri. Adam
Gadahn, an American convert who has helped Al-Qa’ida reach an
English-speaking audience through his own frequent appearances
on video and his contribution to the Al-Qa’ida media effort,22 has
become much less evident.23 Zawahiri’s fellow Egyptian, Mustafa
Abu Al-Yazid (Sheikh Said),24 seems not to enjoy publicity and his
delivery is flat and unappealing. Abu Yahya Al-Libi,25 who appears
to have charisma and has credibility as one of the small group that
escaped from a prison on Bagram airbase in Afghanistan in July
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2005,may be a future leader of Al-Qa’ida;but he is in his late forties
and his scholarly discourses on religion do not tap into the action-
oriented aspects of terrorism that are likely to motivate a younger
audience.

Leaving Osama Bin Laden aside, it will be helpful to
exacerbate the rivalries and differences that are rumoured to exist
between senior figures in Al-Qa’ida and expose their weaknesses.
Even Bin Laden may not be completely invulnerable to a negative
reassessment; as a leader and organiser, as opposed to an
inspirational figure,he has not been particularly successful, and the
more Al-Qa’ida appears to rely on his leadership, the more
vulnerable it will be to his death and the easier it will be to portray
Al-Qa’ida as a cult rather than as a political movement. It often turns
out that gurus and leaders of cults have serious character defects
such as obsessive behaviour or paranoia,26 and these or other
weaknesses may yet become apparent in Al-Qa’ida.

Al-Qa’ida’s Credibility: Propaganda
Al-Qa’ida churns out a great deal of propaganda,mainly in the form
of recorded speeches and films of attacks, and its ability to get its
message out is one of its principal areas of success. But slick
presentation and efficient distribution cannot compensate for a
message that is unconvincing or dull. Zawahari, who has been the
main spokesperson for Al-Qa’ida since 2001, is not a compelling
figure on screen.27 He is didactic and unappealing, both in what he
says and how he says it, and it is hard to imagine him resonating
with theYouTube audience that he needs to attract if Al-Qa’ida is to
persuade a younger audience of its credibility as a global
movement. The former radical leader and recruiter Ed Husain has
described how religious preachers of his parents’ generation and
background are ill-equipped to deal with the problems of second-
generation youth in immigrant communities in the United
Kingdom, so leaving the door open for younger radicals to impart
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a sense of identity and belonging.28 Zawahiri, despite his zeal and
his long career as a terrorist, faces similar problems.

If a terrorist group is obliged to spend more time broadcasting
its message than taking action, its propaganda has to inspire the
reaction that it might otherwise achieve from violence. Al-Qa’ida’s
credibility as a global threat depends on the one hand on what it
claims to do and be capable of, and on the other hand on the
response to those claims. Its credibility relies on the support
generated by its message and, to an extent, on the strength of the
response from its opponents. If no one takes the message seriously,
then the balance must shift back towards action. So far Al-Qa’ida’s
ability to launch attacks is not questioned by its opponents, but it
may be by its supporters. Extremists in password-protected
chatrooms frequently raise their hopes and morale by talking about
an imminent ‘surprise’or ‘gift’; but there is no reason to for them to
think that an attack is forthcoming beyond falling victim to their
own propaganda. The lack of an attack after such chatter is bound
to cause doubts and disappointment, and most importantly
undermines the credibility of the propaganda itself.

It follows therefore that public warnings of possible attacks
should not unnecessarily endorse Al-Qa’ida’s threats. In November
2007 Jonathan Evans, the director general of the British Security
Service, warned that there were ‘at least two thousand individuals’
who ‘posed a direct threat to national security and public safety
because of their support for terrorism’ in the United Kingdom.29

This is an important statement, but there is a useful distinction to
be made between the threat from Al-Qa’ida and the threat from
other violent extremists.We should avoid crediting Al-Qa’ida with
the presence of at least two thousand terrorist supporters in the
UK, and we should not automatically assume that they are all
Al-Qa’ida supporters. Anything that can be done to undermine
confidence in the power and reach of the Al-Qa’ida leadership has
the chance of being self-fulfilling. The less attractive and
instrumental Al-Qa’ida appears as a medium for violent protest, the
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less those people who are tempted towards terrorism will look to
it for leadership. This may not lead to less terrorism,but it will lead
to less effective terrorism, and again undermine Al-Qa’ida’s
credibility.

Al-Qa’ida’s Relevance
Closely allied with the issue of credibility is that of relevance.
Al-Qa’ida’s propaganda frequently refers to the key political issues
of the day, particularly in the Muslim world, but it has had little
actual impact on their development.

In December 2007 Zawahiri tried to overcome the isolation of
the leadership by inviting questions through radical websites. He
received close to 2,000 responses and many of them expressed
doubts over Al-Qa’ida’s relevance as well as concerns over its
tactics, in particular the killing of women and children. For
example, Zawahiri was asked why Al-Qa’ida had launched no
attacks against Israel, despite the importance of the Palestinian
issue; and he was challenged over his trenchant criticism of Hamas,
which, whatever its shortcomings, had at least been in the front
line of the Arab–Israeli dispute for many years. He was also asked
about Al-Qa’ida’s relationship with Iran, likewise spared attacks
despite being cast as an enemy.30 Zawahiri’s answers finally
appeared – in two parts – inApril 2008,but he sidestepped most of
the questions about relevance.

Al-Qa’ida claims to be in the vanguard of the defence of Islam
against Western influences, but insofar as it has persuaded people
that Islam is indeed under attack it has left most of the fighting to
other people. Even in Iraq, for all that Abu Musab Al-Zarqawi swore
allegiance to Osama Bin Laden and named his group after Al-Qa’ida
in October 2004, he remained to his death an independent
operator. He was of value to Al-Qa’ida because he allowed Bin
Laden and Zawahiri to claim involvement in Iraq, which was then
the most important front in the battle against the West; but
although Al-Qa’ida may have found it easier to control its Iraqi
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affiliate following Zarqawi’s death in June 2006, its decline since
then has not helped the Al-Qa’ida leadership to appear more
relevant.

The Algerian Groupe Salafiste pour la Predication et le
Combat (GSPC),which changed its name toAl-Qa’ida in the Islamic
Maghreb (AQIM) in January 2007 as a way to increase its appeal
beyond Algeria, is now the most active Al-Qa’ida affiliate. However,
AQIM remains a local group with a local agenda and it is doubtful
that its leader, Abdelmalek Droukdel, looks to the Al-Qa’ida
leadership in the Afghan-Pakistan border area for direction.
Al-Qa’ida has not established its relevance to the terrorist campaign
in Algiers and there has been no marked increase in support from
outside Algeria as a result of its formal association with AQIM.31

Al-Qa’ida leaders have identified Somalia as a new
battleground in the fight against the West and have urged fighters
to go to there.32 But they have not yet established a formal link
with Al-Shabaab, the one group active in Somalia that is
sympathetic to its message. Indeed Somalia is an example of the
problem faced by Al-Qa’ida in demonstrating its relevance.
Al-Qa’ida will look weak if it claims influence over a group that
subsequently says or does things that go against its interests; but if
it ignores a conflict area that is relevant to its message it underlines
its marginalisation.

It follows therefore that where Al-Qa’ida has claimed close
links with a group, or a group has announced its affiliation or
sympathy with Al-Qa’ida, comments by Western leaders should
emphasise the lack of real contact between them while underlining
Al-Qa’ida’s natural attraction for those who want to justify their
criminal violence as part of a wider movement.
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Al-Qa’ida’s Relevance in the Afghan-Pakistan Border Area
Al-Qa’ida’s engagement with the tribes in the Afghan-Pakistan
border area will determine its future. Its greatest need is to
establish a new safe base of operations where it can invite
supporters from elsewhere for training and attack preparation. Its
best prospect is in the border area between Afghanistan and
Pakistan, but this depends both on the determination and ability of
the forces lined up against it, and on the willingness of the local
tribes to accept its presence. AlthoughAl-Qa’ida has lost some able
commanders and senior figures in air strikes, it has so far been
able to withstand military pressure. It also seems for now to have
enough tribal support to be able to operate freely over a wide area.

Al-Qa’ida has been able to offer the tribal leaders tactical
training, mid-level leadership and advice on co-ordination, which
has made local groups more aware of Al-Qa’ida’s power resources
and more willing to co-operate against common enemies, in
particular against foreign forces in Afghanistan.33 Nevertheless,
Al-Qa’ida may find it hard to establish long-term relevance in the
area. The tribes have well-established traditions of social
organisation and problem solving, which have been seriously
undermined by violent confrontation with the Pakistani
government and the radical influences of the Taliban; Al-Qa’ida’s
presence has encouraged this trend. So long as the new tribal
leaders remain strong and appear to be gaining benefits from their
partnership with Al-Qa’ida, they may face little opposition from
local people or regional interests. However, the Pakistan military
operation against the Taliban in Swat in May 2009 suggested that a
backlash had begun against them. Ultimately, tribal interests are
local and have more to do with local rights and independence than
with any broad vision of a new system of government, whether
proposed for the Afghan-Pakistan border area or for the world
beyond.

Both the Afghan and the Pakistani Taliban have managed to
exploit the unfulfilled desire of the local people for peace and
security based on an effective and fair system of justice. In
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Afghanistan the Kabul government has been unable to provide this,
and on the Pakistani side of the border the government’s writ does
not extend into the tribal areas. Unless Al-Qa’ida can contribute to
the stabilisation and prosperity of the area on a continuing basis, it
runs the risk of being seen as another group of troublesome
outsiders,34 all the more so if the tribes perceive that the military
pressure they face is the result of Al-Qa’ida’s presence and
influence. Equally, insofar as the presence of foreign troops in
Afghanistan is a major cause of the fighting in the tribal areas, the
message should be clear that the foreign forces are there only
because Al-Qa’ida is there.

Al Qa’ida’s Relevance Beyond Areas of Conflict
While areas of conflict help Al-Qa’ida to recruit supporters by
playing to its argument that Muslims worldwide are under attack,
this is not the only reason that people are drawn to terrorism.
Al-Qa’ida tries to explain all personal and community ills in the
context of an attack on Islam and emphasises things that are wrong
with the world rather than practical measures to put them right. It
therefore offers an expression of the frustrations and anger of the
individual rather than a contribution to the development of group
politics. This is the nature of terrorism, but the graphic drama of a
terrorist attack has little purpose unless it supports a coherent
objective. By this measure all major Al-Qa’ida attacks have been
politically irrelevant, including the attacks of 9/11.35 They were
never likely to achieve Al-Qa’ida’s broad aims of a new caliphate,
and nor were they ever going to bring about the collapse of the
target countries. Even Al-Qa’ida’s one claim of ‘success’ – that
the Madrid bombings in March 2004 had influenced a significant
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number of electors in Spain to vote out the government – is
questionable.36

There is a paradox therefore between Al-Qa’ida’s claim to
relevance and its limited ability to demonstrate it. Zawahiri’s
argument in a video released by Al-Sahab on 27 November 2008,
that the global financial crisis flows from the attacks of 9/11 and
the economic consequences of the United States’ conflict with the
Muslim world suggests more hubris than analysis.37 But it is in this
area of the vague and unquantifiable that Al-Qa’ida is most
comfortable. It follows, therefore, that ascribing influence and
relevance to Al-Qa’ida that it does not deserve fails to capitalise on
a fundamental weakness. Counter-terrorism policies should not
assume that every dissatisfied person is a potential member of
Al-Qa’ida, especially in Muslim communities. This not only
overstates the relevance and appeal of Al-Qa’ida but also runs the
danger of exacerbating inter-communal tensions. It is no doubt true
that the value and acceptability of social programmes designed to
improve the wellbeing and levels of satisfaction of a vulnerable
community are undermined if they are cast as counter-terrorism
initiatives.

Al-Qa’ida’s Legitimacy
Closely allied to the issues of credibility and relevance is that of
legitimacy. Al-Qa’ida has aimed to turn basically secularist and
modernist movements for reform, evident in many areas of the
Muslim world, into an apocalyptic showdown based on a rigid and
uncompromising interpretation of religion. It has dismissed
counter arguments by declaring apostate – and therefore deserving
of death – all those who do not agree with its interpretation.38 In
Islam, only a properly qualified judge can declare someone an
unbeliever (kufr), and then only in very specific circumstances.
Takfirism,as theAl-Qa’ida practice has come to be known, is further
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condemned in the Islamic world as likely to lead to another very
serious offence, which is to cause fitna, or splits in the Muslim
community.

Al-Qa’ida therefore runs a great risk by basing its legitimacy
on its own contentious interpretations of key religious concepts. It
is a measure of its success that it has managed to get away with
confronting 1.5 billion members of a world religion for as long as
it has. No Al-Qa’ida leader has the training or learning to pose
credibly as a legitimate religious scholar, and the validity of its
message – and the authority of its leaders to deliver it – has come
under increasing challenge, even from erstwhile supporters.

Most famous of these is Sayyed Imam Al-Sharif, a co-leader
with Zawahiri of Islamic Jihad, an Egyptian group involved in the
murder of President Anwar Sadat in October 1981 and later an
important constituent part of Al-Qa’ida.39 Though lacking
unimpeachable credentials himself, Sayyed Imam became a key
inspiration for Al-Qa’ida and similar groups, mainly through his
book The Essential Guide for Preparation, which was especially
popular with Al-Qa’ida supporters who went to Afghanistan in the
late 1980s. His authority was also enhanced by his deep
knowledge of the Qur’an and the sayings of the Prophet. He later
completed another enormous book, The Compendium of the
Pursuit of Divine Knowledge, in 1994, which Zawahiri renamed
before publication and edited in a way that caused Sayyed Imam
to fall out with him. Following the attacks of 9/11, Sayyed Imam
found himself first in prison in Yemen and then in Egypt, and
whether as a result of these experiences, his resentment towards
Zawahiri, or through a genuine rethinking of his beliefs, by late
2007 he had completed a third work, Rationalizing Jihad in
Egypt and the World, which rejected Al-Qa’ida both as an
organisation and its beliefs.40

Given Sayyed Imam’s standing and following, his opinion
caused Zawahiri enough discomfort to prompt a reply,41 but
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Zawahiri has far less religious authority and standing than Sayyed
Imam, and his rebuttal relied on political arguments and
justifications rather than theological argument or strategic vision.

Al-Qa’ida states its fundamental purpose as being the defence
of Islam and therefore attacks on its religious legitimacy are a
particularly effective way to expose the false bases of its appeal. As
with any terrorist movement with bold, long-term ambitions,
Al-Qa’ida must depend on widespread sympathy for its actions and
objectives beyond the small group that may actually mount attacks.
In addition to recruits, it needs money, infrastructure, security and
sufficient community support to provide them. Challenges to its
legitimacy on religious grounds not only undermine that support,
but may actually turn sympathisers into opponents when senior
religious figures deliver fatwas that go against Al-Qa’ida’s calls to
action.42 This in turn can lead Al-Qa’ida to issue rebuttals, which
draw further attention to the different degrees of religious
legitimacy between it and its critics.43

The argument about the religious legitimacy of Al-Qa’ida’s
message is a complicated one that non-Muslims are wise to avoid.But
the debate is not necessarily one between moderates and extremists.
There are radical Muslim scholars with more religious authority than
Sayyed Imam, and certainly more than Zawahiri, who have
questioned or even condemned Al-Qa’ida and what it stands for.
Perhaps the best known among them is Sheikh Salman Al-Oadah, a
religious scholar from Saudi Arabia and a prolific writer on Islamic
issues who spent five years in prison for his radical views. Al-Oadah
has issued or supported several fatwas against the Al-Qa’ida
characterisation of jihad and has made other well-publicised
statements condemning its actions.44 Even Abu Muhammad
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42 For example, the fatwa issued by SheikhAbdulAziz BinAbdullahAal Al-Sheikh,
Grand Mufti of Saudi Arabia, against the practice of violent jihad abroad on
1 October 2007 (published inter alia in Al-Sharq Al-Awsat on 2 October 2007).
43 For example, in an interview conducted by Al-Sahab and released on
27 November 2008, Zawahiri criticises Al-Azhar University, probably the most
respected and authoritative centre of Islamic scholarship in the world, for not
following the true Islam.
44 Available on Al-Oadah’s website, Islam Today, <http://islamtoday.com/
show_quest_section.cfm?main_cat_id=15&sub_cat_id=74>.



Al-Maqdisi, the greatest contemporary exponent of the Takfirism
practiced by Al-Qa’ida and its followers and a close mentor of Abu
MusabAl-Zarqawi,with whom he shared time in a Jordanian prison,45

does not agree with indiscriminate terrorism that achieves no
progress towards the establishment of an Islamic state, and regards
the attacks of 9/11 as unimportant and unhelpful in this respect.

One of the areas in which Al-Qa’ida and its affiliates are most
vulnerable to criticism from within the ranks of their supporters is
the killing of fellow Muslims. Leaving aside the inter-Islam conflict
between Sunni and Shia, Al-Qa’ida attacks have resulted in the
death of a large number of Muslims. These are not officials or
dignatories who are instrumental in the support or spread of non-
Muslim influences; they are either people caught in the cross-fire,
or the targets of a deliberately indiscriminate attack. No qualified
Islamic scholar, not even Maqdisi, condones such killings.46 The
self-celebratory videos of suicide bombers who know that Muslim
bystanders will be killed by their actions excite revulsion in the
Muslim world just as they do elsewhere; they have no legitimacy
whatsoever as an expression of religious belief or duty.

However, Al-Qa’ida’s exploitation of religion to justify its acts
in the context of long-standing political and social grievances has
complicated the task of challenging its basic premise and its
rationale for action. Al-Qa’ida has tried to exploit the personal
nature of religious belief to persuade individual Muslims that they
have a black-and-white choice between supporting an agenda that
purports to defend Islam and the Islamic community, and
supporting an agenda that is out to destroy Islam and its values. It
has bound religion and politics together in a way that has made
it hard to articulate where they diverge.But although the distinction
between religion and politics may be blurred, the Al-Qa’ida
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45 See Jean-Charles Brisard with Damien Martinez, Zarqawi: The new face of
Al-Qaeda (NewYork:Other Press, 2005) for a description of Maqdisi’s influence
on Zarqawi.
46 The only justification offered is known as tattarus, which refers to a twelfth
century concept whereby aggressors against Islamic forces using other Muslims
as human shields could still be attacked.



interpretation of Islam is roundly condemned within the Muslim
community as a perversion of religious teaching and belief.

This is a major Al-Qa’ida vulnerability but while it is obviously
important to undermine the religious basis of the Al-Qa’ida
message, as well as the credentials of its leaders, much of the
commentary on terrorism in the non-Muslim world, and statements
made in reaction to attacks, unwittingly endorse its claims by using
terms that associate Al-Qa’ida with Islam.

Jihad in its simplest form concerns a struggle in the way of
Allah; its most common meaning is the internal struggle against
evil, or against those instincts that draw the individual away from
God. Exceptionally, jihad can also refer to armed resistance in
defence of Islam, but this applies to a far clearer state of conflict
than even Al-Qa’ida would claim to exist. Jihad is a central concept
in Islam, but its usage is now so bound up with religious terrorism
as to render it almost unusable in its proper sense. By hijacking the
word, Al-Qa’ida has managed to cloak its political aims in a
spurious religiosity that has made outright condemnation of its
actions harder to express, at least for Muslims. It surely follows that
everything possible should be done to disassociate Al-Qa’ida from
the word jihad and to find an alternative.

The same is true with the use of any other word that
associates Al-Qa’ida-related terrorism with Islam; even the use of
the term Islamist,which is intended to draw a distinction between
politics carried out in the name of religion and the religion itself, is
not always helpful. The distinction is not appreciated in the Muslim
world because there is not an obvious line that separates political
behaviour from religion and the word appears to suggest that there
is something within Islam that gives rise to terrorism.47

The usurpation of religion by Al-Qa’ida should be a major
weakness, but so far not enough has been done to undermine its
claims to legitimacy and to point out that what Al-Qa’ida promotes
is criminality, not piety.
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47 See, for example, the statement issued by the Organisation of
Islamic Conference on 2 December 2008 concerning comments made
following the Mumbai bombings of November 2008, <http://www.oic-oci.org/
oicnew/topic_detail.asp?t_id=1666>.



The Importance of Credibility, Legitimacy and Relevance in
Counter-Terrorism
If a lack of credibility, relevance and legitimacy are exploitable
weaknesses inAl-Qa’ida, so too are they potential weaknesses in any
strategy to defeat it.Speaking at the NationalArchives inWashington
in May 2009, President Obama stressed the importance of abiding
by the rule of law when fighting terrorism.48 He said ‘we need not
sacrifice our security for our values, nor sacrifice our values for our
security’, and described counter-terrorism measures that took too
little account of the need for legitimacy as ‘an albatross around our
efforts to combat terrorism in the future’.

In both international affairs and in determining the attitude of
the public, the issue of legitimacy is vital to the development of an
effective counter-terrorist strategy. Terrorists have achieved a
victory if through their actions or their threats they undermine the
rule of law or the free exercise of individual rights. The progress of
national and international development is often measured by the
degree of protection offered to the individual; if counter-terrorism
leads to a reduction of that protection, it has undermined more than
it has provided. Even more than by standards of credibility and
relevance, counter-terrorism measures should be judged by their
legitimacy.

Global acceptance of the need for action against terrorism is
not guaranteed, especially if the action taken appears to be
intrinsically wrong or disproportionate to the threat.49While the first
concern of any state should be to protect the security and prosperity
of its citizens,it is unlikely that any government will devote resources
to counter-terrorism unless it believes that there is a credible threat.
Equally, no country will support the counter-terrorism efforts of
another country unless it believes that those efforts are relevant to
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48 <www.whitehouse.gov/the_press_office/Remarks-by-the-President-On-
National-Security-5-21-09>.
49 A survey conducted in twenty-three countries by the BBC and published
in September 2008 found that on average only 22 per cent of respondents believed
that Al-Qa’ida had been weakened as a result of US efforts, while 29 per cent
thought that the US campaign had had no effect and 30 per cent that it had made
Al-Qa’ida stronger, <http://www.globescan.com/news_archives/bbc_al_qaeda/>.



the threat. However real the threat and relevant the measures, no
country will be able to maintain either internal or external support
for measures taken which lack legitimacy. If counter-terrorism
measures lack credibility, relevance or legitimacy it is almost certain
that agreement on the importance of taking action will dissolve,both
at the national and international level. Discussion will focus on the
nature of the counter-terrorism measures rather than on the need to
address the threat.

By focusing on the three key elements of credibility, relevance
and legitimacy, both in the pursuit of terrorists and in protecting
the public, the international community will be better equipped to
prevent Al-Qa’ida from extending its influence and increasing its
menace.

Richard Barrett
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2. Measuring Success and Failure in
Terrorism and Counter-Terrorism

US Government Metrics of the Global War on Terror

Alex P Schmid and Rashmi Singh

The war on terror is … one of the most inherently ambiguous
conflicts inAmerican history,with no precedent, and with much of
the conduct of the war on both sides kept secret.This ambiguity
has allowed people to choose their own criteria for success, thus
encouraging the selection of arbitrary or self-serving metrics.

(Dominic D P Johnson and Dominic Tierney)1

Eight years into the Global War on Terror or the ‘Global Struggle
Against Violent Extremism’ as the Pentagon tried to rename it
in vain three years ago,2 the question ‘are the United States and
its allies winning the war on terror?’ has been asked so often that
one would expect that a unified view would have emerged
amongst informed observers by now. Unfortunately, that is not
the case.‘No one knows if we are “winning or losing” the war on
terrorism’, said Lee Hamilton, the former vice-chair of the 9/11
commission three years ago – a statement which still accurately
sums up the situation today.3 Within the United States, views
regarding success and failure are often polarised along party
lines.4 Internationally, opinion is also undecided. A recent BBC

1 Dominic D P Johnson and Dominic Tierney, Failing to Win: Perceptions of
Victory and Defeat in International Politics (Cambridge, MA: Harvard
University Press, 2006), p. 283.
2 Harlan Ullman,‘Is the USWinning or Losing the GlobalWar onTerror and How
Do We Know?’, Australian Journal of International Affairs (Vol. 60, No. 1,
March 2006), p. 29.
3 Lee Hamilton, Bruce Hoffman, Brian Jenkins, Paul Pillar, Xavier Raufer,Walter
Reich and Fernando Reinares,State of the Struggle: Report on the Battle against
Global Terrorism (Washington, DC: Council on Global Terrorism, 2006), p. 67.
4 A 2006 Gallup Poll showed that ‘Perceptions of who is winning [the War on
Terror] are highly related to political party affiliation. A majority of Republicans
(66%) say the United States is winning,compared with only 27% of independents
and 20% of Democrats’. Lydia Saad,‘No Change inAmericans’Outlook forWar on
Terror’,Gallup News Service, 14 June 2006.
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poll, which covered twenty-three countries and involved more
than 23,000 adults, found that on average just 10 per cent of those
polled held the view that Al-Qa’ida was winning, while 22 per
cent believed the US was winning, and 47 per cent thought that
neither side was winning the conflict between Al-Qa’ida and
the United States.5 The predominant view that neither side was
winning the conflict was held by populations in fifteen out of the
twenty-three polled nations. Yet at the same time it is unclear
what these opinions are really based upon.

Two years into theWar on Terror, Donald Rumsfeld asked the
question, ‘are we winning or losing the War on Terror?’. In
attempting to answer this question he had stated that ‘we are
having mixed results with Al-Qaida and although we have put
considerable pressure on them – nonetheless, a great many remain
at large’. However, and perhaps most crucially, Rumsfeld observed
that:‘Today,we lack metrics to know if we are winning or losing the
global war on terror. Are we capturing, killing or deterring and
dissuading more terrorists every day than the madrassas and the
radical clerics are recruiting, training and deploying against us?’6

This keen observation,made almost six years ago,not only remains
true today but it also seems that we are no closer to a conclusive
answer in 2009 than we were in 2003.

The fact that there are no metrics to measure success and
failure in the War on Terror is complicated by constantly shifting
goalposts, seen in not only a progressive redefinition of its overall
timeframe but also in its ostensible goals. On 11 September 2001,
for instance, President Bush confidently stated, ‘Now that war has
been declared on us, we will lead the world to victory’; and again
in December 2001,‘We’re going to root out terror wherever it may
exist’. Then, six years ago in 2003, speaking on the battleship
Missouri, President Bush claimed that ‘the battle of Iraq is one

5 The BBC polled 23,937 adults across twenty-three countries between 8 July
and 12 September 2008, The Earth Times, 26 September 2008.
6 Memorandum to General Dick Myers, Paul Wolfowitz, General Pete Pace and
Doug Feith, dated 16 October 2003, USA Today, <http://usatoday.printthis.
clickability.com/pt/cpt?action=cpt&title=USATODAY.com>, accessed
27 November 2006.
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victory in a war on terror’,while emphasising at the same time that
‘we do not know the day of final victory’.7 By 2005, less than two
years later, Bush told reporters that the United States would never
achieve a clear victory in the war – a statement which resulted in
such a public outcry that he had to disavow his own words.

Shifts in the timeframe of this conflict were most explicitly
outlined in 2006, five years after the war had been declared,when
the former director of the British Security Service (MI5),Dame Eliza
Manningham-Buller, suggested that the War on Terror would be a
‘long war’ lasting perhaps a generation.8 Less than three months
later in his January 2007 State of the Union address, President Bush
also termed the war a ‘generational struggle’. Gone was the
optimism of the early years in the face of a struggle that seemed to
progressively unravel, become more complex and demand greater
resources and manpower than initially envisioned. Today the War
on Terror has already lasted longer than the US involvement in the
FirstWorldWar and SecondWorldWar combined. If we continue to
accept President Bush’s September 2001 statement that this war
will ‘not end until every terrorist group of global reach has been
found, stopped and defeated’,9 then it seems that we are in for a
very long haul indeed.

The American Approach
Despite these shifting goalposts and timeframes, cursory attempts
to measure success and failure in theWar onTerror have been made
by various departments of the US government. The White House,

7 CNN.com, ‘Bush Makes Historic Speech Abroad Warship’, 1 May 2003;William
C Martel, Victory in War: Foundations of Modern Military Policy (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2007), p. 1.
8 The head of MI5, Dame Eliza Manningham-Buller, said: ‘That threat [from
Al-Qa’ida] is serious, is growing and will, I believe, be with us for a generation. It
is a sustained campaign, not a series of isolated incidents. It aims to wear down
our will to resist.’ Eliza Manningham-Buller,‘The International Terrorist Threat to
the United Kingdom’, 9 November 2006, quoted in Peter Hennessy (ed.), The
New Protective State (London: Continuum, 2007), p. 73.
9 CNN.com, ‘Transcript of President Bush’s Address’, 20 September 2001; Philip
Bobbitt, Terror and Consent: The Wars for the Twenty-First Century (London:
Allen Lane, 2008), p. 82.
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for example, has produced from time to time a ‘Before and After’
scorecard that seems to be specifically tailored for public
consumption. Three years ago, in a document titled ‘9/11 FiveYears
Later: Successes and Challenges’, the White House presented a
fifteen-point list contrasting ‘before 9/11’with ‘today’:10

• Before 9/11, al-Qaida was in Afghanistan training
thousands of would-be terrorists
Today, Afghanistan is no longer a safe-haven for al-Qaida

• Before 9/11, Iraq was a designated state sponsor of
terrorism
Today, Iraq is off the state sponsor list

• Before 9/11, Libya was designated state sponsor of
terrorism
Today, Libya is off the state sponsors list and has
renouncedWMD [weapons of mass destruction]

• Before 9/11, Pakistan and Saudi Arabia were not taking
active measures to combat support to terrorists
Today, they stand with the United States as key allies in
opposition to terrorism

• Before 9/11, throughout most of the broader Middle East
and North Africa, democratic institutions and processes
were, with the exception of Israel, largely weak and
nonexistent

• Today, freely contested multiparty elections are more
common and are increasingly accepted as the basis for
legitimate government.

Of course, none of these claims are definite or unproblematic; nor
are they quantifiable or comparable measures of success or failure.

10 TheWhite House,‘9/11 FiveYears Later:Successes and Challenges’, September
2006, <http://www.whitehouse.gov/nsc/waronterror/2006/sectionI.html>,
accessed 11 September 2008.
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Analysis is further complicated by the fact that there are also
varying measures of success within the US state machinery which
reflect a surprising lack of consistency across departments and
agencies.This contributes to the lack of comprehensive, systematic
and consistent metrics to measure success and failure in theWar on
Terror.

To illustrate, apart from theWhite House, one more approach
for ‘measuring’ success emerges from the US Department of Justice.
In its document ‘The USA Patriot Act: Myth vs. Reality’, the
Department emphasises how the ‘United States of America is
winning the war on terror with unrelenting force and
unprecedented cooperation’.11 It also lists a number of elements
that point towards success in the War on Terror, including: the
identification and disruption of over 150 terrorist threats and cells;
the capturing or killing of nearly two thirds of Al-Qa’ida’s known
senior leadership around the world – including a mastermind of
the 9/11 attacks; the incapacitation more than 3,000 operatives
around the world; the breaking-up of five terrorist cells in Buffalo,
Detroit, Seattle, Portland (Oregon) and Northern Virginia; and the
freezing of $136 million in assets around the world. In the same
report the Department also underlines ‘success’ by citing not only
how 195 individuals had already been ‘convicted or pleaded guilty
in the United States, including the shoe-bomber Richard Reid and
the “American Taliban” John Walker Lindh’ but also how ‘over 515
individuals linked to the September 11th investigation had been
removed from the United States’.12

This sort of ‘body count’ approach13 has been repeatedly used
by the United States to gauge and assert its success in the War on
Terror and it is on the basis of such figures that then-Attorney
General John Ashcroft unabashedly claimed ‘We are winning

11 U.S. Department of Justice, ‘The US Patriot Act: Myth vs. Reality’,
<http://www.lifeandliberty.gov/subs/add_myths.htm>, accessed 21 January
2009.
12 Ibid.
13 For more on the ‘body count’ approach and its handicaps, see Daniel Byman,
‘Measuring the War on Terrorism: A First Appraisal’, Current History (Vol. 102,
No. 668, December 2003).
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the war on terrorism’.14 Yet this report not only exemplifies the
absence of a standard set of metrics to measure success and failure
in the War on Terror within the US government, but in looking at
the gains of one side – without comparing them with those of the
other – it also paints a partial and therefore potentially inaccurate
picture. In reality,both sides of the conflict can make absolute gains
in the War on Terror but it is the relative gains that count when
measuring success and failure in this confrontation. Most crucially,
some of the ‘absolute’ figures cited in the Justice Department’s
report are, on closer inspection, questionable as markers of
success.

For instance, the 3,000 operatives that are listed as having
been ‘incapacitated’ include at least some of the individuals
interned at the Guantanamo Bay Detention Camp as so-called
‘enemy-combatants’ who posed a security risk to the United
States.15 In June 2005 the US Defense Secretary,Donald Rumsfeld,
described these inmates of Guantanamo as ‘terrorists, trainers,
bomb makers, recruiters, financiers, [Bin Laden’s] bodyguards,
would-be suicide bombers, [and] probably the 20th 9/11
hijacker’.16 Indeed, the US government has consistently insisted
that Guantanamo prisoners were the ‘the worst of the worst’
and claimed that months of interrogation and intelligence
work had revealed that many of them were senior Al-Qa’ida
operatives who had been actively involved in plots against the
United States.17 However, a closer examination of this prison
population tells a very different story. In early 2006, Mark and
Joshua Denbeaux studied the composition of the prison

14 Prepared Remarks of Attorney General John Ashcroft, Senate Judiciary
Committee Hearing,‘The Terrorist Threat:Working Together to Protect America’,
4 March 2003, <http://www.usdoj.gov/archive/ag/testimony.html>.
15 Ken Ballen and Peter Bergen, ‘The Worst of the Worst?’, Foreign Policy,
October 2008.
16 Donald Rumsfeld, 27 June 2005, quoted in Bobbitt, op. cit., p. 267.
17 NeilA Lewis and Eric Schmitt,‘Guantanamo Prisoners Could Be Held ForYears,
U.S.Officials Say’,The Tech Online Edition (Vol. 124, Issue 4, 13 February 2004),
<http://tech.mit.edu/V124/N4/long_4.4w.html>, accessed 23 January 2009.
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population based entirely on the US government’s own
documents and concluded that:18

• Only 5 per cent were captured by US forces, while an
astonishing 86 per cent were arrested either by
Pakistani or Northern Alliance forces and turned over
to the United States. Various other sources have
divulged how these prisoners were exchanged for
significant amounts of bounty payments19

• 60 per cent were detained on grounds that they were
‘associated with’ group(s) believed to be terrorist
organisations; 30 per cent were categorised and
detained as ‘members’, while 8 per cent were detained
as ‘fighters’ – although many of the detainees at
Guantanamo were involved with the Taliban as
conscripts20

• 55 per cent of detainees have not been determined to
have committed any hostile act against the US or its
coalition allies

• Only 8 per cent of the detainees were characterised as
Al-Qa’ida fighters. Of the remaining detainees, 40 per
cent had no definitive connection with Al-Qa’ida at all
and 18 per cent had no definitive affiliation with either
Al-Qa’ida or the Taliban.

18 Mark Denbeaux and Joshua Denbeaux,Report on Guantanamo Detainees:A
Profile of 517 Detainees through Analysis of Department of Defense Data
(2006), p. 4, available at <http://law.shu.edu/aaafinal.pdf>; Bobbitt, op. cit.
19 Ballen and Bergen, op. cit.:‘After U.S. forces invaded Afghanistan in late 2001,
they doled out rewards of about $5,000 or more to Pakistanis and Afghans for
each detainee turned over. Contrary to standard law enforcement practice, the
U.S. military accepted the uncorroborated allegations of the award claimants
with little independent investigation.’ See also: Andy Worthington, The
Guantanamo Files: The Stories of 774 Detainees in America’s Illegal Prison
(London/Ann Arbor,MI: Pluto Press, 2007).
20 It is worth noting that general conscription was much more the rule than the
exception inTaliban controlledAfghanistan. SeeAhmed Rashid,Taliban:Militant
Islam, Oil and Fundamentalism in Central Asia (New Haven:Yale University
Press, 2000).
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Obviously, there is a significant discrepancy between the figures of
this report and the claims made by both the US Department of
Justice and former Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld. This
discrepancy also calls into question statements made by other US
leaders regarding American success in theWar on Terror.

But this is not all. Another key problem with the various
indicators of success used thus far is that they are not directly
related to the aims of the United States in the War on Terror – in
other words they do not tell us how much closer the US and its
allies are to the desired end-state. Of course, this is an issue rooted
primarily in the uncertain nature of this war where the goals have
remained imprecise, ill-defined and inconsistent. Initially, in late
2001, the US administration defined the proposed end-state in
extraordinarily ambitious terms when President Bush asserted,‘Our
war on terror begins withAl-Qa’ida,but it does not end there. It will
not end until every terrorist group of global reach has been
found, stopped and defeated’ (emphasis added).21 As a result
various states, in a spectacular display of strategic band-wagoning,
readily came out in support of this position and rapidly categorised
their own experiences with extremism as part of the broader
global terrorist threat.22 Needless to say, this further distorted and

21 President Bush, ‘Address to a Joint Session of Congress and the Nation’,
21 September 2001, <http://archives.cnn.com/2001/US/09/20/gen.bush.
transcript/>.
22 See Kenneth N Waltz, Theory of International Politics (New York:
McGraw-Hill, 1979) and ‘Structural Realism after the Cold War’, International
Security (Vol. 25, No. 1, 2000); Stephen M Walt, The Origins of Alliances
(Ithaca, New York: Cornell University Press, 1987); John J Mearsheimer,
‘Hans Morgenthau and the Iraq War: Realism versus Neo-Conservatism’,
Open Democracy, 2005, <http://www.opendemocracy.net/democracy-
americanpower/ morgenthau_2522.jsp>;Ariel Cohen,‘Yankees in the Heartland:
US Policy Central Asia’ in Ariel Cohen (ed.),Eurasia in Balance:The US and the
Regional Power Shift (Aldershot: Ashgate, 2005); Gaye Christoffersen,
‘Constituting the Uyghur in U.S.-China Relations: The Geopolitics of Identity
Formation in the War on Terrorism’, Strategic Insights (Vol. 1, No. 7, 2002). For
some opposing points of view see:Thazha Varkey Paul,‘Soft Balancing in the Age
of U.S. Primacy’, International Security (Vol. 30,No. 1, 2005);Mark Beeson,‘The
Declining Theoretical and Practical Utility of “Bandwagoning’’: American
hegemony in the Age of Terror’, The British Journal of Politics and
International Relations (Vol. 9, No. 4, 2007).
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complicated the already problematic conflict. The uncertain nature
of the war also proved to be politically expedient for an
administration which overrode the United Nations, popular global
protests and concerns expressed by long-standing allies to launch
America’s first pre-emptive war by linking the invasion of Iraq
to the global battle against Al-Qa’ida. Yet despite the vague and
ill-defined end-state of this conflict, the Bush administration time
and again asserted that the United States was succeeding in its fight
against Al-Qa’ida and global terrorism. In March 2003, President
Bush, in his address to the nation at the start of the War in Iraq,
declared ‘we will accept no outcome but victory [in Iraq]’.23 In
March 2008 he spoke at the Pentagon to mark the fifth anniversary
of Operation Iraqi Freedom, proclaiming that US troops had
achieved undeniable success in Iraq and stressing that ‘The surge
has opened the door to a major strategic victory in the broader war
on terror’.24

Yet what do ‘victory’,‘success’,‘defeat’ and ‘failure’ really mean
in the context of terrorism and counter-terrorism? Victory in
traditional warfare has been comparatively much easier to gauge
than the concept of victory in the context of counter-terrorism.25

In a traditional confrontation between two standing armies, victory
has been typically determined on the basis of territory won, the
quantity of enemy weaponry, ammunition and ranks decimated,
infrastructure destroyed and so on.Of course,some experts suggest
that these indicators alone are not enough to establish victory or
defeat in a war. Philip Bobbitt, for example, argues that a state can
fail to defeat the enemy yet gain success by fulfilling its war
objectives, as seen in the case of the United States in the war of
1812. At the same time, a state or a coalition of states can defeat

23 For the full text of President George W Bush’s address to the nation
on 20 March 2003, see: <http://www.guardian.co.uk/world/2003/mar/20/
iraq.georgebush>, accessed 23 January 2009.
24 White House Press Release, ‘Fact Sheet: Five Years Later: New
Strategy Improving Security in Iraq’, 19 March 2008. For details regarding
the key points raised in the speech see: <http://italy.usembassy.gov/viewer/
article.asp?article=/file2008_03/alia/a8031901.htm>, accessed on 23 January 2009.
25 For a problematised treatment of the concept of victory,see Martel,op.cit. and
Johnson and Tierney, op. cit.
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their enemy yet fail to achieve victory if they fall short of their war
objectives, like the United Nations in North Korea in 1950. In short
then, according to Bobbitt, victory for a nation-state in a traditional
confrontation is not simply the enemy’s defeat, as gauged by the
indicators mentioned previously, but crucially the achievement of
the war aim. Of course, given that a state’s war aims are founded
upon its changing constitutional and strategic circumstances, the
notion of victory has also changed over the ages.26

For our purposes,what is most crucial to note from this two-
fold measure of victory is that the absence of a clearly defined war
aim is a key disadvantage when attempting to gauge victory or
defeat in the War on Terror. At the same time, the indicators used
to establish victory or defeat in traditional confrontations fall
dismally short when applied to the fight against terrorism. For
example, while in a traditional confrontation the destruction of
armed forces and military equipment can be, and indeed has been
in the past, used as a reliable indicator of success, in the case of
counter-terrorism ‘the eradication of terrorist cells, decapitation of
terrorist leadership, blocking of terrorist funds or the destruction
of terrorist safe havens does not necessarily (and, in fact, rarely)
result in the cessation of terrorist violence’.27 Moreover, not only is
the damage caused by terrorism harder to estimate than that
caused by traditional warfare, but the differences in time periods
over which terrorist versus military threats exist also serves to
further complicate the estimation of success in counter-terrorism
campaigns.28 Given these complications, what do success and/or
failure really mean in the context of theWar on Terror?

Developing New Metrics
Unfortunately, and despite firm assertions of ‘success’, the term

26 Bobbit, op. cit., p. 187.
27 Nadav Morag,‘Measuring Success in Coping with Terrorism:The Israeli Case’,
Studies in Conflict and Terrorism (Vol. 28, No. 4, 2005), p. 307.
28 As Morag points out: ‘Full-scale wars between roughly evenly matched
combatants (as opposed to “counterinsurgency” wars such as those in Vietnam
or Lebanon) are necessarily restricted in time due to the limited resources
available to the combatants as well as the pressure brought to bear by the
international community to bring an end to hostilities.’ Ibid.
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remains largely undefined and unspecified in the official discourse.
Based on the many speeches and statements made by not only
President Bush but also other prominent figures in the US
government, it remains unclear if success in theWar on Terror will
be achieved when all Al-Qa’ida attacks against the US and its allies
have ceased and recruitment for the organisation decreases
significantly while defections increase; or when all Al-Qa’ida
terrorists have been killed, captured and brought to trial and the
organisation destroyed/dissolved; or indeed when the Al-Qa’ida
ideology and narrative has lost all appeal and Muslim support for
jihad against the West has disappeared. In the absence of any firm
answers from the Bush administration we have to turn elsewhere
to attain a better understanding of what would really denote
success in theWar onTerror, or in fact any other counter-terrorism
campaign.

Daniel Byman has criticised the body count-centred approach
adopted by most US departments and agencies as misleading and
unable to provide a concrete measure of success and failure. He
asserts that a more comprehensive and sophisticated approach is
needed and forwards instead indicators that stand out as ‘five
genuine measures of success:29

• The reduced freedom of terrorists to operate (achieved
via the elimination of safe havens)

• Increased levels of domestic support for counter-
terrorism (where the population is ever vigilant)

• An accurate understanding of the adversary’s leadership
and command structure (which would serve to focus
the counter-terrorism strategy adopted)

• The disruption of terrorist recruitment (in order to stem,
over time, the flow of new blood into the organisation),

• The reduced number of terrorist attacks (as attack
capability reflects both the threat posed by a group as
well as its very viability).

29 Daniel Byman,‘Scoring theWar on Terrorism’, The National Interest (Vol. 72,
Summer 2003).
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Byman has further developed these metrics of success. In his 2008
publication he outlines how a nuanced definition of victory
translates into observing what are in fact several overlapping
measures including physical security, psychological reassurance,
impact on other policy goals, and overall costs. Thus he further
hones and refines his original ‘genuine’ indicators of success into
three consolidated metrics which reliably signal success in theWar
on Terror:30

• Low levels of death from international terrorism,
numbering less than a hundred each year

• An overall reduction in the level of fear which would
result in Americans going about their lives with little
concern about terrorism: ‘this requires not only a low
number of deaths in absolute terms, but also a
particularly low level of deaths on U.S. soil’

• Counter-terrorism that is ‘done at an acceptable cost in
dollars, lives and other policy priorities’.

Yet another approach to measuring and defining the true meaning
of success in counter-terrorism emerges from Israel,which has had
a much longer exposure to terrorism than the United States.Nadav
Morag, former senior director for foreign policy at Israel’s National
Security Council, adviser to the Israeli prime minister and
academic, outlines six key indicators that can accurately estimate
and denote success in the Israeli campaign against terrorism from
the beginning of the Al-Aqsa intifada in 2000-05. Morag’s
parameters encompass various critical components of the state and
state power, including internal stability, international standing, and
economic power as well as ethical components which form the
bulwark of democratic governance. These six metrics of success
thus include:31

1. Minimising Israeli casualties to terrorism
2. Minimising casualties among innocent bystanders in

anti-terrorist operations

30 Daniel Byman, The Five Front War: The Better Way to Fight Global Jihad
(New Jersey: JohnWiley & Sons, 2008), p. 52.
31 Morag, op. cit.
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3. Minimising the economic impact of terrorism
4. Maintaining Israeli social cohesion
5. Maintaining domestic and international support for the

Israeli government
6. Gauging changes in domestic and international support

for the Palestinian Authority (PA).

Based on these parameters, Morag concludes that ‘the picture that
emerges (in Israel) is one of fairly unambiguous success in terms of
every parameter save decreasing the number of Palestinian civilian
deaths and the attempted erosion of the late Yasser Arafat’s
domestic political support’.32 In short, the Israeli campaign against
terror from 2000–05, according to Morag, succeeded on a number
of accounts. A first key indication of success is that the campaign
achieved a substantial decrease in both the number and scope of
terrorist attacks against Israeli civilians. Second, the campaign also
managed to contribute towards creating conditions in which the
Israeli economy could grow once again after a period of recession.
Third, the population demonstrated a high degree of resilience as a
result of which Israeli society continued to function in what was
essentially a period of extraordinarily high stress. Fourth, the Israeli
government not only maintained, but also demonstrably
consolidated, its domestic support in this period. Fifth, Israel’s
international standing was in no way significantly impaired as a
result of this campaign and finally, according to Morag’s analysis,
both Arafat and the PA’s international status was significantly
eroded over this period.33 As measures of failure, Morag points
towards the inability of the Israeli campaign to decrease both the

32 Ibid. p. 318.
33 Of course,each of these indicators of success can be countered and/or further
nuanced. For example, one could argue that both Arafat and the PA’s declining
international status had more to do with internal Palestinian politics than Israeli
counter-terrorism policy in particular. See Anat Kurz, Fatah and the Politics of
Violence:The Institutionalisation of a Popular Struggle (Brighton and Portland,
OR: Sussex Academic Press, 2005); Shaul Mishal and Avraham Sela, The
Palestinian Hamas: Vision, Violence and Coexistence (New York: Columbia
University Press, 2000).
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number of Palestinian civilian deaths and also the level of domestic
political support for Yasser Arafat.

So where do these approaches towards measuring and
defining success and failure lead us? Despite the fact that Byman’s
study is still in its early stages and Morag’s is Israel-specific, one can
certainly argue that both approaches are innovative in that they not
only study the problem of metrics from a more nuanced, holistic
and sophisticated angle, but also that they generate metrics based
on empirical analysis that can be extrapolated from case-specific
scenarios into wider contexts, such as the War on Terror. In short,
despite the fact that these studies are by nature limited,they provide
important insights into some of the intrinsic components that
would indicate victory or defeat in the War on Terror. At the same
time, it is more than obvious that a long-term, in-depth, focused
study needs to be undertaken if we are to arrive at any authoritative
and conclusive metrics of success and failure in theWar onTerror.

A Comprehensive Academic Approach to Measurement
Perhaps one of the most intriguing aspects of the current
confrontation, between the US and its allies on the one hand and
Al-Qa’ida and its affiliates on the other, is the asymmetry of the
conflict parties.One of the conflict parties is a state, the other is not;
one has weapons of mass destruction but does not want to use
them while the other has none but is attempting to acquire them
and appears to be only too ready to use them. One side in the
confrontation tries to avoid civilian casualties while the other side
purposely seeks them. Yet at the same time there are also some
intriguing similarities. For instance, both sides want to replace
the existing regimes in the Middle East: one with democracies, the
other with a theocracy in the form of a caliphate.What does this
partial symmetry and partial asymmetry mean when it comes to
assessing success and failure? If this confrontation is not a zero-sum
game it could well be that both sides, Al-Qa’ida and the United
States, are failing in this confrontation. The opposite is, of course,
also theoretically possible: that both sides are winning in terms of
achieving some of their aims or making some gains. However, as
stated earlier, unless the gains/losses of both sides are studied
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together and consistently compared, any results generated will be
partial and therefore potentially inaccurate and/or misleading. In
short,while both sides of the conflict may be able to make absolute
gains, it is the relative gains which count most when developing
metrics to assess success and failure in this confrontation.

Based on this logic, the Centre for the Study of Terrorism and
Political Violence (CSTPV) in St Andrews has recently commenced
a two-year project, the goal of which is to arrive at some non-
partisan, objective metrics which would enable an assessment of
success and failure in theWar onTerror/Global Jihad for both sides
in the conflict dyad from 2001-09. It is too early to share any of the
results or raw data – nevertheless, it is worthwhile presenting the
project’s approach towards generating metrics and also some of
the key obstacles encountered in the search for valid indicators.

In our current project, we use both ‘hard’ (body count-type)
and ‘soft’ (perceptual and discursive) indicators of success and
failure. Thus far we have identified and are researching eight hard
indicators over a period of nine consecutive years from 2001 to
2009. These indicators are as follows:

• The increase/decrease of the number of terrorist groups
affiliating with/disassociating from Al-Qa’ida

• The increase/decrease of the size and recruiting rate of
Al-Qa’ida and related groups

• The increase/decrease of the number of, and intervals
between, Al-Qa’ida-related attacks

• The size of civilian and security forces, casualties from
jihadist terrorist attacks

• The losses of Al-Qa’ida and Al-Qa’ida-related terrorist
jihadists (casualties, arrests, exit from struggle) and
balance of losses, stock and new recruitments

• Collateral damage (civilians wounded and killed) in the
War on Terror

• Any increase/decrease of countries and geographical
zones in which Al-Qa’ida and related terrorist groups
operate

• The increase/decrease in the sophistication of Al-Qa’ida
and Al-Qa’ida related attacks.
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We are currently compiling datasets for each of these hard
indicators for the full period of nine consecutive years with the aim
of conducting a time-series analysis on the data collected. This will,
we hope,enable us to locate general trends as well as any variations
in these trends for the period under study. Furthermore, once we
have data for all the years, these indicators will also be used as the
key components of a score-card which will be used to gauge losses
or gains, successes or failures, and overall progression towards
stated aims (however vaguely these may have been defined), or
indeed the failure to do so.34

Of course, none of the data for any of these indicators
is unproblematic or easy to measure. At one level, our task is
facilitated by the fact that there is an abundance of literature on
Al-Qa’ida and its activities;on the other hand, it is made much more
difficult by the fact that there are diverging accounts and the
reliability of many sources is questionable. The reliability of
sources is a long-standing issue in the field of terrorism studies, and
traditionally the bulk of the data available has tended to be of a
poor quality and problematic, even though this situation has
improved considerably in recent years. To a large extent this
improvement is the result of the widening scope of existent
databases. Thus, while the initial focus of the first databases in the
field, RAND and ITERATE, tended to be upon ‘international
terrorism’ alone, taking into account domestic terrorism in which
perpetrators and victims and location are all of the same nationality,

34 For a detailed treatment of scorecards and score-keeping as a methodological
approach, see Johnson andTierney,op. cit. The authors outline in this work how
public score-keeping is actually the way in which victory and defeat are
perceived and evaluated in real life. Score-keeping is defined as a ‘mode of
judgement that focuses on tangible gains and losses and aims achieved and not
achieved. It also explicitly incorporates the dimensions of difficulty and
importance, and it seeks to clarify the relevant time points. Score-keeping
integrates all of the major definitions of victory and is therefore sufficient to
provide a sound basis of judgement’ (p. 33). Of course, because score-keeping
only takes into account material losses and gains while ignoring psychological
victories and defeats,CSTPV is using scorecards for only the eight hard indicators
outlined above. For the soft or perceptual indicators other methodologies are
being applied with the belief that such a holistic, multi-layered approach will
generate more accurate results.
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these have not only vastly improved our understanding of
terrorism but also enabled us to trace broad trends with greater
accuracy. With the help of these better datasets we find, for
instance, that ‘while great prominence is given to jihadist attacks,
the attacks perpetrated by Al-Qa’ida and its affiliates account for
less than five percent of all terrorist attacks in the period 1998-
2006’.35 Even more crucially, the bulk of these attacks are not
directed against the United States,Great Britain or Israel – the most
explicitly identified enemies of Al-Qa’ida. In fact, according to one
count,‘AQ and affiliates have not conducted more than 12 attacks
explicitly against US targets in any year’.36 However, since many
attacks are not claimed while some others are claimed by several
parties, there is considerable uncertainty about what qualifies as
the work of Al-Qa’ida Central and its affiliates on the one hand, and
self-starting, self-radicalised, home-grown terrorists on the other.

Data Difficulties
How does all this impact our project? While the lack of space
makes it impossible to provide details for each of our eight hard
indicators, a single example is sufficient to demonstrate some of
the general obstacles we are facing. When researching ‘the
chronology of Al-Qa’ida attacks’ (including those conducted by
affiliated groups and jihadist self-starters), for instance, CSTPV has
been forced to consolidate its own list of figures in the absence of
a single comprehensive dataset. This list includes information
about elements such as date and place of the attack; the group
responsible; details of the victims killed or wounded (for instance,
numbers and nationalities); details about the physical target as well
as the target audience; the tactic used (suicide attack, roadside IED,
assassination, shooting, bombing, kidnapping, hostage-taking,
hijacking, etc); and so on.We use various sources to compile this
information, including secondary sources (which are triangulated

35 795 attacks out of 16,301 – based on the MIPT database for the period January
1998 to June 2006, Molly K Cunningham, Is the US Winning the War on
Terrorism? An Assessment of the First Five Years (St Andrews: School of
International Relations, August 2006), pp. 31-33
36 Ibid., op. cit., p. 33.
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for purposes of verification) as well as a range of existing databases
that record terrorist incidents (for example,MIPT,GTD,WITS).37Yet
there are a series of problems with even such a seemingly
straightforward indicator.

Firstly, there is considerable disparity between existing
databases.While some figures overlap with each other,others (more
often than not, statistics from different databases) tend to contradict
each other. A second problem is based upon the fact that either not
all attacks are claimed or there are, occasionally, multiple claims of
responsibility. Methodologically, another handicap is an accurate
evaluation of failed and foiled attacks as often little is known about
many of them and the claims of counter-terrorists about the number
of successfully prevented attacks often seem exaggerated (for some
countries). Furthermore, most databases also have various
unresolved internal contradictions which distort the figures. For
instance, in some databases the perpetrator is included in the total
number of victims for some episodes while for others they are not.
Often it is also unclear how many perpetrators participated in a
given incident. A fourth issue that we are grappling with is how to
distinguish attacks conducted by Al-Qa’ida from other non-affiliated
jihadist attacks. This problem is further compounded by the many
faces of Al-Qa’ida.38 A special difficulty is posed by the events in
Afghanistan after 2001 and in Iraq after the intervention of 2003. In
case of the latter, it is very difficult to differentiate terrorist incidents
from the non-terrorist ones and Al-Qa’ida attacks from those
conducted by Iraqi resistance groups. Even simple questions like:
‘How many people died on 9/11 in theWorldTrade Centre and how
many were wounded? What is the national breakdown of the
citizens from the more than sixty states who were killed in that
incident?’ are not easy to answer conclusively.

37 Memorial Institute for the Prevention ofTerrorismTerrorism Knowledge Base;
Global Terrorism Database;Worldwide Incidents Tracking System.
38 According to one reading, the Al-Qa’ida core consists of six groups, the
Al-Qa’da affiliates of sixteen groups and the Al-Qa’ida network of five groups.
Some of these groups have morphed into others (as is the case with Salafist
Group for Preaching and Combat [GSPC] which is now Al-Qa’ida in the Islamic
Maghreb) while others have moved closer to,or further away from, the core over
time.
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These data difficulties are made even more complex when we
consider that the use of statistics to highlight trends and arrive at
conclusions in counter-terrorism does not necessarily provide
objective proof. Hard, quantifiable and meaningful data is generally
difficult to find in terrorism studies with the result that researchers
often tend to settle for data that is ‘easily accessible and quantifiable,
hoping that our extrapolations are sufficiently accurate to guide or
assess a course of action or the conduct of a conflict’.39 Such use of
statistics not only distorts reality but often causes acute official
embarrassment. For example, six years ago the US State
Department’s annual report, Patterns of Global Terrorism: 2003,
outlined how terrorist attacks had dropped steeply and asserted
that this drop conclusively proved that the counter-measures that
had been adopted were effective, the terrorists were on the run and
that the United States was winning the War on Terror. However, it
was later disclosed, much to the State Department’s deep
embarrassment, that a statistical error had grossly misrepresented
the situation and terrorist attacks had, in fact, nearly doubled in
number.40 In short, while statistics based on good data may be
helpful,used alone they rarely provide a true picture of the situation
at hand. Instead,‘reliable collateral reporting’ is required in order to
‘provide a context for the numbers’, in the absence of which ‘the
true meaning of an increase or decrease in terrorist attacks is often
impossible to deduce’.41 In recognising this handicap inherent in
using statistics alone we have adopted five soft indicators in order
to provide a context for the numbers and thereby mitigate any
misrepresentation that may be caused by the lack of infallible
datasets for our eight hard indicators.
39 Peter S Probst, ‘Measuring Success in Countering Terrorism: Problems and
Pitfalls’ in Paul Kantor,Gheorgh Muresan, Fred Roberts,Daniel Zeng and Frei-Yur
Wang (eds.), Intelligence and Security Informatics: IEEE International
Conference on Intelligence and Security Informatics, ISI 2005 (Berlin and
Heidelberg: Springer, 2005), p. 316.
40 Ibid., p. 318.
41 Ibid. Probst explains in his piece how a decrease in the number of terrorist
attacks does not necessarily reflect the efficacy of adopted counter-measures.
Instead there can be several reasons for any drop in attacks as in the case of a
terrorist group mustering its resources before the launch of a major onslaught or
seeking to lull the target government into a false sense of security, for example.
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Perception as Reality
Terrorist violence is real but the picture can be greatly altered
based on not only who views it but also how it is viewed. Just think
how many people still believe that the 9/11 attacks were an Israeli
or American conspiracy rather than an attack masterminded by
Al-Qa’ida. Eighty years ago, William I Thomas formulated an
important law in sociology which became known as the Thomas
theorem: ‘It is not important whether or not the interpretation is
correct – if men define situations as real, they are real in their
consequences.’42 For students of International Relations this law
boils down to the position that politics is driven as much by ideas
as it is by power and interests. Irrespective of the level of analysis,
ideas are socially constructed. In other words, ideas are based upon,
and impacted by, perception(s) of reality. In international politics,
more often than not it is the decision-makers’ ideas and
perceptions of reality that impact and engender change.43

Traditionally, International Relations theorists have assumed that
decision-makers tend to ‘perceive the world quite accurately and
that those misperceptions that do occur can only be treated as
random accidents’.44 Of course, such a traditional standpoint
assumes that there is a single, given reality to perceive without
considering that multiple realities can co-exist, interact and clash
with each other. This view thus ignores the possibility that key
decision-makers can perceive the same issue quite differently
based on their cultural milieu and/or interests. Even more crucially,
it overlooks the fact that key decision-makers can influence and
mould the perception of their home constituencies,who,as a result

42 William I Thomas, The Child in America Behavior: Problems and Programs
(NewYork: Knopf, 1928).
43 JeffreyT Checkel, Ideas and International Political Change (New Haven and
London: Yale University Press, 1997); Alexander Wendt, Social Theory of
International Politics (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1999); Michel
Foucault, Power/Knowledge (New York: Pantheon, 1980); Maya Zehfuss,
Constructivism in International Relations: The Politics of Reality (Cambridge:
Cambridge University Press, 2002).
44 Robert Jervis, Perception and Misperception in International Politics
(Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1976).
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of emerging from the same socio-political cultural setting, tend to
already share their worldview.45

The Propaganda Battle
Experts have stated for years that terrorist tactics are rarely enough
to conquer countries, but terrorist campaigns with their symbolic
atrocities are well suited to conquer minds, filling audiences on
the receiving end with fear and audiences sympathising with the
perpetrators with hope and zeal. Terrorism is therefore a powerful
form of psychological warfare,which utilises as its main instrument
methods which would be categorised as war crimes under
conditions of war. For Al-Qa’ida, as for any terrorist group, an act of
terrorism is a communication strategy used to convey a symbolic
message to the enemy, its own constituency and the world. As such,
an Al-Qa’ida attack is meant to demonstrate to the US that, among
other things,‘the costs of maintaining its unpopular foreign policies
in the Muslim world’46 can be undesirably high. At the same time,
this attack also signals to the Muslim ummah that a resistance is
underway, and encourages Muslims to unite to defend a common
culture, religion and cause.

These observations are not only accurate but also easily
substantiated in the current confrontation. Both Osama Bin Laden
and Ayman Al-Zawahiri have, in their internal communications,
made it clear that the real battleground is in the realm of the media
and perception. In an intercepted letter from Al-Zawahiri to Abu
Musab Al-Zarqawi from 2005, the number two of Al-Qa’ida
wrote: ‘More than half of the battle is taking place on the
battlefield of the media. We are in a media race for hearts and

45 The concept of the ‘home constituency’ can cover populations that tend
to hold ideas and perceive reality in a manner similar, if not identical to, the
key decision-makers. This population does not necessarily have to be spatially
bound. See for example, Benedict Anderson, Imagined Communities:
Reflections on the Origin and Spread of Nationalism (London and NewYork:
Verso, 1991).
46 Max Abrahms, ‘Why Terrorism Does Not Work’, International Security (Vol.
31, No. 2, Fall 2006), pp. 65-66.
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minds.’47 Bin Laden put that percentage even higher in an
intercepted letter he sent to Emir Al-Momineen: ‘It is obvious that
the media war in this century is one of the strongest methods; in
fact, its ratio may reach 90% of the total preparation for the
battles’.48

However, Al-Qa’ida has understood the importance of
influencing public opinion in the ‘war of ideas’ through a
concentrated propaganda campaign from the very beginning. In
fact, ‘during the anti-Soviet struggle in Afghanistan, the Office of
Services took an important early stride by publishing the
magazine Al-Jihad in 1984 – a move that Bin Laden himself
sponsored. The inaugural issue (of this magazine) set the tone for
later themes of the jihad.’49 Al-Qa’ida training camps have also
always conducted classes in history,political science and theology
in addition to providing military training. Over the years this
propaganda campaign has evolved and jihadists today execute
their war of ideas in a ‘sophisticated manner that makes use of
modern tools and techniques, and they are rapidly assimilating
new media into their repertoire in the hopes of establishing a
worldwide jihad movement’50 that can then also feed into the
jihad fought on the battlefield. It is thus not only of crucial
significance to Al-Qa’ida how reality, and the conflict with the
West, is defined and projected but how this reality is conveyed to
audiences around the world. For instance, in 1999 Bin Laden told
the Al Jazeera satellite channel: ‘[T]here are two parties to the

47 John Hughes,‘Winning theWar of Words in the Campaign Against Terrorism’,
Christian Science Monitor, 17 May 2006, <http://www.csmonitor.com/2006/
0517/p09s01-cojh.html>, accessed 16 February 2009. See also John Hughes, ‘In
the Battle for Hearts and Minds, Iraqi Insurgents are Doing Well’, Christian
Science Monitor, 20 June 2007, <http://www.csmonitor.com/2007/0620/
p09s01-cojh.html>, accessed 17 February 2009.
48 Steven R Corman and Jill S Schiefelbein,‘Communication and Media Strategy
in the Jihadi War of Ideas’, Report No. 0601, The Consortium for Strategic
Communication, Arizona State University, 20 April 2006, p. 3. See also Steven R
Corman,Aaron Hess and Z S Justus, ‘Credibility in the Global War on Terrorism
Strategic Principles and Research Agenda’, Report No. 0603,The Consortium for
Strategic Communication, Arizona State University, 9 June 2006.
49 Byman, op. cit., in note 30, pp. 176-77.
50 Corman and Schiefelbein, op. cit., p. 3.
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conflict. The first party is world Christianity, which is allied with
Zionist Jewry and led by the United States, Britain, and Israel;
while the second party is the Muslim world.’51 When we put
statements like this together with the images that the Muslim
world is bombarded with – of martyrs fighting the jihad in
Afghanistan, of Israeli tanks in the sacred land of Palestine, of
atrocities committed in Abu Ghraib, and so on – Al-Qa’ida’s
message becomes crystal clear: the United States and its allies are
anti-Muslim and anti-Islam and Al-Qa’ida is engaged (on behalf of
all good Muslims in the world) in an age-old jihad against the
oppressive West and Christianity. Such a message simultaneously
becomes a rallying call for other Muslims for whom participating
in jihad is an obligatory religious duty.

The successful framing of reality and the conflict in such
culturally resonant terms has resulted in the fact that today, a
sizeable group of Muslims – and even the majority of Muslims in
several countries including the United States – tend to believe
that the War on Terror is in fact a war on Islam. Largely
unchallenged until 9/11, Bin Laden has been able to hammer into
the Muslim mind that the United States, after the end of the Cold
War ‘escalated its campaign against the Muslim World in its
entirety, aiming to get rid of Islam itself’.52 He said so in as many
words in 1996 as well as in various statements made ever since
and that message has sunk in despite evidence to the contrary –
such as the United States coming to the rescue of Muslims Bosnia-
Herzegovina and Kosovo.Bin Laden has also successfully managed
to portray his organisation as the vanguard of Muslim resistance
against an oppressive enemy – a feat that has provided him with
amazing popular support in a number of countries.

51 ‘Usamah Bin-Ladin, the Destruction of the Base’, Al Jazeera, 10 June 1999;
William Rosenau, ‘Waging the ‘War of Ideas’’ in D G Kamien, The McGraw-Hill
Homeland Security Handbook: The Definitive Guide for Law Enforcement,
EMT, and all other Security Professionals (NewYork:McGraw-Hill Professional,
November 2005), p. 1135.
52 ‘Mujahid Usamah Bin Ladin Talks Exclusively to Nida’ul Islam about the New
Powder Keg in the Middle East’, Nida’ul Islam (October-November 1996),
<http://www.islam.org.au/articles/15/LAIN.HTM>; Rosenau, op. cit.
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Given Al-Qa’ida’s concentrated propaganda and public
relations strategy, one would expect that the War on Terror was
dedicating equivalent amounts of thought and resources on the
war of ideas. Carl von Clausewitz postulated that one of the key
objectives in war is ‘to gain public opinion’.53 However, the US
State Department’s budget for public affairs has stayed at pre-9/11
levels and amounts to just 0.3 per cent of the US defence
budget.54 There is general agreement among experts and others
that in the battle for hearts and minds the United States has not
done well at all. A slip of the tongue by President Bush early in
the conflict where he called the War on Terror a crusade55 hit a
raw nerve in the Muslim world, and fed into the reality Bin Laden
had been attempting to construct, exploited by Al-Qa’ida and
other jihadi groups ever since. Indeed the United States has
squandered the goodwill and support that it enjoyed immediately
in the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks. This support started to
weaken after the pre-emptive (and for many unjustified)
intervention in Iraq in 2003. Public support for the war and
the United States further plummeted once events such as the
extraordinary renditions from Europe or the human rights abuses
of Abu Ghraib came to light.What has resulted is a progressive
shift in international public opinion against the United States and
its policies in various parts of the world. The Bush
administration’s failure was aptly summarised by Newt Gingrich,
the former Republican speaker of the US House of
Representatives who, commenting on the Bush administration’s
approach to Iraq, stated: ‘The real key here is not how many
enemy do I kill. The real key is how many allies do I grow. And
that is a very important metric that they [the Bush administration]
just don’t get.’56

53 Carl von Clausewitz, quoted in Caleb Carr, The Lessons of Terror (New York:
Little Brown, 2002), pp. 128-29.
54 Rosenau, op. cit.
55 ‘This crusade, this war on terrorism is gonna take awhile.And the American
people must be patient. I’m gonna be patient’, CNN.com,‘Bush Vows to Rid the
World of Evil-Doers’, 16 September 2001.
56 Joseph S Nye, Soft Power: The Means to Success inWorld Politics (NewYork:
Public Affairs, 2004), p. ix.
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Of course, more recent polls show that views on Al-Qa’ida
have become less favourable in a number of countries, though
this is not the case in Egypt or Pakistan which are both pivotal
countries in the War on Terror. An opinion survey conducted by
the BBC and released in 2008 found that only 19 per cent of those
polled in Pakistan had a negative view of Osama Bin Laden’s
organisation, whilst in Egypt only 35 per cent have negative
feelings towards Al-Qa’ida. Yet the good news is that, of the
twenty-three countries polled by the BBC, these are now the only
two countries where the majority of the population does not
have a negative view ofAl-Qa’ida.57These polls seem to suggest an
overall drop in support for Al-Qa’ida in the Muslim world which
appears to have more to do with the organisation’s targeting of
Muslims in Iraq than the United States’ floundering attempts to
wage an effective counter-propaganda war.

The morale of the home constituency – of both Al-Qa’ida
and the governments that oppose it – is the centre of gravity in
insurgency and counter-insurgency warfare.58 Public opinion
matters and shifts in public opinion and media support reveal
details that numbers alone cannot. It is on the basis of this logic
that our current project includes three soft (perceptual)
indicators that try to study these shifts in the opinions of relevant
medias, public opinion and key constituencies over the course of
nine years from 2001-09. These three perceptual indicators
research:

57 The Earth Times, op. cit.
58 As an illustration: nearly forty years ago, on 27 February 1968, US president
Lyndon B Johnson was watchingWalter Cronkite’s critical CBSTV report on the
Tet offensive (29 January–25 February 1968) in Vietnam. At the end of it he
concluded:‘That’s it. If I’ve lost Cronkite, I’ve lost middle America.’ In this sense,
the Tet offensive (which was, in reality, a military disaster for the Vietcong
guerrillas and the North Vietnamese Army units), became a perceptual (i.e.
political) success for NorthVietnam andWalter Cronkite’s change of perspective
and withdrawal of support contributed, in the end, to the ultimate victory of
North Vietnam seven years later. President Johnson decided not to stand for
re-election and peace talks were begun in Paris, leading to the Paris Peace
Accords of 1973 and the fall of South Vietnam in 1975.
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• How sympathisers and supporters of Al-Qa’ida see and
define success and failure in the Global Jihad

• How various relevant media portray and define success
and failure in theWar on Terror

• How various relevant publics perceive success and
failure in theWar on Terror.

These indicators not only mitigate the lack of foolproof datasets
and provide a context for the numbers generated by our hard
indicators, but in addition allow us to account for and investigate
the perceptual dimension of terrorism. Methodologically this
involves evaluating the reactions of significant audiences through
available and collected opinion polls data as well as reports and
editorials from select print media sources.59 We have also
narrowed down our focus to six Arab and Islamic countries –
Saudi Arabia, Pakistan, Egypt, Iraq, Afghanistan and Yemen – and
two Western countries – the United States and the United
Kingdom. Information from various other European counties
(France, Germany, Spain and Italy) is used occasionally to provide
a more nuanced view of opinions in the West. Thus, by looking
at the shifts in public and media opinion across various countries
for the period under study, we hope to capture an important
dimension of theWar on Terror.

Self-Assessment and Portrayal to the Outside World
In addition to hard indicators that can be placed on scorecards and
soft indicators that are studied in terms of popular support, the
final aspect of our current project implements a third method in
order to develop metrics of the War on Terror. This final method
applies content and discourse analysis to determine how the two
main players in this conflict – the United States and Al-Qa’ida – see
and define their success(es) and failure(s) in theWar onTerror and
the Global Jihad respectively:

59 The print-media we are looking at includes: CNN, BBC, Al Jazeera, Al-Arabia,
LA Times, NewYork Times, and theWashington Post.
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• HowAl-Qa’ida sees and defines success and failure in the
Global Jihad

• How the US government sees and defines success and
failure in theWar on Terror.

In order to address these two metrics we have developed a
comprehensive, yet concise, coding sheet that can enable
comparison of the primary documents produced by both the US
government as well as theAl-Qa’ida core.Of course,once again there
are various preliminary issues that needed to be resolved. Firstly, as
was highlighted earlier,with regard to the US government there is no
single understanding of what terrorism or the War on Terror or the
struggle against violent extremism mean. Partly as a consequence of
that, there is also no consistency in how progress/success/failure in
theWar onTerror is to be judged,much less measured,across various
departments. In order to circumvent these issues, and as an initial
step, we have decided to access primary documents from various
sources within the US government: theWhite House, Pentagon, CIA,
FBI, Department of Justice, State Department, and Department of
Homeland Security. Similarly, given the size and diffused nature of Al-
Qa’ida, the project has limited its focus to the group’s core, focusing
mainly on statements of Osama Bin Laden and Ayman Al-Zawahiri
and some of their more prominent colleagues.Having narrowed and
defined the focus of research the coding sheet covers the following
key elements:

• Statements with quantitative and/or verifiable evidence
of success on their own side

• Statements with quantitative and/or verifiable evidence
of failure on the other’s side

• Statements with uncorroborated claims of success on
their own side

• Statements with uncorroborated claims of failure on the
other’s side

• Short-term and long-term goals (‘theirs’ and/or ‘ours’)
• Short-term and long-term strategy (‘theirs’ and/or ‘ours’)
• Economic, social and/or political costs
• Military casualties.
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This content and discourse analysis of statements and documents
from both sides is put together with our analysis of opinion poll
data and media editorials and the scorecard of hard indicators. The
intention is to generate a combination of methods and information
to bring us closer to a set of metrics on terrorism and counter-
terrorism that stand apart from partisan political assessments of
who is winning and losing in the struggle between Al-Qa’ida and
the United States. In the first year of this project we aim to compile
data for the years 2001-04, and by 2010 we hope to bring, along
with this data, some analysis for the 2001-04 period to provide a
clearer view of where both sides stand in this so-called ‘long war’.

Conclusion
The American War on Terror has now lasted longer than US
involvement in bothWorldWars combined.While more than $300
billion has been spent on the War on Terror and the wars in Iraq
and Afghanistan in the first four years by the United States alone,60

not even a fraction of that has been spent on evaluating the
adequacy of the measures taken against terrorism.61 Some of
the larger questions have rarely been addressed in depth: What
does victory mean? What are the costs of victory? What are the
benefits of trying to push all the way to victory?What are the risks?
What are the unintended consequences? As pointed out in this
chapter, when it comes to guerrilla warfare and insurgencies, the
meaning of victory becomes vague and problematic. In theVietnam
War, for instance, what mattered in the end was which side could
take greater losses and manage to keep the home-front more intact
and while also possessing the ability to protract the conflict for
decades.When it comes to global jihad the parameters of success
are even murkier as Al-Qa’ida has no narrowly defined territorial
ambitions and is instead waging an ideological war with global

60 Bobbitt, op. cit., p. 216.
61 On the other hand, Dan Byman notes that Al-Qa’ida in ‘One of its manuals,
Declaration of Jihad against the Country’s Tyrants, calls for evaluating
operations after they are carried out in order to learn from them’,op. cit. in note
30, p. 17.
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ambitions.Victory for theWest, it seems,can only be achieved if the
ideology that gave rise to the terrorist campaign can be discredited.

When asked what the real purpose of the US-ledWar onTerror
was, a mere 2.2 per cent of Pakistanis answered that it was the
protection of US interests and priorities while 10.7 per cent
thought the real purpose was to bring Islam and Al-Qa’ida to an
end. A staggering 45.3 per cent answered: ‘(to) break Muslim
countries, snatch oil and kill Muslims’.62 It is obvious that America’s
popularity in the Muslim world has been steadily declining over the
past nine years. Today its standing in the Muslim world is at an all-
time low.63 Bin Laden repeatedly claims that Islam is under attack
and, as various polls demonstrate, a significant number of Muslims
around the world seem to believe him. It can be argued that
Al-Qa’ida has successfully managed to set the agenda for this
conflict with its narrative of a defensive jihad. That is probably its
biggest victory. President George W Bush described the War on
Terror as ‘a long-lasting ideological struggle’.64 If this is indeed a
war of ideas,we need a broader analysis.Great issues are at stake in
this confrontation and if the solutions are not to be found on the
battlefield alone, then neither are the measures of success and
failure. The answers lie in adopting a holistic approach to
generating metrics of relative victory and defeat.Only then will we
be able to move away from arbitrary, self-serving metrics towards
an accurate, non-partisan assessment of the conflict.

62 Data provided by William Josiger in January 2009, Georgetown University,
Washington, DC.
63 Michael Scheuer,Marching Toward Hell:America and Islam after Iraq (New
York:Free Press,2008),p.191 notes: ‘Whatever the immediate post-9/11 reaction
was in the Muslim world,Western polling firms, as noted, have since detected
only increases in the level of hatred for the same U.S. foreign policies that
Al-Qaeda has identified as constituting attacks on Islam and its followers. As
noted earlier, nearly 80 percent of Muslims worldwide deem the United States
Islam’s foe.’
64 Quoted in Bill Powell, ‘Struggle for the Soul of Islam’, Time Magazine,
13 September 2003, p. 46; Rosenau, op. cit., p. 1138.
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3. Countering Terrorism
The OSCE as a Regional Model

Raphael F Perl

Terrorism,regardless of its origin or purpose, is a process that, if left
unchecked for long enough,can be perpetuated by vested interests.
Amongst other activities, supply chains, salaries, fundraising efforts,
training camps, recruitment and indoctrination, advertising and
marketing, and community services all form a micro-economy. The
fight against terrorism has to be as multidimensional and complex
as the threat itself. The bottom line is that terrorism is a process, or
indeed multiple processes, with various groups involved, and as
such, requires a comprehensive and sustainable response.

There are many facilitators to this process, such as logistical
and ideological drivers,which must be targeted in order to mitigate
their myriad effects. The counter-terrorism activities of the
Organization for Security and Co-operation in Europe (OSCE)
aim to identify high-impact areas and options for policy response,
focusing resources where they have the greatest effect in
disrupting or abating the process of terrorism.

Terrorism is a business as much as it is a political phenomenon,
regardless of its origins and motives.And like any other business, it
feeds on its own success. It also feeds on adverse social conditions
that incubate recruits. To an extent, terrorism is similar to petty
crime – where petty crime is left unchecked, it increases.The world
has waited too long to nip terrorism in the bud.

The Role of Regional Organisations in the Global Fight Against
Terrorism
Terrorism is a global, regional and local phenomenon. Effective
counter-terrorism work requires an approach able to operate on all
three levels. The United Nations Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy
recognises and calls for the active role of regional organisations in
the fight against terrorism.The OSCE and other regional organisations
can offer a great deal in this regard.
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Regional organisations have a substantive expertise and
knowledge of the situation on the ground, often gained through
field offices – the OSCE, for instance, has field offices in seventeen
different countries. Such offices are ideally situated to develop
approaches that take into account region-specific political, cultural
and other contextual issues. Regional organisations can thus serve
as transmission belts for measures adopted at the global level.
They can also develop and undertake region-specific initiatives that
complement and build upon existing global counter-terrorism
objectives.

The OSCE recognises that the United Nations plays the
leading role in counter-terrorism matters from a global perspective.
The OSCE is, after all, a regional arrangement under Chapter VIII of
the UN Charter. As a matter of fact, it is actually the largest regional
organisation,with fifty-six participating states,spanning from North
America to Central Asia. The OSCE also has eleven partner
countries in North Africa, the Middle East, and Asia. Moreover, the
OSCE has a comprehensive security mandate, as opposed to the
more specialised mandates of some other organisations.

The position of the OSCE vis à vis terrorism is highlighted in
a decision adopted unanimously in the aftermath of the 9/11
attacks against the United States:1

Terrorist acts in all forms and manifestations, committed no
matter when, where or by whom, are a threat to international
and regional peace, security and stability. There must be no safe
haven for those perpetrating,financing,harbouring or otherwise
supporting those responsible for such criminal acts.Terrorism,
whatever its motivation or origin, has no justification.

Over the years, the OSCE has developed a comprehensive
framework for counter-terrorism action. The OSCE has actively
contributed to the global effort to fight terrorism by developing a
variety of commitments and by helping national authorities

1 OSCE, ‘Bucharest Ministerial Council Decision No. 1/01 on Combating
Terrorism’ (MC(9).DEC/1), 4 December 2001, <http://www.osce.org/
documents/cio/2001/12/2025_en.pdf>, accessed 25 August 2009.
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develop their counter-terrorism capacities. Different structures of
the OSCE’s organisation are active in each of the four pillars out-
lined in the United Nations Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy of
8 September 2006:2

1. Measures to address conditions conducive to the spread
of terrorism

2. Measures to prevent and combat terrorism
3. Measures to build state capacity to prevent and combat

terrorism
4. Measures to ensure respect, protection and promotion

of human rights and the rule of law as the fundamental
basis in the fight against terrorism.

Within the OSCE, core executive structures carry out these
responsibilities. The Action against Terrorism Unit (ATU)
co-ordinates OSCE counter-terrorism activities and is the focal
point for international co-operation in this area. The OSCE Office
of the Co-ordinator of Economic and Environmental Affairs
(OCEEA) provides assistance on targeting terrorist financing. The
OSCE Strategic Police Matters Unit and Borders Team are active in
the field of law enforcement capacity building. Finally, the OSCE
Office for Democratic Institutions and Human Rights (ODIHR)
works in the field of protection of human rights in the fight against
terrorism.

OSCE Approach to Countering Terrorism
The OSCE and ATU approach to security and countering terrorism
is comprehensive.It encompasses political-military issues,economic
and environmental issues, and also incorporates the human
security element. Together they form what is termed the
‘comprehensive three dimensions’. The OSCE’s approach to
countering terrorism is not only comprehensive in terms of issues;
it is also inclusive in terms of the actors it seeks to involve in its
activities, including civil society and business organisations. The

2 United Nations General Assembly, ‘Global Counter-Terrorism Strategy/Plan of
Action’ (A/RES/60/288, Annex), 8 September 2006.
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OSCE’s counter-terrorism efforts seek to be preventive by
addressing conditions conducive to the spread of terrorism. At the
same time there is also a focus on concrete security enhancement
measures and capacity building. Support for the work of the ATU
has traditionally been strong among participating states. Overall,
the OSCE is playing an important counter-terrorism role in five
main areas:

1. Building political support
2. Enhancing the capacity of states to counter terrorism
3. Identifying cutting-edge threats and options for response
4. Fostering international co-operation on counter-terrorism

issues
5. Promoting security within the framework of human

rights.

Building Political Support
An important OSCE role is to build consensus and political support
among participating states regarding the threat of terrorism and the
measures required to counter it. This is principally done by raising
awareness of the terrorist threat. The OSCE helps to mobilise
political will to address the terrorist threat in a comprehensive and
expedient manner. It is also done by generating political support
for the implementation of conventions and protocols related to
terrorism, the relevant UN Security Council resolutions, and other
documents. The OSCE also actively supports the application of
standards, recommendations and good practice developed by
different specialised global organisations and agencies.

OSCE-participating states have adopted a number of
commitments on enhancing the international legal framework
against terrorism.Together with the UN Office on Drugs and Crime
(UNODC), the OSCE promotes legislative implementation of
international anti-terrorist instruments. Since 2001, the ratification
rate of such legal instruments has increased by some 30 per cent in
the OSCE area, making it amongst the highest in the world – a
major achievement.

Similarly, the OSCE has developed a number of commitments
which support adherence to security standards and measures
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elaborated by specialised international organisations and bodies,
including the following:

• The International Civil Aviation Organization (ICAO)
minimum security standards for the handling and
issuance of passports

• The OECD’s FinancialActionTask Force recommendations
on terrorist financing

• TheWorld Customs Organization (WCO) Framework of
Standards to Secure and Facilitate Global Trade

• The InternationalAtomic EnergyAgency Code of Conduct
on the Safety and Security of Radioactive Sources

• The INTERPOL Lost and Stolen documents database.

Many of these organisations have acknowledged that OSCE support
has contributed to increased implementation of their standards.

Supporting Capacity Building Assistance
Raising awareness and promoting acceptance of international
instruments and standards is only the first step. Such standards and
instruments require implementation which is only possible when
and where there is a national capacity to do so. Hence there is a
need to foster state capacity to implement those instruments and
standards and monitor compliance. In this regard, the OSCE plays
an active role by supporting and facilitating the capacity building
programmes of specialised international organisations, such as
ICAO, UNODC, and WCO. The ATU is actively co-operating with
relevant partner organisations in the areas of:

• Promoting ratification and legislative implementation of
the universal anti-terrorism conventions and protocols

• Enhancing legal co-operation in criminal matters related
to terrorism

• Enhancing travel document security
• Combating money laundering and terrorist financing
• Enhancing border control and management, including

customs control and supply chain security
• Promoting public-private partnerships (PPP) in counter-

ing terrorism.
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The OSCE’s collaboration with ICAO on travel document security,
with UNODC on legal co-operation, and with WCO on container/
supply chain security is considered by many to be exemplary.

Identifying Cutting Edge Threats and Options for Response
The OSCE’s ATU also seeks to identify new threats and develop
options for response. As a regional organisation, the OSCE is
uniquely placed to know the concerns of its constituency. In
consultation with relevant partners, the ATU seeks to address them
in an OSCE framework, for instance:

• In 2004 the OSCE and ICAO held the first ever large-
scale conference on countering the threat of Man-
Portable-Air-Defence-Systems to civil aviation around
airports

• In 2005 the ATU organised an OSCE-wide workshop
focusing on suicide terrorism and a conference on non-
banking conduits for the financing of terrorism

• In 2006 the ATU partnered with the International
Association of Public Transport in organising a
workshop on urban transport security

• In 2007 the ATU organised events on enhancing PPPs in
countering terrorism, as well as on combating
incitement to terrorism on the Internet.

The OSCE’s ATU considers the identification of gaps, trends and
options for response as an important element of its contribution as
a regional organisation to the global effort against terrorism.The
sharing of good practice, experiences, and lessons learned is an
important component of such efforts.

Fostering International Co-operation
Fostering international co-operation is a core component of the
OSCE counter-terrorism portfolio.Central to this is the establishment
of collaborative relationships and co-operation with an array of
institutions and organisations active in the counter-terrorism field.
For example,a need exists to enhance co-ordination and co-operation
between the UN structures and other global organisations on the
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one hand, and regional and sub-regional organisations on the other.
Such co-ordination is essential as it aligns priorities and approaches,
better leverages resources and minimises duplication of efforts.

In the OSCE’s counter-terrorism efforts, the ATU regularly
co-operates with more than twenty UN structures, international,
regional, and sub-regional organisations – including the
Commonwealth of Independent States and the Russian-led
Collective Security Treaty Organization. The OSCE supports their
counter-terrorism related activities, shares experiences and
facilitates contacts between national authorities and international
experts. Such co-operation is crucial because, just as no single state
can effectively combat terrorism alone, no single organisation can
do so alone. In 2006 and 2007, the ATU arranged working-level
roundtables for counter-terrorism practitioners from regional and
sub-regional organisations. Such events have supplemented various
high-level meetings of regional and international organisations, and
provided practitioners with opportunities to network, share
information,and co-ordinate approaches on matters such as project
and programme implementation.

Promoting Security Within the Framework of Human Rights
In addition to strengthening international co-operation, promoting
security within the framework of human rights is a cornerstone of
OSCE counter-terrorism activity. Relevant OSCE commitments
firmly reiterate that counter-terrorism measures are to be conducted
in accordance with international law – in particular international
human rights law, refugee law, and humanitarian law. The OSCE also
has a separate body dealing with the protection of human rights, the
ODIHR, which offers participating states options for technical
assistance and relevant advice on the protection and promotion of
human rights in the fight against terrorism; it also actively promotes
tolerance and non-discrimination.

Looking Ahead: Future Activities
Terrorism is likely to remain a shared security challenge for OSCE-
participating states in the foreseeable future.Quite possibly we will
see more of it, not less. In response, the OSCE’s ATU will continue
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to promote the formulation and implementation of a long-term,
comprehensive approach to countering terrorism, compliant with
human rights and other relevant international laws.

The ATU will seek to remain on the cutting edge of counter-
terrorism – not only by developing existing programmes and
projects, but also by identifying emerging threats and innovative
responses. In particular, it will continue promoting public-private
partnerships in countering terrorism. This will require sustained
co-operative efforts, in particular with respect to civil society
organisations, the media, and industry.

Countering terrorism requires, inter alia, minimising the
capacity of terrorist groups to engage in the recruitment of new
members, hence countering the radicalisation and violent
extremism that leads to terrorism is of strategic importance. In
October 2008, the OSCE’sATU organised a workshop on preventing
radicalisation and violent extremism,with the support of the United
Kingdom. Looking ahead, the OSCE plans to emphasise the
promotion of integrated strategic approaches to critical
infrastructure protection, in particular critical energy infrastructure
and supply chain security.This includes improving co-operation and
co-ordination of preparedness and response capabilities.

Conclusion
Terrorism has become a truly global issue in which we all have a
stake. International co-operation is indispensable: we are all in the
same boat.United,ongoing,comprehensive policies and actions are
the only effective method of disrupting the process of terrorism.
The OSCE plays a major international role in identifying, facilitating,
and implementing co-operative anti-terror programmes.



4. Somalia and the Horn of Africa

Max Taylor

Media accounts of the situation in Somalia often describe the country
as a ‘failed state’, lacking a functioning administration, mired in a
chronic and seemingly unending civil war, with piracy and
Al-Qa’ida militancy providing the prevalent social driving forces.
Those same media accounts tend to portray Somalia as a distant but
essentially homogeneous Muslim society. Through a lack of both
reliable data and systematic analysis, the region is painted as a
growing threat to European or US interests,not only in the immediate
vicinity of the Horn,but also in terms of contributing to developing
terrorist activity in Afghanistan, Pakistan and, through expatriate
communities, in Europe and the US.1 In some senses, such accounts
are accurate. Communal, sectarian and ethnic conflicts have
devastated Somalia, and it is undoubtedly one of the poorest and
most disadvantaged areas in Africa. It is also the case, however, that
the conflicts of Somalia (and there are many) are complex, have
obscure origins, and are not necessarily associated with Al-Qa’ida-
inspired militancy.

Background
The area we generically refer to as Somalia is a complex
geographical and social environment. It is almost entirely Sunni
Muslim, with four main clan families (Darood, Hawiye, Dir and
Digil-Mirifle) and a complex multitude of sub-clan elements. It is
bounded to the west by Ethiopia, and borders the contested
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1 For example, Shirwa Ahmed, a 27 year old college student from Minneapolis,
blew himself up in Somalia in an October 2008 attack that killed up
to thirty people. Events like this have led to increased concern about
settled Somali communities in the US and elsewhere, and their potential
involvement in terrorist activity. The following briefing provides an account of
Somali migration to the UK – of particular note is the emphasis on mobility as a
characteristic of the community: <www.identities.group.sheffield.ac.uk/pdfs/
Briefing%20Somali%20Migration%20to%20the%20UK.pdf>.



Ethiopian region of the Ogaden. To the south is the mountainous
and inhospitable area of Northern Kenya; to the northwest,
Djibouti and Eritrea. Northern Somalia looks out onto the Gulf of
Aden and to Yemen. Its position is of potential global strategic
importance in that it, in some measure, controls access to the
shipping lanes of the Red Sea. It is also of regional strategic
importance, however, as the ethnic boundaries that constitute
Somali’s tribal system extend into the Ogaden and Northern
Kenya. The Ogaden is a particularly contested area, and this region
is beset by complex boundary disputes between Somalia and
Ethiopia that are reflected in a history of armed resistance by
Somali ethnic groups to Ethiopian claims of sovereignty.

Furthermore, the integrity of the region of Somalia itself is
questioned, which is in part a reflection of its complex immediate
history. This is illustrated in Figure 1 below.

Figure 1: Key dates in Somalia’s history

Towards the middle of the nineteenth century, the area we know as
Somalia came under the influence of French, British and Italian
colonial expansion. The boundaries of these protectorates were
relatively fluid, and that fluidity, for example with respect to the
British Somaliland/Ogaden border, extended even up to 1954.
Tribal conflicts – between the colonial authorities and between
various tribes – characterised the colonial period. British
Somaliland was the northern area,with an administrative centre in
Hargeisa; the southern area constituted Italian Somaliland, centred
on Mogadishu.During the SecondWorldWar, Italian troops invaded
British Somaliland, but they were countered in 1941 by British
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troops from Kenya. Italian Somaliland was quickly captured, and
British Somaliland was also retaken.

British Somaliland became independent on 26 June 1960,
followed by Italian Somaliland on 1 July 1960, and the two
ex-protectorates united on 1 July 1960 to form the Republic of
Somalia. A rather uncertain period of democracy followed,
characterised by clan rivalries and political instability. In 1969 the
Somali president of the time (Shermarke) was assassinated, and a
military coup placed General Muhammed Siyad Barre in power.
Siyad Barre exercised autocratic and oppressive control until the
fall of his military government in 1991, following a divisive and very
bitter civil war. He was succeeded by a complex and confused
mixture of tribal and political powers, which in many respects
continues until the present. Siyad Barre was deposed by an alliance
of southern and northern forces, and on his defeat, the northern
clan leaders declared the northern former British Protectorate area
independent (Somaliland). At the same time, the southern clans
attempted to form a coherent state in the southern portion of the
country, but largely failed due to divisive clan rivalries.

The northern area of Somalia, Somaliland, occupying what
was British Somaliland, has largely established itself as a coherent
state. It has a functioning administration that draws upon the
colonial structures established before independence, and works as
a hybrid traditional and democratic state,with elections and lower
and upper legislative houses, associated with traditional tribal
power structures. Somaliland maintains relations with a number of
foreign states, has its own currency, a higher education sector,
armed services and police force, but is not recognised by the
international community as a sovereign state.Somaliland has largely
escaped the extensive civil disorder that has characterised the rest
of Somalia,2 and the failure of the international community to
recognise both this reality and success is rather puzzling. Although
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2 In October 2008 there were a series of suicide bombings in Hargeisa.These
attacks may have been caused by Al-Qa’ida, and are notable because they
represent a very rare event in Somaliland; Mohamed Ghalib Musa,‘International
community condemns the terrorist attacks in Somaliland’, Somaliland.net,
29 October 2008.



Somaliland has a marginal economy that may not wholly sustain
independence, that in itself does not distinguish Somaliland from
other economically weak sovereign states. The reason for the
failure to recognise Somaliland seems to lie in objections from
Ethiopia, which fears secessionist pressures in the Ogaden if
Somaliland were to be recognised as a national entity, and a wider
reluctance to redraw African borders.

The situation in the rest of Somalia is more complex, as
illustrated in Figure 2 below.

Figure 2: Significant events in recent Somali history

After the coup in 1991, southern Somalia began a descent into what
can only be described as social disintegration and civil war, fuelled
primarily by clan rivalries and weak political leadership. In
recognition of the humanitarian crisis and the failure to secure
humanitarian aid activities, the UN authorised in 1992 the creation
of a peacekeeping force (UNOSOM I) to protect the civilian
population from the effects of war and famine. Attempts to enforce
a ceasefire failed, and in recognition of this, the US offered to
establish a multinational force under US leadership (UNITAF) to
secure relief operations and impose peace; UNOSOM II eventually
replaced this.

Perhaps the most famous event to the outside world of that
time was what has become known as the ‘Black Hawk Down’
episode in the First Battle of Mogadishu (1993).3 In this battle, two
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3 This was the title of a 2001 film directed by Ridley Scott, which presented a
rather glamourised and disingenuous account of a not very distinguished
operation.



US UH-60 Blackhawk helicopters, which were part of an assault
force,were shot down in Mogadishu by rocket propelled grenades,
with a further three helicopters damaged.A number of US troops
in the assault force were trapped overnight and the following day
a combined task force of Pakistani, Malaysian and US troops were
sent to rescue what remained of the Delta Force soldiers. Eighteen
US soldiers perished and seventy-three were wounded, with an
unknown but probably very much larger number of Somali
combatants and civilians killed. These events had a profound and
long-lasting negative impact on US public opinion and US attitudes
to African interventions. Without achieving success in terms of
protecting humanitarian staff or imposing a cease-fire, the US and
subsequently the UN withdrew troops from Somalia in 1995,
leaving the civil war to continue unabated. The experience also
probably ensured that the UN would not in future commit peace-
keeping resources to this region.

Following these disastrous events, the northeast area of
Somalia declared itself the autonomous state of Puntland in 1998.
Although somewhat more stable than Somalia proper, Puntland
remains a tenuous region, with a government based primarily on
traditional tribal structures. The border with Somalia to the south
is contested, and this has led to tensions between Puntland and
Somalia, which culminated in violent clashes in 2007. There are
also tensions over the border with Somaliland, although they have
not hindered a degree of co-operation on security issues between
the two entities. Puntland declared itself to be an Islamic State
adhering to Sharia Law in 2006, but recent events related to piracy
in and around the Horn have focused the international
community’s attention on the criminal rather than theological
qualities of the Puntland authorities.

The Transitional Federal Government and the Union of Islamic
Courts
After the withdrawal of the UN forces in 1995, southern Somalia
sank into a state of civil and communal strife that made normal civil
society functions impossible. Although traditional subsistence
agricultural practices remained relatively intact, other forms of
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commercial or economic activity effectively became impossible.
Efforts were made by the international community to establish
some form of effective government with a striking lack of success.
As part of these efforts, in late 2004 the Transitional Federal
Government (TFG) was created – the fourteenth such initiative.
This has proved to be the most enduring attempt so far to establish
some semblance (largely, it has to be noted, illusory) of democratic,
Western-focused administration in Somalia. It initially began to
govern from Kenya,with its first Somalia parliamentary meeting in
Baidoa in February 2006. The TFG lacks a clear democratic
mandate, and throughout its history it has been bedevilled by
localised clan-based rivalries and disputes. This is exacerbated
by the structure of the parliament, based on membership divided
between the various clan groupings. The extraordinary complexity
of the Somali clan system, and its fluidity, lends itself to confused
and temporary political and essentially pragmatic alignments that
make leadership, administrative cohesion and unanimity almost
impossible to achieve. Perceived to be aligned with Ethiopian
interests, the TFG seems to enjoy limited popular support, and
there are many reports of TFG forces being involved in human
rights violations, including rape and murder.4

In many ways, the single effective force for stability in Somalia,
at least in the period 2004-06, was the Islamic Courts Union (ICU).
Having their origins in the early 1990s as essentially local responses
to criminal and civil disorder, they grew in power and significance
throughout the period 2000-06. The courts initially focused on petty
crime, such as robbery or drugs-related crime, but they gradually
extended their role to more major criminal activity, and civil matters
such as land purchase, marriage and divorce. In Mogadishu there
were eleven autonomous courts which,whilst having differences in
civil and theological emphasis, effectively established de facto law
and order in their areas of operation. Clan politics were inevitably
reflected in the functioning of the Islamic Courts, and the
jurisdictions of the various courts were limited to clan and sub-clan
membership. Local business interests supported the ICU as offering
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an environment in which limited commercial activity could take
place, and this typically Somali pragmatic response as much as any
ideological or theological qualities probably accounts for the sense
of popular support the ICU received.

The courts administered variants of Sharia Law, and this
inevitably raised concerns over the influence of radical Islamic
political forces,most notablyAl-Qa’ida. These fears grew during the
period of consolidation of ICU power during 2006, culminating in
the intervention of (largely Ethiopian) African Union troops in
2007. Although the AU troops remain, the Ethiopian troops have
now withdrawn. In terms of the re-establishment of functioning
civil structures, this initiative looks to be yet a further example of a
failed external intervention into Somali society. During 2007, there
was massive disruption of civil society: 6,000 civilians were
reportedly killed in Mogadishu and southern and central Somalia in
2007 according to Amnesty International,5 and the UNHCR
reported over 600,000 internally displaced people (IDPs) from and
around Mogadishu.6 The total number of IDPs was estimated to be
approximately 1 million. Southern and central Somalia also now
suffers from an exacerbated major humanitarian crisis.
Paradoxically, the real influence of radical Islamic sentiment
has undoubtedly grown, largely driven by internal conflict
conditions associated with external interventions, both directly
through ineffective US air strikes and Ethiopian involvement, and
through external support of inter-clan aggression targeting pro-
Islamic clans and groups.

Early military successes by the AU troops over ICU troops
proved to be largely transitory or illusory. In 2006, Mogadishu was
taken by Ethiopian troops with relative ease, and in 2007 the ICU
abandoned Kismayo. However, these apparent successes hid a
resurgence of militant activity in Mogadishu, and 2007 and 2008
was characterised by growing challenges to TFG authority and
substantial community-based gains by the various remnants of the
ICU, most notably Al-Shabaab. Notwithstanding the continued
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presence ofAU troops,Mogadishu remains unsafe and uncontrolled
in 2009.

The response of the TFG during 2006-08 to the growth of
the ICU, and the resultant civil war following the African Union
intervention and Ethiopian troop withdrawal, has been largely
ineffective. Adverse conditions have been exacerbated by the
actions of security forces,with frequent verifiable incidents of rape
and pillage by TFG forces and Ethiopian armed forces in Somalia.
Other armed groups active include remnants of ICU, theAlliance for
Re-Liberation of Somalia (ARS) and various factions allied with or
split from ICU, such as Al-Shabaab, clan and sub-clan militias and
local political groupings (often associated with clan groupings,
but which may act independently). The TFG was seen as largely
pro-Ethiopian – the former President Abdullahi Yusuf Ahmed of the
Darod Clan had close ties with Ethiopia and allegedly constructed
his cabinet to mirror those views. In addition, tensions over oil
explorations and relations with Ethiopia drive current strains and
splits in the government.

Al-Qa’ida
A major concern of theWest in dealing with Somalia is its potential
as a base for Islamic militant activity, both in terms of sheltering
actual and potential terrorists, training them, and providing a base
for operations in a commercially and politically sensitive region.
This potential was early recognised by Al-Qa’ida, and there is
evidence of attempts in the 1990s to capitalise on the civil
disintegration of Somalia to extend its influence there. Analysis by
the Combating Terrorism Center at West Point suggests that
Al-Qa’ida largely failed in this at that time.7 In their report, they
suggest the reasons for this were because:8

• Its members were perceived as foreigners
• It significantly underestimated the costs of operating in

a failed state environment
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• Its African vanguard did not understand the salience of
either local power structures or local Islamic traditions.
In a region dominated by clan-based authority structures
and moderate Sufi Islam, the benefits of joining a foreign
Salafi terrorist organisation paled next to the costs of
leaving one’s clan.

This latter reason remains a significant contemporary factor; but an
additional if related factor,which also has contemporary resonances,
is the unreliability of local ‘allies’ who tend to view allegiances in
terms of pragmatic, essentially local and largely immediate benefits
rather than long-term symbolic or ideological commitments.

Notwithstanding the above,however, it is known that Somalia
was involved as a base and probably as a source of supply in
Al-Qa’ida terrorist attacks in the 1990s.From 1993 to 1996Al-Qa’ida
training activities took place there, drawing participants from
Pakistan and Sudan, although in terms of Al-Qa’ida’s overall efforts
at the time these were probably of limited significance. In 1998,
there was Somali involvement in the US Embassy bombings in
Nairobi and Dar es Salaam, probably through acting as a logistical
base and safe haven. In November 2002, there is also evidence of
Somali involvement in the attacks on the El Al flight in Mombasa
and the Paradise Hotel, although probably as a transit route for
missiles and personnel. However, given the disorganised quality of
the Somali state, it is difficult to see these as anything other than
opportunistic use of resources, rather than a reflection of any
coherent Somali involvement. In terms of terrorist activity, of
greater long-term significance is the role played by Northern Kenya,
which whilst not a ‘failed’ environment in the Somali sense, is
arguably in a ‘failing’ condition and a greater source of vulnerability
with respect to terrorist activity.

TheWest Point analysis points to the significance of the strong
clan base structures as primary social determinants of Somali
politics and social structure. It seems likely that any interventions to
remedy the massive humanitarian problems of the region will have
to take these constraints into account, and work with them, rather
than seeking to impose alternative and essentially foreign structures.
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Attempts to influence the emergence of democratic structures
likewise will need to take these factors into account.

Recent events suggest that in general these factors have
not been adequately responded to by the West or other African
countries. The evidence suggests that within groups such as
Al-Shabaab (a residual and increasingly powerful element of the
defeated ICU) there is growing influence of Al-Qa’ida, although
care needs to be taken in interpreting the degree of involvement
with Al-Qa’ida and its significance. It seems likely that the current
leadership of Shabaab has links with Al-Qa’ida elements, although
this is difficult to establish with any certainty at the moment.
Sheikh Hassan Dahir Aweys, for example, the former leader of the
ICU, was identified by the US Department of State as ‘a specially
designated global terrorist’ in 2001, and although he may be
currently alienated from the Shabaab leadership, he has recently
called for suicide attacks against US forces.9 Aweys was involved in
the ‘Black Hawk Down’ incident in the First Battle of Mogadishu,
and has had long standing links with Al-Qa’ida elements. However,
it is really only during 2008-09 that these links have become
significant. Even so, as noted above, Aweys has not whole-
heartedly accepted recent Al-Qa’ida initiatives.

The extent to which Shabaab is closely associated with
Al-Qa’ida is unclear. Shabaab began as a militant youth wing of the
ICU, but has gained increasing prominence in the civil war,
especially after the withdrawal of Ethiopian troops. Some
commentators feel that its popularity was directly related to its
oppositional position with respect to Ethiopian presence,10 and that
now Ethiopian troops are no longer present, its popularity will wane
as its ideological position on issues such as social structure and
organisation becomes clearer. There is little evidence of direct
monetary support to Shabaab from Al-Qa’ida,11 although there are
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recent reports of foreign fighters joining Shabaab.12 The recent
alleged plot to conduct suicide attacks against Australian military
installations suggests an increased radicalisation,13 and at least
through its actions Shabaab seems to becoming closer toAl-Qa’ida’s
agendas.

Of greater potential concern, because it indicates intention
and aspiration, is the extent to which Al-Qa’ida has specifically
focused on Somalia in recent months. In March 2009 Bin Laden
released an audiotape urging Shabaab and other Islamist groups to
overthrow the current government (theTFG),who he described as
‘the surrogates of our enemies’ who ‘must be removed by armed
force’.14 Since February 2009 there have been three messages from
the Al-Qa’ida leadership directed at Somalia, an indication of the
significance Somalia is seen to have in terms of Al-Qa’ida’s
aspirations for this region.Of some significance is a video released
in February 2009 byAymanAl-Zawahiri that urged Somalis to reject
the government of the new president, Sheikh Sharif SheikhAhmed.
In this video, Zawahiri referred to the capture of Baidoa and most
of southern and central Somalia as:

a step on the path of the victory of Islam, the empowerment of
Muslims, and the expulsion of the invaders of their land … It is the
expansion of the influence of the Mujahideen in Somalia, the
spreading of the authority of sharia, and the expulsion of the
invaders – the enemies of the Islam and their agents – from broad
regions of Somalia, foremost among which are the city of Baidoa
...This city used to host the headquarters of the American-affiliated
transitional government.

This video was released the day after a suicide attack on an African
Union base in Mogadishu killed eleven Burundi soldiers and
seriously wounded a further fifteen.

However, it is important to sound a note of caution. The
conflicts in Somalia, and their social context, are very complex.
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There is a danger that we might exaggerate the strength of
Al-Qa’ida as far as Somalis are concerned because we are familiar
with Al-Qa’ida’s activities, and can therefore see from our
perspective how their activities in Somalia might fit into some
presumed broader plan. It is important that we do not commit
what Neumann and Smith have termed ‘Discourse Failure’15 – a
failure to recognise our own ideological assumptions that can lead
to a filtering of events to suit our own preconceived categories and
ways of analysis. If this is accepted, then the Somali perspective on
the role of Al-Qa’ida may be very different to a more Western-
centric view. This might particularly be the case when Al-Qa’ida
ideologies conflict with local,more traditional Somali practices.For
example, we have noted above that Shabaab is a Somali militant
organisation with potential operational commonalities with
Al-Qa’ida and some ideological similarities. In March 2009, Shabaab
fighters dispersed demonstrations against Shabaab’s imposition of
bans against chewing khat, a popular mild narcotic stimulant.16

Over 1,000 people are reported to have thrown stones at Shabaab
militants in the town of Baidoa,resulting in fifty arrests.Expressions
of civil dissent on this scale may well indicate a less than
enthusiastic reception for Shabaab’s societal and ideological/
theological aspirations. The strength of Somali indigenous social
structures should not be underestimated.

Looking to the Future
Somalia represents a challenge for Western democracies in
responding to a complex political, social and economic disaster. Its
recent history seems to be one of unmitigated disaster,made worse
by unthinking and unresponsive foreign intervention. Its own
social structure seems to exaggerate these problems, by focusing
political decision processes and outcomes on local and essentially
clan-based issues, rather than nation-building or any other higher
ideal.Yet, despite this, Somaliland has to a large extent managed its
own affairs effectively, and even Puntland has created functioning
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structures – even if more influenced by criminality than ideology.
But the southern regions do indeed represent a failed state.

However, even in the southern regions, ‘failed state’ may not
necessarily mean a total loss of economic, as opposed to social,
functioning. Leeson has argued that, paradoxically, a failure in state
provision of services has opened the door in Somalia to an
effective, if low level of economic activity.17 Unquestionably the
profound social deprivation and natural disasters in this area have
resulted in massive starvation, high infant mortality rates and a
major (and largely unaddressed by Western aid) humanitarian
disaster. However, on eighteen key economic indicators, Leeson
controversially argues that Somalis who have an economic stake in
this limited subsistence economy may be better off under present
conditions than they were when there was a more effective form
of central government; this does not apply, of course, to the
displaced or disenfranchised.

Inevitably, the absence of reliable statistics makes such
historical comparisons almost impossible and greatly weakens
Leeson’s point. Nonetheless, the demise of what Leeson terms the
‘predatory’state may actually have facilitated economic subsistence
activity that might otherwise have been reduced even further. Such
economic activity also has social implications, in the sense that it is
sustained by essentially traditional relationships, which in turn
reinforces the significance of those relationships. Even if this
analysis is correct, it does little, however, for the enormous
numbers of displaced.

The low level of subsistence economic activity can be
illustrated in the following.Livestock trading is an essential element
of Somali social and economic structures, which seems to have
increased in significance during the period of state ‘failure’. Cross-
border livestock trade is facilitated by brokers who certify for
buyers and sellers that livestock is not stolen,18 providing
effectively a form of insurance that enables trade to continue, and
facilitating conditions of trust. This form of insurance brokerage,
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albeit simple and essentially traditional in character, has proved
resilient enough to sustain the lack of effective law enforcement
capacity to manage and sustain trade in circumstances of civil
disorder and potential theft. However, notwithstanding the above,
the profound and challenging social conditions in Somalia are such
that can be readily exploited by dissident groups. It seems
overwhelmingly likely that an Islamic government of some form
will effectively control Somalia. The point at issue is the nature of
that government, rather than whether or not it will succeed. Three
broad scenarios can be identified:

1. If the humanitarian crisis improves (or can be
addressed), investment in effective and appropriate
Islamic and clan social structures may hinder the rise of
Al-Qa’ida’s or other dissident influence. Of significance
in this respect is the fact that an Islamic society does not
necessarily equate with Al-Qa’ida radical influence, and
the existing strength of Somali traditional practices.

2. If the humanitarian crisis worsens, there is likely to be a
growth of dissent which may facilitate Al-Qa’ida
influence, in that further famine and social disintegration
will create conditions that could be readily exploited by
an active proselytising organisation.

3. If there is increased external intervention (particularly
US or Ethiopian), there is likely to be a growth of radical
influence including Al-Qa’ida. Indications that at least
some of the strength of support for Shabaab is related to
external involvement in Somali affairs seems to suggest
this to be likely, although it is important to stress that
Shabaab support is not necessarily coterminous with
Al-Qa’ida support.

This perhaps rather bleak assessment should be tempered by one
important fact, however; the resilience of Somali traditional social
structures, and the fact that potential indigenous radical Islamic
groups may in practice be rather more pragmatically driven rather
than ideologically focused. Islam is not a monolithic religion, and
whilst we tend to focus on a particular Salafist variant associated
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with Al-Qa’ida, other locally grounded emphases can emerge and
flourish. Previous experience has suggested this can be the case in
Somalia, and skilful use of humanitarian, economic and security aid
may well be able to influence this in a positive direction.

The terrorist risk associated with Somalia is not confined to
events in the Horn of Africa. As noted earlier, there are large and
well settled expatriate Somali communities in the US and the UK,
and over recent years these have grown largely, through asylum
seekers. Paradoxically, the features that might lend themselves to
resilience in resisting Al-Qa’ida in Somalia, such as respect for
traditional values, may exacerbate the potential for radicalisation
amongst expatriate communities. Adherence to traditional values
may be expressed in diaspora communities as resistance to
integration, and resistance to integration within these communities
may contribute to those factors that can lead to radicalisation,
especially amongst young people discovering their sense of Somali
identity. The influx of asylum seekers into settled communities may
also exacerbate this, in that the social and economic disruption
experienced by Somalis in Somalia may well resonate amongst
second and third generation expatriates.

There is some evidence of Somali involvement in terrorist
activity. For example, two of the failed 21 July 2005 London
bombers, Yassin Omar and Ramzi Mohammed, arrived in Britain
from Somalia as refugees and appear to have been radicalised after
their arrival. The head of MI5 has warned of increasing numbers of
young men travelling to Somalia and of ‘networks that help
individuals go and take part or provide support to extremist gangs
in Somalia’.19 As illustration of this, in October 2007 a Somali
student from the UK killed himself in a suicide attack in Baidoa.20

This student appears to have joined Shabaab, and there appears to
be evidence of other young people similarly travelling to Somalia
for terrorist training. A concern must be the extent to which these
young people might return to the UK or Europe to engage in
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terrorist or further radicalisation activity, and indeed concern has
been expressed that this may already have happened.

Two final issues emerge from this discussion that may be of
some greater general significance. Firstly, the emphasis on the
‘failed’ quality of the Somali state can lead commentators to focus
on the significance of failing in the development of terrorism.
Evidence from the West Point study in fact suggests that the
emphasis should be on ‘failing’ rather than failed as a focus for
terrorist involvement. Thus Northern Kenya, the Ogaden and
perhaps Eritrea may be where we need to focus our attention in
this region for exploring and understanding expanding terrorist
activity, rather than Somalia. ‘Failing’ states still have some
government social infrastructure, however limited, such as military
or police structures that can be much more readily subverted than
the residual traditional structures that remain after a state has failed.
Secondly, if we take a more differentiated view of Somalia, an
important question might not be what factors are leading to social
and economic disintegration in Puntland and Somalia, but rather
what are the factors that have led to the successful establishment
and continued existence of Somaliland? In a grindingly poor and
disintegrating neighbourhood, it may be that Somaliland merits
much more attention and care from the international community
than it has hitherto received.
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5. Jihadist Terrorism in North Africa and
the Maghreb

Lianne Kennedy Boudali

Jihadist violence in North Africa has evolved significantly in the last
five years, and although this violence is not a product of the
post-9/11 world, its current direction has been significantly shaped
by Al-Qa’ida’s rise to prominence and the subsequent US military
actions in Afghanistan and Iraq. The changing patterns of jihadist
violence in the Maghreb cannot, however, be accurately assessed
without examining the local political, economic and historical
context, which is essential for understanding the conditions that
both facilitate current levels of jihadist violence and limit its potential
for future growth. This chapter will attempt to characterise current
trends in jihadist terrorism in NorthAfrica usingAlgeria and Morocco
as case studies, while exploring the balance of local context and
global developments as factors in its growth.

The countries of the Maghreb – Morocco,Mauretania, Algeria,
Tunisia and Libya – share certain characteristics. Although the
forms of government vary among the states, a significant
percentage of citizens in all Maghreb states are dissatisfied with the
lack of opportunity for meaningful political participation. And
while the governments in Libya and Algeria have benefited in
recent years from rising energy prices,ordinary citizens in all North
African states face a difficult economic situation, leading many to
seek work – legally or illegally – in Europe.1 Each of these states has
also experienced periodic episodes of violence in the form of
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religious opposition to state policies. The high death toll caused by
the civil war in Algeria in the 1990s is well known, but Morocco,
Tunisia and Libya also experienced domestic jihadist violence prior
to the expansion of global jihadist activity after 9/11.North African
jihadist groups’ grievances vary based on local conditions, but they
share a common goal: to remove the corrupt and apostate North
African regimes in order to establish rule by Sharia so that Muslims
can practice their religion without interference. These groups
reject all forms of political participation in existing governance
structures and believe that change can only be brought about by
violence.

The particular local conditions in North Africa are one key
factor in the ability of terrorist groups to attract support, but the
strength of the jihadist networks in North Africa is the result of
decades of interaction among key personalities across multiple
theatres. Thousands of Algerians, Libyans and Moroccans
travelled to Afghanistan to fight against the Soviet Union, where
they met like-minded individuals and established co-operative
relationships that have lasted for decades. Many North Africans
stayed abroad after the Soviet withdrawal in 1989; some travelled
to fight in other conflicts while others stayed behind in
Afghanistan to plan jihadist activity in their own countries. A
number of these ‘Arab Afghans’ played a key role in establishing
jihadist groups in NorthAfrica, to include the GIA (Armed Islamic
Group), the Moroccan Islamic Combatant Group (GICM) and
the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group (LIFG).2 In addition to the
North Africans who participate in structured groups, there are a
large number of freelance jihadist financiers, fixers, recruiters
and supporters who form overlapping clerical, operational
and logistical networks spanning Europe,North Africa and South
Asia. These networks are extremely fluid, coalescing and
disappearing based on operational demand. As a result, certain
individuals may be linked to multiple operational cells,
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meaning that attempting to distinguish a GICM network from a
LIFG network or an Al-Qa’ida network is often an exercise in
futility.3

The efforts of this jihadist diaspora community have been
facilitated byAl-Qa’ida’s success in raising awareness among young
Muslims about its call to global jihad against the West. Al-Qa’ida
became a household name after the attacks of 9/11, and the
subsequent American military actions in Afghanistan and Iraq
appeared to Al-Qa’ida’s followers to confirm their belief that
America and its allies were engaged in a global campaign against
Islam. There is no doubt that global events have influenced the
new generation of post-9/11 terrorist recruits from NorthAfrica, as
evidenced by the number of North Africans who have joined
insurgent or terrorist groups operating in Iraq.4 Local jihadist
groups in North Africa capitalised on these anti-Western
sentiments to rally support for their actions, most notably the
Salafist Group for Preaching and Combat (GSPC).As a result of the
confluence of local and global grievances, North Africa has seen a
wave of jihadist violence since 2003, including the introduction of
suicide attacks as a terrorist tactic.The remainder of this chapter
will examine recent events inAlgeria and Morocco to illustrate the
evolution of jihadist violence in the Maghreb and explore
respective state responses.

Algeria
The history of jihadist violence is key to understanding current
developments in Algeria, as the terrorists’ actions, the public’s
perception of their tactics, and the government’s response cannot
be separated from the social and institutional memories of the
civil war and the violence of the 1990s.The current situation is
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the result of an iterative process among these three actors that
has been underway for decades, and as a result an analysis of
jihadist activity in Algeria must necessarily incorporate these
factors.5

Algeria has experienced repeated bouts of political violence
couched in religious terms. Early resistance to French and Spanish
colonial forces was conceptualised as jihad against non-Muslim
forces,and jihad was again used as a framework to mobilise citizens
during the war for independence from France.6 The civil war,
which erupted in 1992 after the government cancelled
parliamentary elections that were expected to give the Islamic
Salvation Front (FIS) a significant voice,was also depicted as a jihad
by some participants.7 The excessive violence of the civil war and
the widespread killing of Algerian civilians, particularly by the GIA,
have been well documented, but the extremely violent nature of
that conflict was critical in shaping future jihadist activity, both in
North Africa and abroad.

The GIA was a pioneer in the use of controversial tactics that
were later adopted in Iraq by Abu Musab Al-Zarqawi.These tactics
included declaring fellow Muslims to be apostate, the beheading
and mutilation of victims, and widespread coercion of local
populations. The GIA’s utter lack of restraint in the use of force
permanently tarnished its reputation among most other jihadists,
including early supporters Osama Bin Laden andAbu MusabAl-Suri
(aka Mustafa Setmariam Nasser, a key Al-Qa’ida strategist and
historian). Both Bin Laden and Al-Suri later distanced themselves
from the Algerian jihad, and many jihadists consider the GIA to be
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a case study in poorly conducted jihad.8 Observing the GIA’s
descent into brutality and chaos, even these principal jihadists
realised that the ends cannot always justify the means, and that
there are some kinds of violence that are counter-productive.
Al-Qa’ida leaders Ayman Al-Zawahiri and Aityah Abd Al-Rahman
tried to rein in Zarqawi’s violent tendencies, recognising that
otherwise he was at risk of alienating the very population on which
he depended for shelter.9 Then, as now, the GIA’s tactics were seen
as beyond the pale (even for terrorists) and likely to eliminate the
popular support that would be essential for realising any of the
group’s stated goals.

In the face of growing opposition to the GIA’s tactics,a faction
of the GIA split off in 1998 to form a new group, called the Salafist
Group for Preaching and Combat (GSPC). The GSPC made an early
promise not to target civilians and to attack only government
targets.10 The GSPC eventually eclipsed the GIA and became the
strongest terrorist group in Algeria, although the group gradually
lost capacity as a result of government counter-terrorism
operations, loss of popular support, and the cumulative effects of a
series of government amnesty measures. In 1999, the government
passed the Law on Civil Concord, which provided a limited
amnesty to combatants, and in 2000 an ‘amnesty pardon’ was
extended to theAIS (Armée Islamique du Salut) and several smaller
jihadist groups (the GSPC and GIA were excluded). In 2005, the
Charter for Reconciliation was passed by national referendum.11

The latter two measures made it possible for thousands of
combatants to (reportedly) renounce violence and gain amnesty
from criminal prosecution.Concurrent to these domestic measures,
the commencement of the United States’Operation Iraqi Freedom
(2003) drew the attention of European jihadists and their support
networks,resulting in a diminution of available external support for
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the GSPC. As a result, by 2006 the GSPC was in a weakened
position, and the group was not considered very relevant among
jihadist circles, nor was North Africa regarded as a major front for
global jihad.

The Emergence of AQIM
Faced with a grim future,GSPC emir Abu Musab Abdel-Wadud (aka
Abdelmalek Droukdel) expanded the efforts of his predecessor,
Nabil Sahraoui, to establish a relationship withAl-Qa’ida. As early as
2003, Sahraoui issued statements that hinted at an allegiance to
Osama Bin Laden.12 Abdel-Wadud took matters much further,
declaring in September 2006 that the GSPC had joined with
Al-Qa’ida, subsequently changing the group’s name in January 2007
to its current appellation:Al-Qa’ida Organisation in the Lands of the
Islamic Maghreb (AQIM).13 Although Al-Qa’ida was somewhat slow
to warm to AQIM, the Algerian group has now become a regular
feature in statements by senior leaders Ayman Al-Zawahiri and
Abu Yahya Al-Libi, who even incorporated a segment of one of
Abdel-Wadud’s statements in to Al-Qa’ida’s most recent 9/11
commemoration video.14

SinceAQIM declared itself to be part ofAl-Qa’ida it has altered
its tactics and targeting and adopted the rhetoric of the global jihad.
Although it still seeks to overthrow the Algerian regime and install
a Sharia-based government, AQIM’s statements increasingly reflect
rhetoric common among groups that support a transnational jihad:
‘Algerian Muslims cannot practice their religion freely, the
government is controlled byWestern infidel forces and is therefore
apostate,and theWest is waging war against Islam’.15AQIM has also
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changed its operational patterns by embracing the use of suicide
attacks in urban areas. Suicide attacks are tactically effective for
several reasons: they pose minimal danger to the group’s members,
humans are able to guide themselves to their target very effectively,
and the attacks cause a larger psychological impact than armed
assaults or other conventional attacks. Suicide attacks also
demonstrate a high level of commitment among the group’s
members, signalling to the government that the group will not be
deterred.16

The introduction of suicide attacks has proven a double-
edged sword for AQIM,however, as the tactic has triggered internal
dissent and external criticism. Since 2007, the Algerian press has
published a constant stream of articles from former combatants,
who say they have rejected both AQIM’s tactics and Abdel-Wadud’s
leadership because they no longer agree with the direction of the
group.17 A number of these repentants have specifically stated that
Abdel-Wadud has taken the group in a deviant direction
comparable to that of the GIA.These accusations damage AQIM’s
reputation among fellow jihadists as few other criticisms can. If
reports are to be believed, the fighters who are leaving AQIM tend
to be older, more experienced fighters who served with the GSPC
(and often with the GIA as well).18 If this is the case, AQIM has
been forced to replace trained, skilled fighters with new recruits,
which degrades the group’s capabilities (although these newer
recruits are probably more easily controlled by AQIM’s leaders).

AQIM has also come under criticism from Salafi and
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Salafi-jihadi clerics. Yusef Qaradawi, Muhammad Al-Maqdisi and
Abd-al-Malik Ramadani are among those who have condemned
AQIM’s use of suicide attacks in Algeria.19 Many of them argue that
the conditions in Algeria do not merit such actions (even though
several of them – including Qaradawi – sanction them in other
locations, such as Iraq or Israel) because Algeria is not occupied by
a foreign power and is ruled by people who are nominally Muslim.
Additionally, several critics have noted that suicide attacks are
counterproductive because they alienate the population from
the mujahedeen’s cause and draw unwanted interference from the
United States, thus actually making the lives of Muslims worse.
AQIM has repeatedly defended itself against these criticisms, and
Al-Qa’ida cleric Abu Yahya Al-Libi has come to AQIM’s defence
several times.20 His involvement is one of the strongest signs that
Al-Qa’ida’s central leadership has accepted AQIM into the fold.
External criticism does not seem to have slackened the pace of
suicide attacks as yet, but it may be some time before the effects
of the criticisms are felt. The Algerian government has played up
media reports suggesting that AQIM is preying on ‘confused young
people’,21 tricking them into joining the group with promises of
glory and martyrdom fighting the infidels in Iraq,only to send them
instead on suicide missions against their countrymen.

In addition to the suicide attacks, AQIM has maintained its
traditional repertoire of ambushes, roadblocks,kidnapping,extortion
and bombings, and the group has been employing increasingly
sophisticated IED technology similar to that being used in Iraq and
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Afghanistan, suggesting some transfer of knowledge or personnel
between the theatres.22 For its part, the Algerian government has
responded to AQIM with increasingly aggressive counter-terrorist
measures and a strategic communications initiative to undermine
AQIM’s legitimacy with condemnations from formerAQIM and GSPC
combatants.

Morocco
Morocco’s experience with jihadist opposition is quite dissimilar
from that ofAlgeria due in large part to differences in the countries’
post-colonial history and governance. Whereas Algerians fought
France for almost eight years to gain independence in 1962,
Morocco experienced a relatively peaceful negotiated transition to
independence that was finalised in 1956.Morocco’s government is
a constitutional monarchy, which has been ruled by three kings
since its independence (the king’s family, the Alawites, have ruled
Morocco since 1666). The king is not only the political head of
state but also the ‘commander of the faithful’, the religious leader
of the state.Morocco has a bicameral parliament which is partially
elected and partially appointed, but the king remains the locus
of political power.23 The current king, Mohammed VI, assumed
the throne in 1999 and has initiated reforms aimed at modernising
the country, most notably the family code. Political opposition
in the country is generally directed at the administration of
governance rather than the monarchy itself, and many Moroccans
blame politicians and key military generals for the country’s
economic and social problems. The most significant opposition
figure is Sheikh Yassine, whose non-violent Islamist Justice and
Charity (Jamiat Al-Adl w’al-Ihsan) organisation is not permitted to
operate as a political party.24

Islamist organisations have been active in Morocco since the
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1960s, particularly in universities, and many of them are non-
violent.One exception was theAl-Shabaab (‘TheYouth’) movement
(unrelated to the current Shabaab movement in Somalia), which
was founded in the 1960s and heavily influenced by Sayyid Qutb,
and which sought to organise an Islamist revolution.25 It was
largely disbanded in the 1980s after the trial of several key
members.

The 2003 Suicide Bombing Campaign
One of the first modern terrorist attacks in Morocco took place in
1994 when Algerian gunmen attacked a hotel in Marrakech.
Morocco was then largely spared any serious jihadist violence until
2003. In May of that year, five pairs of suicide bombers attacked
targets in Casablanca, resulting in the death of forty-five people.
The targets included a hotel, a Jewish cemetery and community
centre, a Spanish-themed restaurant, and a Jewish-owned restaurant
near the Belgian consulate. Although the attacks were conducted
nearly simultaneously, the poor training of the bombers and the
lack of technical sophistication of the bombs limited the number of
casualties.

The government response was swift and massive, and 3,000
people were arrested in short order. Most of those arrested had
nothing to with the actual attacks,but the regime capitalised on the
opportunity to clamp down on Salafist and Wahabbist
organisations. The cell that conducted the attack originated in
the slums on the outskirts of Casablanca, and although some of the
preachers who radicalised the cell had contact with Al-Qa’ida
networks, the bombers themselves were all poor, local Moroccans
with no prior terrorist experience.26

Moroccans were shocked by the attacks, as they had thought
themselves immune from what they saw as the kind of senseless
violence that only happened in neighbouring Algeria. Whereas
jihadist terrorism in Algeria is centrally directed and nationally
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organised, jihadist cells in Morocco are small, isolated and
unconnected to each other. There is no national-level group in
Morocco comparable to AQIM; rather Morocco’s jihadist cells
emerge from places that, for one reason or another, are supportive
of extremist thought. Radicalisation and indoctrination appears to
spread from key individuals: clerics with international ties, a
veteran of combat in Afghanistan or Bosnia, or some other
prominent community member that mobilises his or her social
network. In a number of cases, these cells have links to known
terrorists abroad,usually in Europe but sometimes in the Gulf or in
Afghanistan.27 These external ‘professional jihadists’ may provide
advice, financial or logistical support and introductions to other
jihadists, but based on the amateur quality of attacks in Morocco,
external supporters do not seem to provide much in the way of
technical assistance or operational training. Although the number
of reported cells has increased dramatically in the last five years,
there have been no large-scale attacks since 2003.28 Several would-
be suicide bombers have detonated their vests after being
discovered by police (or, in one case, by an observant cyber café
proprietor), and a bomber who detonated himself near the US
Consulate in Casablanca in April 2007 killed only himself, but such
incidents are best considered as failed attacks. The scale and
sophistication of the 2003 Casablanca attacks have not been
replicated, and even those attacks were markedly less professional
than the Madrid attacks of 2004 or many of AQIM’s larger
operations.

Engaging the Supporters of Jihad
A number of the militant extremist preachers that were arrested
following the 2003 attacks remain in custody; however most of
them deny inciting violence in Morocco. Several, including
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Mohammed Al-Fizazi and Abu Hafs Al-Maghribi, have shown a
willingness to enter into a dialogue with the government.29 Rather
than leave these influential clerics in prison, where they have
become an internet cause célèbre, the regime may decide to
release them under certain conditions, namely that they condemn
jihadist violence in Morocco and refute Al-Qa’ida’s call for a global
jihad.

This strategy of co-option has been successful in other Arab
countries. Saudi Arabia was able to blunt the threat posed by
Sahwa (‘Awakening’) clerics such as Safar Al-Hawali and Salman
Al-Auda by releasing the sheikhs with an understanding that they
would support the government when needed by supplying fatwas
on key issues.The clerics are free to rail against the West and the
Shia, but in 2003, for example, Al-Auda forbade Saudi men from
joining the insurgency in Iraq. The Jordanian government has
repeatedly arrested Mohammed Al-Maqdisi, an influential jihadist
cleric; during his most recent incarceration Al-Maqdisi released a
letter to his former protégé, Abu Musab Al-Zarqawi, which
criticised his attacks on fellow Muslims in Iraq.30 Al-Maqdisi has
subsequently been released and has reactivated his website,which
serves as a primary repository of jihadist texts.

The most important example of the influence of jihadist
clerics is that of Sayyid Imam, (aka Dr Fadl or Abd-al-Qadir Bin
Abd-al-Aziz) an early mentor toAl-Zawahiri and one of the founders
of Egyptian Islamic Jihad.While in jail in Egypt, Sayyid Imam has
released a series of books retracting his earlier texts supporting
global jihad and systematically attacking both Al-Qa’ida’s strategy
and Al-Zawahiri’s character.31 The Moroccan government may have
determined that this approach will prove useful in reducing
radicalisation and undermining the appeal of Al-Salafiyya
Al-Jihadiyya both at home and abroad. Morocco recently called
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over a hundred imams home from Spain for a religious conference,
and it has stepped up its involvement in Moroccan expatriate
religious organisations in France.32 Morocco is also using the
religious legitimacy of the king to inhibit violent Salafism and
reinvigorate Morocco’s traditional Sufist religious practices.33

Algeria, by contrast, has focused on giving former combatants
a platform to describe their opposition to AQIM’s tactics,
Abdelmalek Droukdal’s leadership, andAl-Qa’ida’s vision of jihad in
North Africa. Morocco’s strategy targets a broad base of potential
Al-Qa’ida supporters and regime opponents, while Algeria’s
strategy is more narrowly focused on those who are farther along
the radicalisation spectrum and closer to actually conducting
violent action against the state.

North African Jihadists and Global Networks
NorthAfricans have had a significant role in jihadist activity abroad,
beginning with those who travelled to fight the Soviets in
Afghanistan in the 1980s, continuing with the development of
European terrorist cells in the 1990s,and persisting to this day with
the current flow of ‘foreign fighters’ into Iraq and Afghanistan.
NorthAfricans have been fighters, facilitators, recruiters,clerics and
suicide bombers in Afghanistan, Europe, Bosnia, Chechnya, Saudi
Arabia, and Iraq. Europe’s proximity to North Africa, and its large
population of North African émigrés and migrant workers, has
made it a key source of support and safe haven for jihadists. The
GIA developed extensive support networks in Europe that
provided false documents, facilitated travel, and sent funds back
to the leadership in Algeria.35 These networks were also linked to
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other transnational jihadist networks,some of which were active in
Afghanistan, Bosnia, and Chechnya.36 When the GIA imploded,
some of these networks aligned with the GSPC, but after the start
of US operations in Iraq in 2003 many of them shifted their focus
to that conflict. The extent to which AQIM has re-established its
links in Europe is not clear, as the networks themselves are
in constant flux.Whether AQIM is capable of conducting attacks in
Europe is not known, but it appears unlikely.

Until recently, most North African jihadists used Europe for
support, planning, and logistics, not as a target of attack (the GIA
being the notable exception). This has changed since 9/11, as
operational cells have sprung up in Spain, Italy, Germany, the
Netherlands, Belgium, and the United Kingdom. The jihadist
networks in Europe overlap in a dense web of personal and
professional associations, and there are few cells that are strictly
Moroccan or Algerian.37 Moreover, the cells are not geographically
limited by national boundaries, and key individuals seem to
function as nodes linking multiple cells. Algerian jihadist Merouane
Benahmed is an excellent example. Benahmed was a GIA
commander before leaving home to participate in jihad in
Afghanistan and Chechnya. By 2002 he had organised a terrorist
cell in Paris, called the ‘Chechen Network’ by authorities, which
planned a bomb attack on the Russian embassy in Paris.
Benahmed’s group leveraged GSPC support cells for logistical
support, and his arrest led to the discovery of Algerians in London
who were manufacturing the potent toxin Ricin.38 Another
transnational grouping of North African jihadists is the Moroccan
Islamic Combatant Group (GICM), which has been implicated in
the Casablanca and Madrid attacks, as well as the murder of film-
makerTheoVan Gogh.39 GICM is a clandestine group that does not
issue statements and has never declared its existence.Press reports
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suggest that the group has been decimated by arrests,but remnants
of the group could reform at some point.40

Within North Africa, both the GIA and GSPC had contacts
with jihadists in Tunisia, Morocco, and Libya, and in 2007 Al-Qa’ida
announced that the Libyan Islamic Fighting Group had aligned
with it, but this seems to have been little more than a publicity
stunt.41 AQIM, which is nominally Al-Qa’ida’s representative in all
North Africa, has minimal (if any) operational capability beyond
Algeria, although the group has attempted to expand its reach
beyondAlgeria in a number of ways. Abdel-Wadud has commented
on events in North Africa in an effort to show that AQIM is
concerned with the entire region,42 and there have been several
reports of AQIM actions in Mauritania, but it is not clear that there
is any real connection between those actions and the leadership in
Algeria.43

AQIM’s most credible connection to transnational jihadists
has been its training camps. As early as 2005, GSPC claimed that it
was using mobile training camps in Mali and Mauretania to train
would-be jihadists looking to fight in Iraq. These camps are
necessarily of short duration, and so the quality of the ‘training’
provided cannot be very significant,butAQIM’s primary purpose is
probably to gain credibility and establish personal contacts.
Records captured in the Syrian border town of Sinjar indicate that
33 per cent of documented foreign fighters transiting into Iraq
between August 2006 and August 2007 were from North Africa,
with 18.8 per cent from Libya, 8.2 per cent from Algeria, and 6.1
per cent from Morocco.44 Many of these fighters indicated their
desire to participate in suicide operations (although Algerians as a
whole were more likely to seek a non-suicide combat role),
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suggesting that the risk to North African regimes of returning
fighters may be less significant than it was for the Afghanistan
veterans of the 1980s. However, even a small number of highly
skilled explosives experts could alter the situation in Algeria, and
any number of truly skilled fighters returning to Morocco would
create a proportionally greater risk. Interestingly, there are multiple
independent recruitment networks functioning across North
Africa. Libyan fighters have been drawn primarily from Benghazi
and Darnah, two cities that were strongholds of jihadist opposition
to Ghaddafi.45 In Morocco, the breakup of the recruitment network
in Tetouan was well publicised, but other networks have been
exposed including one run by Sa’ad Al-Houssaini, who spent four
years in Afghanistan, and was implicated in the 2003 Casablanca
bombings as a key member of GICM.46 North Africans have played
a critical role in international jihadist conflict and are likely to
continue to provide new recruits to current and future conflicts. It
remains to be seen whether AQIM and Al-Qa’ida can succeed in
unifying the multiple jihadist factions into a co-ordinated force.

Current and Future Challenges in the Maghreb
Although the GSPC’s transformation into AQIM has changed the
nature of jihadist violence inAlgeria, it has not brought about a pan-
Maghreb surge of jihadist activity.Moreover,while AQIM and other
jihadist groups present an ongoing security problem, they are not
in a position to threaten the stability of any of the North African
states. Despite AQIM’s efforts to expand its reach beyond Algeria, it
has not succeeded in establishing itself as the premier jihadist
group in the region, and the group’s ability to operate in Algeria
appears increasingly constrained. The jihadist groups in Morocco
remain small and disaggregated, and they have not caused
significant damage since 2003. The governments of North Africa
have leveraged considerable effort and resources toward detecting
and eliminating existing cells and networks, and they are taking
steps to limit the appeal of jihadist ideology. European states and
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America have developed frameworks for sharing intelligence and
co-ordinating some security efforts with North African states, and
these efforts are only likely to expand in the coming years.

At the same time, the underlying grievances – both local and
global – that facilitate jihadist radicalisation and recruitment have
not disappeared, and a new generation of ‘ArabAfghans’may return
to North Africa once jihadist activity in Iraq winds down. Although
many of these fighters may choose to go toAfghanistan rather than
return home to face newly aggressive security services, the
possibility remains that a handful of highly skilled returnees could
have a significant impact on jihadist groups’ ability to recruit,
organise, train, and operate in North Africa. It is also possible that
AQIM may co-ordinate with resurgent Touareg rebel groups
operating in northern Niger and Mali. The GSPC had a complicated
relationship with the Touareg tribes, as both parties competed
(sometimes violently) over lucrative trans-Sahara smuggling routes.
GSPC commander Mokhtar bel Mokhtar married into a Touareg
tribe in Mali to cement his alliances with the Touaregs, but he has
since abandoned AQIM and is negotiating amnesty with the
Algerian government, leaving AQIM without a strong Saharan sub-
cell. AQIM has claimed responsibility for terrorist attacks in
Mauretania, and there have been rumours of Al-Qa’ida recruitment
in the Polisario camps in north-west Mauretania.47 Despite the fact
that AQIM’s ideological platform has little in common with the
nationalist goals of the Touareg or the Polisario, a temporary
operational or tactical marriage of convenience among them is
certainly possible.

The response of North African governments to jihadist
activity has consisted primarily of security measures. Algeria has
conducted large-scale military operations against terrorist
strongholds in the mountains, relying on intelligence-led kill-or-
capture missions, and it has also leveraged local opposition to
terrorist activity to weaken AQIM’s infrastructure through arrests
and raids. Although the government has publicised statements
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from repentant terrorists in an effort to reduce the appeal of
joining AQIM, it has not focused on promoting religious counter-
arguments until quite recently. By contrast, Morocco has leveraged
the king’s role as commander of the faithful to undercut jihadists’
calls for violent action, and has begun a dialogue of sorts with key
jihadist thought leaders. Because Morocco is facing a set of small
independent jihadist cells rather than a large organised group like
AQIM, Morocco’s security measures have focused more on police
and intelligence work to break up suspected cells before they are
able to act.

Both Algeria and Morocco appear to have reduced the
capacity of their resident jihadist groups in the short term, but a
permanent reduction of jihadism will require increased investment
in socio-economic programmes in order to negate the ability of the
jihadists to leverage individual grievances into support for violence.
The United States and Europe can help in this effort by providing
an increase in foreign aid that will support economic and social
development in addition to the security assistance currently being
provided. The populations of North Africa have broadly rejected
jihadist violence as a solution to North Africa’s problems, but there
will always remain a small number of inveterate jihadists that are
able to capitalise on local grievances to recruit a new generation of
violent actors.The challenge for the North African governments is
to steadily reduce the number of available recruits by offering
vulnerable individuals positive ways to seek change and realise
their ambitions.
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6. Islamist Terrorism in the Caucasus
and Central Asia

Ekaterina Stepanova

The multitude of analytical approaches to Islamist terrorism at levels
ranging from the local to the global can be grouped into three broad
categories: the Al-Qa’idaisation approach; the disaggregation
approach; and the ‘post-Qa’ida’ version of the disaggregation
approach.

The Al-Qa’idaisation approach that was prevalent, in its
various forms, in the aftermath of 9/11 – and which is still
widespread in political and security expert circles – tends to see
Al-Qa’ida everywhere, behind any act of Islamist terrorism and in
every regional context. It is usually based on evidence of a poor and
often speculative nature and is hardly worth serious discussion.

Unsurprisingly, this primitive approach to the complex
realities of violent Islamist groups and networks was dismissed by
the more professional and less politicised part of the academic and
expert community. This group questions Al-Qa’ida’s supposedly
ubiquitous presence in every violent Islamist theatre or front, and
its direct links to, or control over, each and every violent Islamist
group. This approach calls for more empirical, region-specific
analysis of what is casually referred to as a ‘global network’ or
‘global threat’. It also calls for ‘disaggregation’ of the links and
networks connecting indigenous Islamist groups and the so-called
transnational ‘Al-Qa’ida-affiliated’ groups. By now this more
nuanced and context-specific ‘disaggregation’ approach appears to
have entered the mainstream and to be gaining momentum. It has
contributed to the analysis of the two regional theatres that are the
central focus of this chapter – the Caucasus and Central Asia.

While the disaggregation approach is most productive for
region-specific analysis and whilst it differentiates between
Al-Qa’ida-affiliated and local violent Islamists, it still fails to grasp the
rapidly evolving dynamics of the contemporary transnational
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violent Islamist movement. The disaggregation approach is
becoming obsolete, at least to the extent that it still searches for
direct operational ‘links’ and ‘shared experiences’ between different
groups within or from different regions – as if every network still
requires an operational dimension and direct contacts between its
elements (cells).1The‘post-Al-Qa’ida’disaggregation approach refers
to an analysis that leaves behind an undue emphasis on the role of
Al-Qa’ida in describing transnational Islamist terrorism.It recognises
that at the more localised level, the reality is one of segmented
Islamist groups not necessarily operationally or historically
connected, even if they operate in the same broader region. It also
recognises that at the transnational level, the reality is one of post-
Al-Qa’ida violent Islamist networks of cells that have a markedly
transnational agenda, but are only virtually connected and co-
ordinated primarily or solely through a consolidated strategic
discourse formulated in line with a shared anti-system supra-
national ideology.

I. The Caucasus

The North Caucasus
The main trend in conflict-generated terrorism in the North
Caucasus since the late 1990s is the radicalisation of significant
elements of the early decade’s separatist insurgency. While this
region has a strong tradition of moderate Sufi Islam, a more
fundamentalist version of Islam and political Islamism has roots in
the domestic context (for instance, the non-violent Salafism of
Ahmed-qadi Akhtayev). Islamism became violent and more salient
as the conflict in Chechnya dragged on, and especially during the
quasi-independence period between the two Chechen wars
(1996-99). It also grew due to considerable external ideological and
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financial influence, through the direct involvement of foreign
violent Islamists – mostly Arabs and diaspora Chechens from the
Middle East (for instance, Al-Shihani and Khattab) – and their
relations with local militants and connections with other violent
Islamist networks.

The Islamisation of the insurgency first culminated in the
1999 incursions led by Shamil Basayev and the Arab commander
Emir Khattab to support Wahhabi enclaves in Dagestan, with the
goal of establishing an Islamic republic of Ichkeria (Chechnya) and
Dagestan.

On the one hand, the embrace of violent Islamist extremism
provided the militants with an additional tool of mobilisation and
an ability to appeal for financial support from foreign Islamist
organisations; and enabled them to regionalise the conflict by
reaching across ethnic barriers. The foreign violent Islamist
presence helped upgrade the information and public relations
capabilities of the resistance, especially outside the region – in
particular through the dissemination of filmed operations. In
addition to the typical tactics of the 1990s (hostage-taking and the
use of remotely-detonated bombs), the separatists’ embrace of
violent Islamism contributed to the rise of suicide terrorism.
Ultimately it led to the merger of suicide tactics with large-scale
seizures of hostages in a Moscow theatre and a school in Beslan,
producing a unique, disturbing phenomenon of ‘suicidal mass
hostage-taking’. The radicalisation of resistance along violent
Islamist lines had an impact on the overall rise of terrorist activity:
according to data from the Russian Ministry of Interior, the number
of terrorist attacks kept growing, reaching 561 incidents in 2003 (a
thirty-fold increase from eighteen terrorist attacks in 1994).2

According to the US Memorial Institute for the Prevention of
Terrorism (MIPT), terrorism fatalities kept growing until the
all-time 2004 peak of 530. As a result, in the decade 1998-2007,
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Russia accounted for 4 per cent of global fatalities from terrorism
— a level higher than that of Israel/West Bank–Gaza (2.6 per cent),
but lower than that of India (7 per cent) or the United States (6.3
per cent), not to mention Iraq which accounted for 57 per cent of
the global total.3

On the other hand, though significant, external financial
support and the influx of foreign violent Islamist fighters were not
decisive for the militant activities of Chechen separatists. The rise
of Islamist extremism was in some ways counterproductive for the
separatist insurgency. Radical Islam did not gain a popular mass
following in Chechnya: in fact, it might have even reduced the
appeal of the separatist cause among Chechens dismayed by
attempts to impose Sharia law. It certainly contributed to a series of
violent splits amongst the rebels which, in combination with
Moscow’s new Chechenisation policy, helped to weaken the
resistance by producing the phenomenon of pro-federalist
Chechen militias.4 Politically, nothing facilitated the Kremlin’s
efforts to integrate the war in Chechnya into the global war on
terrorism more than the Islamisation of the radical separatists. The
Islamisation of the insurgency led to increased determination and
preparation on the part of the insurgents,whilst also blurring their
political goals. In contrast to the mid-1990s, the stated political
demands of the terrorists (the release of militants and the
withdrawal of federal troops from Chechnya) no longer appeared
to reflect some of their broader, underlying goals such as the
inflammation of ethnic and religious strife; or the undermining
of the credibility of the federal government and its fragile system of
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governance in the North Caucasus, whilst promoting the idea of a
regional caliphate. Paradoxically, the large-scale attacks of the early
2000s became increasingly counterproductive if judged against
the perpetrators’ declared political goals which were still largely
dominated by separatist demands.5

The Decline of Jihadi Terrorism
These developments were against the backdrop of changing
dynamics and growing splits within the resistance; the emergence
of pro-federalist local militias and Russia’s new emphasis on
Chechenisation; changes in counter-terrorist and counter-
insurgency tactics in favour of more targeted special operations;
and targeted killings of militants’ leaders coupled with amnesties
for most rank-and-file ex-combatants. These factors all contributed
to an overall significant decline in conflict-related Islamist terrorism
of North Caucasian origin since its historical peak in 2003–04. The
number of attacks first dropped by almost half in 2004 (to 265) and
kept declining to 203 in 2005, 112 in 2006 and just forty-eight
terrorist attacks in 2007 – an 11.5-fold decline in three years.6 By
2007, only 73 per cent of terrorist attacks in Russia (thirty-five of
forty-eight) took place in the Southern Federal District that
includes the North Caucasus7 (a significant departure from 95 per
cent for much of the 1990s-early 2000s).8

While the violent Islamist side of the conflict in the North
Caucasus is somewhat better researched (as compared with, for
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instance, Central Asia), the main focus is often on the direct role
of Arabs and the Chechen Middle Eastern diaspora and their
transnational connections.9 What is rarely emphasised is the
decreasing importance of these influences over the last few years,
in contrast to the broader and more significant process of the
gradual Islamisation of all forms of social protest and instability in
the North Caucasus.

Today, large-scale Islamist terrorism is no longer of primary
concern in the North Caucasus. Its decline, especially in relation to
Chechnya, is partly counter-balanced by the continuing spread of
low-level violence from high levels of lawlessness in other republics
of the North Caucasus, such as Dagestan and Ingushetia,where the
level of low-scale violence often exceeds the level of violence in
Chechnya. The decline of terrorism and the disintegration of the
insurgency are not signs of a complementary decline in broader
socio-political dissatisfaction, since there has been a rise in other
forms of non-violent social and political protest (meetings, street
demonstrations) and low-scale violence of all sorts.

This is hardly surprising, as many underlying problems
pertaining to the lack of social, economic and political structures
remain unresolved. These include the prevalence of clan-based
economies and societies, a pervasive patronage system, clientelism
and the lack of sustainable economic activity outside the control of
the main clans and power groups (as noted by one expert, ‘the
republics are small and families are large’).10 In the absence of a
better solution, the federal government semi-reluctantly continues
to subsidise this system (for example, by paying 80 per cent of
Dagestan’s budget) in the expectation that local elites provide at
least a minimal degree of stability in return and remain loyal to the
authority of the federal capital. Inevitably, one of the main societal
responses and coping mechanisms has been the growing
Islamisation of social and political life in Muslim-populated parts of
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the region11 – a phenomenon that has little to do with transnational
Islamist militancy, but will be a critical factor in the future of the
region.

In sum, apart from the continuing diffuse, low-level violence
by Islamists in the broader North Caucasus, of crucial importance
is the interplay of three longer-term and potentially more
significant trends:

• The steady process of neo- or re-traditionalisation in
Muslim-dominated regions that increases the socio-
cultural distance between these areas and the rest of the
Russian society

• The politicisation of Russia’s traditional Islamic faith and
the Islamisation of politics in these regions

• The growing political manipulation of these trends by a
range of actors, especially regional pro-Moscow
authorities in Muslim regions.

The South Caucasus
In the South Caucasus, the problem of Islamist terrorism can be
disaggregated into two separate issues: the spill-over of Islamist
extremism and violence from the North Caucasus; and the special
case of secular Shia Azerbaijan.12

The main spill-over of North Caucasian Islamist militancy to
neighbouring Georgia resulted in the limited but destabilising
presence of Chechen militants and some foreign fighters (including
Arabs who were first spotted in 1999) in the Pankisi Gorge.This
was principally a result of the use of this lawless area as a safe
haven by fighters from Chechnya, especially in the late 1990s-early
2000s. While the militants’ presence appeared to be centred on
supporting the insurgency in Chechnya, Georgian officials claimed
that terrorist plots by Pankisi Arabs in Georgia had been foiled with
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US assistance.13 The problem became less pressing after the
Georgian government started to extend its security presence and
control in Pankisi from 2002 onwards.14 However, it took several
years for the government to re-establish stable control over much
of the area.15 The brief incursion by the Chechen commander
Ruslan Gelayev into the smaller and more remote Kodori Gorge in
Abkhazia (a breakaway republic from Georgia) in the autumn of
2001 was rebuffed by Russian and Abkhaz forces and led Georgia
to move its forces into the area. In July 2006, Georgian forces
established control over much of the valley and set up a
government administration in the area. More recent spill-over has
involved creeping, lower-scale violence often, but not exclusively,
in the form of violent Islamism, from Russia’s Dagestan to
neighbouring Azerbaijan.

Azerbaijan is a special case in itself. Its secular state and
predominantly (two-thirds) Shia population place objective
constraints on the spread of both domestic and transnational
Salafism.Salafism is mostly limited to the capital Baku and the Sunni
north, where it is closely interconnected with Islamist radicalism
from the neighbouring Russian republic of Dagestan. In contrast to
much of Central Asia, especially Uzbekistan where the Islamist
movement formed a political-militant opposition to the state, Salafi
followers have abstained from politics in Azerbaijan. Small violent
Salafi groups (such as Jeishulla and Muvahiddin, and those accused
of a foiled terrorist plot in October 2007) were a matter of some
concern, but have been effectively crushed to the point that there
are practically no violent Salafi groups in Azerbaijan. Instead Shia
communities – independently from the Caucasian Board of
Muslims and the banned Islamic Party of Azerbaijan – have
developed links to a secular political opposition. The former head
of the independent Jumamosque,Ibrahimoglu,backed an opposition
candidate in the 2003 presidential elections. As a consequence, his
Shia mosque was shut down by the authorities (while the SalafiAbu
Baqr mosque continued to operate). The 2002 riots in Nardaran
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(the centre of the Shia socio-religious opposition in Azerbaijan)
have sometimes been compared to the violent 2005Andijan events
in Uzbekistan, yet they are not connected to the Salafi movement.
It was also radical Shia, not Salafists, who organised anti-Danish
cartoons protests in Azerbaijan.16While the rise of Salafism may be
restricted by objective factors, the rise of Shia fundamentalism in
Azerbaijan is also constrained by the country’s Turkic nationalist
secular identity (with secular Turkey as the model). This Turkic
identity overshadows confessional proximity to Iran. This is partly
reflected by the government’s decision to shut down Iranian
madrassas and by the shift of Azerbaijani Shias’ loyalty from Iran’s
Ali Khamenei to Ali Al-Sistani in Iraq as their supreme religious
authority. In sum, wary of both Salafism and Shia fundamentalism,
Azerbaijan has turned towards a Turkic-based secular nationalism.

II. Central Asia

The phenomenon of Islamist violence in Central Asia has some
important regional specifics. The main groups in question – the
Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan and an entity known as
the Islamic Jihad Union – are at present primarily based outside the
region, mainly on the Pakistani side of the Pakistan-Afghanistan
border in the so-called‘tribal belt’ (the FederallyAdministeredTribal
Areas, or FATA), hence the phenomenon is best described as
militant Islamism with Central Asian roots.

The Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan
The Islamic Movement of Uzbekistan (IMU) appears to have been
in decline since the late 1990s. It suffered a major blow in northern
Afghanistan as a result of the combined operation by the Afghan
Northern Alliance and the US-led military coalition in the autumn
of 2001. The Taliban’s ouster from power and the military losses
suffered by the IMU, including the death of its military commander
Juma Namangani, resulted in the relocation of IMU remnants – no
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more than an estimated 250 families17 – from Afghanistan to
Pakistan’s tribal areas, led by the surviving leader Tahir Youldashev.
Welcomed as ‘guests’ by FATA’s Pashtun community, the IMU
militants – unlike many of theArabs – were subsequently unable to
return to their countries of origin. Instead they stayed in Pakistan,
trying to survive by linking up with local militants. By 2005, the
IMU was described by most analysts as a virtual or spent entity.18

With the exception of occasional reports on its financial problems,
internal splits and the rejection of militant tactics by some
followers who sought refuge in Iran, the IMU almost disappeared
from international news coverage until 2007.

While the IMU in Pakistan still declared Uzbekistan to be its
main target, in practice IMU militants gradually became more
actively engaged in tribal in-fighting in South Waziristan (the
southernmost tribal area of FATA). This may partly have arisen from
the need for Uzbek fighters to pay their way. In contrast to the
richer Arabs who could afford to remunerate their hosts, the IMU
Uzbeks became ‘hired guns’ for local tribal leaders, for a variety of
purposes.This may have gained them further support from some
local leaders, but also led to alienation and armed confrontations
with others.

The resulting tensions appeared to have escalated in 2007,
when fighting erupted in Wana and surrounding areas in South
Waziristan on 18–19 March between Uzbek militants supported by
local allies and Ahmadzai Wazir tribesmen led by Mullah Mawlawi
Nazir. The trigger for the clash was the killing of an Arab affiliated
with Nazir, Saiful Adil (or, according to other reports, Sheik
Asadullah), by IMU fighters on 13 March.19 Despite attempts by the
Pakistani government to present the fighting as one between
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consolidated local Pashtun tribes determined to evict all foreigners
on the one side, and Al-Qa’ida and Taliban-backed Uzbek ‘aliens’ of
the IMU on the other side, in reality the clashes involved Taliban-
affiliated forces on both sides. Anti-IMU operations were led by
Nazir, who since November 2006 had been a Taliban-appointed
commander of South Waziristan. Meanwhile, the IMU reportedly
enjoyed the support of other Taliban commanders in the area,
including the most powerful commander in FATA, Baitullah
Mahsud. The local commanders – some affiliated with theTaliban –
were also divided.While Nazir and Haji Sharif were opposed to the
IMU, others were fighting alongside the Uzbeks.20 Unsurprisingly,
the major authority in the Pakistani Taliban, Jalaladdin Haqani, and
the senior leaders of theAfghanTaliban repeatedly tried to mediate
a truce to end hostilities between tribesmen and the IMU in South
Waziristan.21

The interpretation of the March 2007 hostilities as an attempt
by the Pakistani government to split theTaliban forces by using the
‘Uzbek card’22 is credible. It is supported by multiple reports that
the tribal forces led by Nazir were backed in their clashes with
Uzbeks and their local allies by arms and money from the Pakistani
government23 or even directly supported by Pakistani special
forces.24 The two main possible motivations for the Pakistani
government’s involvement could include:

• An attempt to imitate a major anti-terrorist operation (in
response to criticism voiced by the US Vice President
Dick Cheney during his visit to Islamabad on
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26 February 2007), by instigating inter-tribal tensions
and directing them primarily against Uzbeks, without
having to target the majorTaliban leaders or theArabs in
FATA

• The need to boost the government’s and President Pervez
Musharraf’s own political profile in the wake of internal
civil unrest that followed the president’s suspension of
Chief Justice Iftikhar Mohammad Chaudhry,25 by
declaring‘a success of the government tribesmen strategy’
by targeting a weakened, foreign group.26

Not only did this declaration of ‘success’ ignore the continuing
inter-tribal violence in the FATA unrelated to the IMU (for example,
the clashes in October 2007 between local tribes west of Peshawar
over access to grazing and water),27 it also appears exaggerated,
especially in terms of the numbers of Uzbeks engaged and killed in
the fighting. The Pakistani media conservatively estimated that
there were 1,000 armed Uzbeks in Waziristan.Ahmed Rashid, the
Pakistani journalist whose investigative reporting on the Taliban
won much acclaim, came up with a figure of ‘as many as 1500 to
2000 Uzbeks’28 while other estimates had put the IMU strength at
2-2,500 militia.29 (The most fantastic figure was given by a British
newspaper that warned of 10,000 Uzbek fighters from Pakistan
ready to threaten British forces across the border in Helmand.)30

Despite the heavy losses allegedly suffered by Uzbeks in 2007 and
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early 2008,31 the new Pakistani Prime Minister Yousuf Raza Gilani
still referred to around 2,000 Uzbeks in the FATA in July 2008.Much
like government officials of the Central Asian states who
consistently blame internal unrest and hot spots of violence in their
countries on ‘external elements’ fromAfghanistan and Pakistan, the
Pakistani prime minister laid the primary blame for ‘disturbing
peace in the Tribal Areas’ on the ‘foreign elements hailing from
Central Asian republics’ who ‘are behind the current unrest and
spike in violence in the tribal belt’.32 The estimates of the IMU
strength cited above are not only markedly higher than some of the
more serious expert assessments that indicate some 500 Uzbek
militants at most in the FATA in 2008;33 they also stand in stark
contrast to pre-2007 estimates of the IMU strength, including by
Pakistani military commanders themselves. For instance, when the
Pakistani army started counter-insurgency operations inWaziristan
in September 2003, the Uzbeks were estimated to comprise no
more than a fifth of the 600-700 foreign militants in the area.
According to the commander of the counter-insurgency operation,
Lieutenant General Safdar Hussain, around 100 foreign fighters –
nearly all Uzbeks – were believed to remain in the area, following
the next round of fighting in March 2004.34 The highest total
estimate of Uzbeks in all of the FATA before 2007 did not exceed
300 militants in addition to several hundred non-combatants, such
as women and children.35The sudden ten-to-twenty-fold upgrade of
these modest numbers in government estimates of early 2007
appears ill-founded.
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Another indicator of the IMU’s relatively local anchoring in
FATA has been the virtual absence of IMU and Uzbek militants in the
Taliban-led insurgency in neighbouring Afghanistan that surged
again after 2005.This outcome was perhaps a combined result of
Youldashev’s decision to retain the group’s original agenda
(resistance against Karimov’s regime in Uzbekistan and the creation
of an Islamic caliphate in Central Asia), deeper engagement in FATA
tribal dynamics and the group’s overall relative weakness. The IMU’s
decision not to return toAfghanistan was taken despite theTaliban’s
past practice of granting refuge to the IMU in the late 1990s.

The IMU’s Transnational Links
As for broader transnational linkages, especially to Arab-dominated
networks such as Al-Qa’ida, the view of the IMU as an originally
‘al-Qaeda inspired group’36 is simply inaccurate. The IMU emerged
in a regional Central Asian context, stemming from local radical
Islamist opposition to the authoritarian regime in Uzbekistan and
the civil war in Tajikistan. The core of the IMU developed before
the consolidation of the Al-Qa’ida network; they then both
developed almost in parallel. The more recent alarmist view of ‘the
Uzbeks having come to the forefront of al-Qaeda-inspired global
jihad’37 is based on a one-sided reading of the IMU’s involvement in
inter-tribal clashes in the FATA since 2007 and the IMU’s links to
Baitullah Mehsud. However, the IMU does not appear to have had
much direct contact with Al-Qa’ida in the tribal areas. Mehsud, the
IMU’s chief ally and benefactor, has repeatedly stressed that his
loyalty was neither to Bin Laden nor toAl-Qa’ida,but that his leader
was Mullah Omar, the former head of the Taliban in Afghanistan
who now is in exile, allegedly in Quetta, Pakistan.38

The IMU’s main transnational links have traditionally been in
the realm of fund-raising: in the late 1990s the IMU reportedly
received support from parts of the large Uzbek diaspora community
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and from other Islamic extremist groups and patrons in the Middle
East,CentralAsia and SouthAsia,39 in addition to proceeds generated
by smuggling, in particular, illicit drug trafficking.40 External support
for the IMU declined in the early 2000s and has further weakened
since 2003, as many of potential Islamist sponsors became
increasingly focused on Iraq.41 The financial implications for the
IMU of the gradual shift of the centre of gravity of Islamist militancy
and terrorism back to Afghanistan and the tribal belt along the
Afghan-Pakistani border in 2007–08 have not yet become clear,
especially given the IMU’s reluctance to participate in the new
Taliban insurgency.42

In summary, the IMU is likely to have retained some of its
fighting strength, especially in alliance with the local Mehsud
tribesmen. It has immersed itself fully in local tribal tensions and
dynamics in the FATA; and there appear to be very few prospects
of the IMU’s return to Uzbekistan or Central Asia in the near future.

The Islamic Jihad Union
While information about the IMU is often hard to substantiate,
acquiring information about the activities of the Islamic Jihad
Group/Islamic Jihad Union (IJG/IJU) is even more problematic and
deeply mired in controversy. This is all the more challenging for
regional analysis as it is the IJU, rather than the IMU, that has
primarily been associated with transnational networks and activities
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39 US Department of State,‘Foreign Terrorist Organization’,Country Reports on
Terrorism 2005 (Washington, DC, 30 April 2006), Ch. 8.
40 However, illicit drug trafficking has never been the sole source of the IMU
funding.See Ekaterina Stepanova,Rol’narkobiznesa v politekonomii konfliktov
i terrorizma [The role of illict drug business in the political economy of
conflicts and terrorism] (Moscow:Ves’Mir, 2005), pp. 226–41.
41 An extension of IMU fund-raising activities to Europe would imply a certain
departure from its funding pattern.
42 In this context, reports of a police operation in May 2008 in France,Germany
and the Netherlands to detain ten men,most of them ofTurkish origin and some
with Western European passports, on suspicion of financing the IMU (separate
from the earlier IJU arrests of 2007),may point to the IMU’s search for alternative
sources of external funding.Yassin Musharbash,‘Police arrest members of alleged
jihadi financing network’,Der Spiegel, 16 May 2008.



since the mid-2000s. The available information on the IJU may be
grouped into two conflicting interpretations.

The first interpretation takes the threat posed by the IJU
seriously, and is adopted by a range of governments and is also
promoted by experts such as Guido Steinberg of the German Institute
for International and Security Affairs. According to this version of
events, the group first known as the Islamic Jihad Group and later as
the Islamic Jihad Union split from the IMU in around 2002 and moved
to North Waziristan.43 The IJG/IJU has been described as a group
smaller in size than the IMU: its membership probably does not
exceed 200 fighters, most of whom are Uzbeks, but some are Tajik,
Kyrgyz and Kazakh. There have also been reports of Europeans of
Turkish descent participating in the group.The IJG first surfaced in
2004 when it claimed responsibility for an explosion in Bukhara on
28 March44 and two suicide bombings in the Chorsu market – the first
suicide attacks to occur in Uzbekistan. It was also responsible for
shootings and assaults on police in the capital city of Tashkent on
29 March. In addition, the IJG/IJU has been linked to attacks by three
suicide bombers on US and Israeli embassies – the first attacks against
foreign targets in Uzbekistan – and the office of the prosecutor-
general in Tashkent on 30 July 2004.45 As a result, the US State
Department classified the IJG a Specially Designated Global Terrorist
Group on 26 May 2005.46 The group resurfaced under the name of
IJU in a different context in 2007, after it had reportedly chosen
Afghanistan as its main area of operations. On 5 September 2007,
German Federal Prosecutor Monika Harms announced the arrest of
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46 The IMU has been on the US list of foreign terrorist organisations since 2000.



three terrorist suspects (two German converts and oneTurk based in
Germany), the so-called ‘Sauerland cell’, named after the place of
arrest. Police recovered a large quantity of hydrogen peroxide, ready
to be processed into explosives.47The IJU later took responsibility for
the planned attacks of the Sauerland cell, the targets of which had
allegedly the US RamsteinAir Base and Frankfurt InternationalAirport.
The planned attacks were allegedly timed to coincide with
the Bundestag votes in October and November 2007 regarding the
extension of Germany’s commitments to Operation Enduring
Freedom and the International Security Assistance Force (ISAF)
in Afghanistan; and hence designed to influence public debate in
Germany.They had probably also been designed to force Germany to
close its air base inTermez,Uzbekistan.48

The alternative interpretation of the IJU by a number of
experts (including Matthew Clements, the Eurasia editor of Jane’s
Information Group;Craig Murray, the former BritishAmbassador to
Uzbekistan; and Benno Koepfer, an expert on Islamist terrorism
with the German internal intelligence service) depicts the IJU as
an obscure group which, though it claimed responsibility for some
terrorist attacks in 2004, is nevertheless neither a credible threat
nor linked to terrorist plots in Europe.49 The IJU is allegedly a
splinter group of the IMU and, although the IMU has not explicitly
referred to it in its public pronouncements, US government
sources point out that it is ‘difficult to differentiate between IMU
and IJU members’.50

Contextualising the IJU
Despite the lack of clarity surrounding the IJU, several things must
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47 Mark Landler, ‘German police arrest 3 in terrorist plot’, New York Times,
6 September 2007.
48 The main populariser of the‘IJU threat’,Guido Steinberg, likened the Sauerland
cell’s alleged driving motivation to that of the perpetrators of the March 2005
attacks on the Atocha train station in Madrid, insisting that Germany, much like
Spain,was seen as the weak link in major troop providers in Afghanistan.
49 According to Ambassador (Rtd) Craig Murray, the evidence that this
organisation exists at all is ‘extremely tenuous and if it does it is almost certainly
the fruit of an Uzbek agent provocateur operation.’ Craig Murray, ‘Hazel Blears
made a claim to MPs I know to be false’,Guardian, 19 October 2005.
50 US Department of State,op. cit.



be noted. First, the IJU started recruitment and terrorist activity in
Europe after abandoning its main focus on Central Asia, splitting off
from the IMU (with its more CentralAsia-oriented agenda and more
localised activities in Pakistan’s FATA), and designating Afghanistan
as its main area of operations. The strength of the first interpretation
of the IJU is that it does not imply that each and every violent
Islamist group in Central Asia are iterations of the same ‘jihadi’
network stretching from Xinjiang to Turkey. Instead, provided that
the recent organisational shift from the IMU to IJU is genuine, it
appears to imply a shift in its ideology and agenda. The new
movement appears to be in the direction of further divorcing the
Islamists’ agenda from the Central Asian context (regime change in
Uzbekistan and the installation of a regional caliphate, which still
remained central to the IMU) and replacing it with a more
‘transnationalised’ agenda which focuses on the Western presence
in Afghanistan. Second, as demonstrated in the case of the IMU,
many of the regional contacts and interactions of Islamist fighters
in broader Central Asia (often in the context of the local armed
conflicts) predated or developed in parallel to the Afghanistan-
centered, Arab-dominated network that would become Al-Qa’ida.

Third – and perhaps the most important element of the IJU
controversy – is its Turkic dimension, one that has been largely
absent from the Salafi-jihadi militant networks. The IJU has begun
to specifically address Turkic-language audiences, including
Europeans from aTurkish background – a category of Muslims that
Al-Qa’ida (or Al-Qa’ida-inspired networks or autonomous cells
using the AQ brand) has not been able to recruit en masse, at least
until recently. These methods include the IJU’s use of a Turkish-
language website based in Turkey to publicise their activities and
claim responsibility for a number of violent activities, including the
foiled 2007 plot; and a suicide attack on 3 March 2008, whereby
Cüneyt Çiftçi, a Bavarian-born Turk, drove a truck into a US guard
post at the US Sebari military compound in Khost province.51
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III. Conclusion

To become and qualify as a violent Islamist group, an armed
movement does not need to be directly linked to, nor controlled
by, Al-Qa’ida-affiliated elements.What it does need is to be guided
by a professed Islamist ideology with a strong transnational
dimension, even if in practice this dimension is mostly confined
to the regional level. In that sense, the North Caucasian
insurgency since the late 1990s may well be seen as a jihadi front,
although at the time of writing it has not been among the most
active fronts. However, it has evolved into a loose regional
network of localised mini-fronts. The IMU,with its shift between
Central Asian states, Afghanistan and Pakistan and its obsession
with the regional caliphate, also qualifies as a violent Islamist
group on this reading.

However, such groups are not necessarily part of the post-
Al-Qa’ida violent transnational Islamist movement. To do so, a
group not only needs to fully share the supra-national ideology of
this movement and be primarily guided by the increasingly
consolidated post-Al-Qa’ida Islamist strategic discourse, it also
requires a supra-regional transnational agenda and has to behave as
a part of the global movement. The organisational forms of this
movement are such that these conditions would even qualify an
autonomous cell without direct operational, financial or other
contacts withAl-Qa’ida-affiliated individuals and groups to become
part of that movement. This certainly does not exclude the
possibility of all sorts of inter-linkages between more localised
groups and the broader transnational violent Islamist movement
which can be termed the post-Al-Qa’ida movement. The process of
the post-9/11 disintegration and fragmentation of Al-Qa’ida
networks has been paralleled and, in some cases, predated by the
jihadisation of many local/cross-border/regional Islamist networks.

For such post-Al-Qa’ida groups, the best examples may not
necessarily be found in the (North) Caucasian context – nor, for
that matter, in other explicitly territorialised fronts ranging from
Iraq to Kashmir to the Philippines, where violent Islamism is
inseparably merged with radical nationalism. There are some
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recent indications (though still containing question marks) that a
few cells of this new, post-Al-Qa’ida movement may be emerging
and operating in connection with groups of Central Asian origin
(and in departure from the more traditional patterns of IMU-style
regionalised violent Islamism). However, even if these indications
become more pronounced, individual cells with alleged Central
Asian connections are unlikely to match the lethality and the
degree of physical and political damage of genuine post-Al-Qa’ida
elements in Europe itself, such as the home-grown cells with a
markedly transnational agenda that were responsible for the
Madrid and London bombings of 2004 and 2005.

Finally, it is important to understand that the real weight of
the security threat posed by Islamist terrorism, especially of a
transnational bent, to the region as a whole and to individual
Central Asian states and societies may be relatively limited. The
activity described above indicates that relatively small groups – a
few hundred people at most – are involved in relatively few
incidents. The region faces more serious threats such as the
chronic social and political instability of most local regimes,
the regional ‘security vacuum’, the implications of the continuing
insurgencies in Afghanistan and Pakistan and of the rising
production and trafficking of Afghan opiates. The threat of
Islamist terrorism of Central Asian origin is currently mostly based
outside Central Asian states,mainly in Pakistan.While it has had an
impact on the security policies of Central Asian states, this threat
is just one of several, and is in many ways a by-product of the
broader process of the politicisation of Islam in Central Asia,
which has primarily taken a non-violent form.

The closest parallels between the Central Asian and the
North Caucasian contexts may be observed not so much in
the dynamics of the Islamist terrorist networks, but in the more
fundamental process of the ‘re-traditionalisation’ of social life in
the form of a growing Islamisation of the region. The rise of
localised Islam, and the spread of local overlapping Islamic and
business networks, often serves as a coping, self-help mechanism,
as an alternative to the inefficient centralised patronage systems
at the regional or national level, or in the absence of any positive
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state presence.52 These localised socio-religious mutual assistance
networks – such as the Akromiya in Andijan (Uzbekistan) or the
followers of the imam Kamalov family in Kara-suu (Kyrgyzstan)53

– are inadvertently furthering state retreat in the regions and
sometimes, as inAndijan in 2005 and in Kara-suu in 2006,provoke
an extremely violent reaction from the state.
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7. Al-Qa’ida and the Taliban
Dangerous Alliances in Afghanistan and Pakistan

Abdel Bari Atwan

The increasing Al-Qa’ida presence and influence in Afghanistan and
Pakistan is inextricably linked to the fortunes of the Taliban, the
Pashtun Islamist movement which is rapidly gaining ground in both
countries. Whilst there are cultural and linguistic differences, the
two organisations are bound by a very similar theology and many
common goals.

TheTaliban assures Al-Qa’ida protection and provides it with a
safe haven in the mountainous tribal region on both sides of the
1,500 mile Afghan-Pakistan border. The two organisations are allied
in their fight against a common enemy – NATO – and their desire to
establish an Islamic state across the region.

This chapter will focus first on the background, nature and
recent history of the Taliban before moving on to consider the
larger, globally orientated Islamist network that radiates from
the Al-Qa’ida-Taliban nexus in the region – an alliance presenting
increased security threats.

Afghanistan: Graveyard of Imperial Ambitions
The Taliban springs from a fierce culture not given to surrender.
They are mostly Pashtun, from the dramatic mountain ranges
straddling the Afghan-Pakistan border and abutting the Himalayas.
This is difficult territory, vertiginous and mostly impenetrable,
especially during the exceptionally harsh winters.

In 1893, the territory – and people – was artificially divided by
the British along the so-called Durand line1 to fix a border between
Afghanistan and what was then Northern India, and is now
Pakistan.This division remains a source of resentment towards the
West.The Pashtun are the largest ethnic tribal group in the world.
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They number 42 million, represent 15.5 per cent of Pakistan’s
population and are the majority population group in Afghanistan,
where they constitute 40 per cent of the population.Hamid Karzai
(himself a Pashtun) presides over the first Afghan government for
centuries which is not dominated by Pashtun.2

The British went to war thrice with the Afghans in the name
of securing or expanding their empire, and thrice they were
roundly defeated.3 In 1897 SirWinston Churchill, then a 23 year old
lieutenant in the British Army, had his first taste of combat when
Pashtun warriors laid siege to the colonial garrison at Malakand in
what is now Pakistan’s North West Frontier Province (NWFP).
Writing a report for the Daily Telegraph he noted their ‘warlike
nature ... their hatred of control’ and concluded that among the
Pashtun,‘every man is a soldier’.4

Agitation for a breakaway, independent ‘Pashtunistan’ started in
1949 on both sides of the border and has revived of late with a
widespread poster campaign in the NWFP. The desire for
independence, coupled with constant feuding between the sixty
major tribes and 400 sub-clans, have combined to produce a
singularly unstable, all-but-lawless region. When the Soviet Union
invaded Afghanistan in 1979 the Pashtun united against a common
enemy, forming the majority of the mujahedeen who rose up against
them. The mighty Soviet Army could never have anticipated that
these tribesmen would hold them off for ten years, kill 50,000
soldiers and finally rout them in a defeat that contributed to the
demise of the entire USSR.

The mujahedeen were greatly helped in their efforts by
interested foreign governments. Afghanistan enjoys an important
strategic position as the ‘navel’ of the Greater Middle East, having
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borders – many of them porous – with six other countries.5 The
Hindu Kush is also the geopolitical world centre in terms of
population. Between them, the CIA and Pakistani Inter-Services
Intelligence (ISI) trained and armed an estimated 1,614,000
mujahedeen, establishing more than 100 training camps inside
Pakistan.6The US and SaudiArabia funded theAfghan resistance to the
tune of $3.5 billion.7 Of particular significance at this moment of
history is the involvement of the so-called ‘Afghan-Arabs’ and other
Muslim fighters who came from many countries in their thousands to
join the mujahedeen – these included Osama Bin Laden and many
others who would later form the core ofAl-Qa’ida. Afghanistan was to
offer these international fighters their training and first experiences in
guerrilla warfare. Crucially, these men were not focused on narrow,
local issues, but on a wider (and later global) jihadi ideology.

The Taliban-Al-Qa’ida Connection
The Soviet troop withdrawal from Afghanistan on 15 February
1989 led to a period of civil war. Initially, the Cold War alignment
continued: the Soviets upheld the brutal regime of Mohammed
Najibullah (the former head of the secret police, the KHAD),8 while
the US and Pakistan backed the mujahedeen.With the demise of the
Soviet Union in December 1991, Afghanistan plunged into further
disarray. Those who had fought together now split into warring
factions and the country was torn between violent rival warlords –
many of them ex-mujahedeen leaders. Osama Bin Laden told the
author that he initially intended to return to Afghanistan in late
1991 but was so disappointed by the disintegration of, and in-fight-
ing among, the mujahedeen that he instead went instead to Sudan.9

Burhanuddin Rabbani, a Tajik, having led the Jamiat-e Islami10
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forces that took Kabul in 1992, became president of Afghanistan.
However Rabbani’s policies reflected long-standingTajik pro-Indian
sympathies, setting him at odds with his erstwhile mujahedeen
allies. Pakistani and American plans for the area started to diverge.
Backed by the US,Rabbani would later become a leader of theTajik-
dominated United Islamic Front for the Salvation of Afghanistan –
known in the Western media as the Northern Alliance – which
pitted itself against the Taliban.

In 1994 Mullah Omar emerged as the leader of a group of
Islamic students and Pashtun military commanders,many from the
Pakistani side of the Durand line in the tribal area. Their aim was to
restore stability and enforce their interpretation of Sharia Law.They
called themselves the Taliban – ‘students’ – and many had been
trained in the madrassas (religious schools) which flourished in
Pakistan from 1980.11 The Pakistani Government supported the
Taliban, via the ISI, with arms and training. It was, and remains,
in their interest to have a sympathetic, Sunni fundamentalist
government in Kabul providing secure routes into Central Asia as
well as a buffer against India and Shia Iran, the western neighbour
of both Pakistan and Afghanistan.

Despite the efforts of the Northern Alliance, the Taliban took
Kabul in September 1996, having gained control of 90 per cent of
the country, and established themselves as rulers under Sharia law.
Mullah Omar was invested as Amir ul-Mimineen (Commander of
the Faithful) and was draped in Kandahar’s most precious relic, the
mantle of the Prophet Mohammed. Nevertheless, their claim to
government was recognised only by Pakistan, Saudi Arabia and the
United Arab Emirates (UAE), all of whom accepted the credentials
of Taliban ambassadors.Meanwhile Osama Bin Laden, now head of
Al-Qa’ida (which had been in existence for seven years), had
returned to Afghanistan from Sudan in May 1996. He met with
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Mullah Omar in October, assured him of his support and gave him
his bayat (oath of allegiance). Mullah Omar provided his jihadi
guests with a safe haven in the Pashtun Hindu Kush at Tora Bora,
where this author visited him in November 1996.

Not all theTaliban trusted these ‘foreigners’, however. Furious
internal divisions arose when, in 1998, the Americans bombed
Kandahar, Jalalabad and Khost in retaliation for Al-Qa’ida’s attacks
on the US embassies in Nairobi and Dar es Salaam. Mullah Omar
warned Osama Bin Laden not to use Afghanistan as a springboard
for any further raids if he wanted to enjoy the Taliban’s continued
protection. By 2001 Northern Alliance forces, now backed by the
CIA, represented a very real threat to Taliban rule. Two days before
9/11, Al-Qa’ida suicide bombers, posing as journalists, assassinated
Northern Alliance leader Ahmed Shah Massoud by setting off a
bomb hidden in a TV camera. This was a cunning move by Osama
Bin Laden: he redeemed himself with the doubters among the
Taliban because he had removed their arch enemy from the picture.
At the same time he had safeguarded his own stronghold in Tora
Bora,which Massoud’s brigades were threatening.

Many prominent figures in Al-Qa’ida were vehemently
opposed to the planned attacks on NewYork andWashington, fear-
ing the severity of America’s response. They were right to do so
because the subsequent US bombardment of Tora Bora and its
environs, followed by a full-scale land invasion, spelt the end of
both Al-Qa’ida’s safe haven and, by December 2001, the Taliban’s
rule. After some ill-fated attempts at resistance, surviving fighters
from both groups dispersed,but many key figures including Mullah
Omar, Osama Bin Laden and Dr Ayman Al-Zawahiri did not, in fact,
go far. All three are almost certainly in the mountainous tribal area
on one side of the border or the other. Hamid Karzai, a close
associate of Massoud in the NorthernAlliance,became president of
the US-installed Transitional Government in 2002, and was
subsequently elected president of Afghanistan in 2004.

Insurgents Resurgent
Whilst the majority of Al-Qa’ida fighters dispersed over the border
into Pakistan, a cohort remained active inAfghanistan,maintaining a
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loose alliance with theTaliban – who, by summer 2002, had already
begun to garner support for a renewed jihad.Kandahar, the spiritual
home of the Taliban, became a focal point for renewed violence
including the attempted assassination of Hamid Karzai on
6 September 2002. Various reports at the end of 2002 spoke of a
secretTaliban recruitment drive in Pashtun villages on both sides of
the border, using leaflets and word of mouth. In the winter months
these areas are inaccessible to outsiders, offering ideal conditions
for plotting a summer offensive. A UN report in December 2002
confirmed rumours of Al-Qa’ida-run mobile training camps in the
area.12

Al-Qa’ida’s operational focus shifted to Iraq following the
US-led invasion of that country in March 2003, and its fighters
migrated there in their thousands. Iraq, a secular state, had no
history of Islamic militancy. Indeed its main Islamist group, Hizb
Al-Islami (an off-shoot of the Muslim Brotherhood), joined the US
project at the earliest opportunity and its leader, Tariq Al-Hashimi,
is now Iraq’s vice-president.No sooner had US President GeorgeW
Bush claimed victory in Iraq on 1 May 2003, than a full-scale
insurgency began with Al-Qa’ida at its centre. Thousands of Iraqi
civilians, as well as large numbers of military commanders and
soldiers loyal to Saddam,were now exposed to the global ideology
of Bin Laden’s jihad and the lessons of guerrilla warfare.

Meanwhile, attacks in Afghanistan by a resurgent Taliban
began in earnest through the summer of 2003. In August, NATO
took control of security in Kabul – the first such operation it had
ever undertaken outside Europe. September 2004 saw another
assassination attempt on President Karzai when a rocket was
launched at his helicopter. Taliban attacks steadily increased until,
in June 2006, NATO announced it would oversee the fight against
the burgeoning insurgency in the south – a move which angered
the Taliban and sparked renewed support from the Al-Qa’ida
leadership. In October of the same year NATO expanded its area of
command to the whole of Afghanistan, acting under US leadership.
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Al-Qa’ida was facing its own problems in Iraq where its emir,
Abu Mus’ab Al-Zarqawi, was rapidly losing popularity among the
insurgents due to his vicious sectarianism, the indiscriminate
nature of his attacks – which resulted in the deaths of hundreds of
ordinary citizens – and his presumption that he could talk on
behalf of indigenous Iraqi insurgents. He was effectively demoted
by Osama Bin Laden in April 2006,13 and by early June had been
tracked down and killed by the Americans. Al-Zarqawi’s errors
enhanced the ‘Awakening’campaign,which had begun in 2005,and
encouraged Sunni tribesmen and disaffected insurgents to join the
US-sponsored ‘Sons of Iraq’.This is an ad hoc militia, designed to
confront and uproot jihadi fighters in local areas; by 2008 the Sons
of Iraq numbered 100,000. It seems likely to prove problematic for
the Iraqi regime in the future. The Sunni Awakening strategy
gradually undermined Al-Qa’ida’s position in Iraq and by 2006 it
was already redeploying fighters – some to Afghanistan and
Pakistan.

In February 2007, the US committed 30,000 extra troops to
Iraq for the so-called ‘Surge’ offensive under General David
Petraeus, which greatly increased pressure on the insurgency. The
Awakening and Surge initiatives largely succeeded in routing
Al-Qa’ida (perhaps only temporarily), whose attention reverted to
Afghanistan and the protection that the Taliban, by now in control
of the south of the country, could once again afford. On
11 February 2007 Ayman Al-Zawahiri made a broadcast exhorting
the mujahedeen to join the Taliban’s fight against NATO under the
leadership of the ‘commander of the faithful’, Mullah Omar, to
whom he announced he had given his bayat.14 On 31 October
2007 Al-Qa’ida’s production wing, Al-Sahab, broadcast an
interview with Mullah Mansour Dadullah, the Taliban military
commander in Helmand province, who intimated a renewed
closeness between the two organisations. In his open question and
answer session released in April 2008 (but which had taken place
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in December 2007), AymanAl-Zawahiri affirmed that Bin Laden was
the Taliban leader’s ‘soldier’.15

Through 2007 and to the present, jihadi websites sympathetic
to Al-Qa’ida, and even video clips on YouTube, have enjoined the
Muslim youth to support the Taliban’s battle. Al-Qa’ida has also
been actively fundraising for the Taliban, mostly via the Internet.
The influx of Al-Qa’ida operatives is evidenced by the changing
tactics adopted by the Taliban. One of these is the use of suicide
bombers; in 2004 there were only four such attacks in Afghanistan,
with twenty-one in 2005. In 2006 and 2007, however, there were
131 and 140 respectively; by September 2008 the number was
already up by 40 per cent on the previous year. Truck bombs, such
as the 7 July 2008 attack which blew up the Indian Embassy in
Kabul, killing fifty-four and injuring 104, bear the hallmarks of
previous Al-Qa’ida embassy attacks – the 19 November 1995 blast
at the Egyptian Embassy in Islamabad,16 for example, as well as the
1998 Nairobi and Dar es Salaam US Embassy bombings.

Thousands of foreign fighters from most Arab countries,
NorthAfrica,Uzbekistan,Chechnya and western China have moved
to Pakistan’s tribal areas.Recent reports suggest their numbers now
include 4,000 British-born fighters17 and hundreds of Turks – an
unprecedented phenomenon.18 In October 2007, official figures
put the number of Taliban under arms in Afghanistan at 10,000;19

this increased by 30 per cent in October 2008.Correspondents for
Al-Quds Al-Arabi on the ground, however, say the number of
fighters is in excess of 100,000. Given that there were a million
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armed Taliban at the height of their power in 2001, this seems
modest to say the least

By mid-2009, there were some 96,500 NATO troops in
Afghanistan, with President Obama committed to deploying addi-
tional US troops before the year’s end. There are no reliable figures
for the loss of civilian life in Afghanistan but local estimates suggest
between 50-60,000 civilian deaths. The summer of 2009 saw record
NATO casualties in Afghanistan; by the end of July at least 1,316
soldiers had been killed in total. Yet this loss of life has achieved
relatively little.

The alliance between Al-Qa’ida and the Taliban is currently
stronger than it has ever been. The Taliban has been steadily
gaining ground, and by November 2007 the Senlis Council (a
London-based think tank) declared that the Taliban ‘maintain[s]
a permanent presence in 54 per cent of Afghanistan’. Journalistic
colleagues on the ground assert that the Taliban actually now
controls up to 60 per cent of the country. The Al-Qa’ida-Taliban
alliance is well funded. The US was able to block cash flows from
Saudi Arabia and other Gulf countries, but the Pashtun have
traditionally made large sums of money from the cross-border
smuggling of drugs, arms and even people. The Taliban seems to
have no qualms about exploiting the country’s opium producers
(supplying 93 per cent of the world market), charging them a levy
on their yields, and even dealing in large quantities of the drug to
fund weapons, logistics and sustenance for their many fighters. In
November 2008 the UN estimated that the Taliban’s drugs revenue
amounts to $500 million.Al-Qa’ida’s revenue comes from a variety
of sources including proxy investments and many commentators,
including this author, indicate an involvement in the current spate
of piracy off the coast of Somalia.20

Hitherto theTaliban has been essentially a Pashtun nationalist
organisation with local Islamist ambitions, representing no threat
outside its own territory; this may change with the increasing
influence and proximity of Al-Qa’ida. Sources on the ground say
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that the older Taliban leaders tend to have a purely domestic
agenda, but that those killed in battle are being replaced by
younger and much more militant jihadis with a global ideology.One
twenty-three year old commander told journalists that the average
age for promotion to that rank nowadays is twenty-five.21

The Return of Al-Qa’ida’s Headmen
Although by no means extinguished in Iraq, it is clear from the
calibre of recent arrivals that Afghanistan is once again Al-Qa’ida’s
safe haven of choice, and that the area in which they can enjoy the
Taliban’s protection now extends well into the Pakistani side of the
border too. Sources have spoken of ‘scores’ of highly trained
ex-officers from Saddam Hussein’s Republican Guard running
militant training camps in the tribal regions. They include General
Al-Bashir Al-Jabouri, who was defence minister in the ‘Islamic State
of Iraq’.22 Having fought with Al-Qa’ida in Iraq, these men have
converted to their brand of Salafist Islam and adopted the lifestyle
of the global jihadi. The presence of these professional soldiers is
evidenced by the increase in improvised explosive device (IED)
roadside bombs; particularly those with highly sophisticated
accessories such as infra-red trip wires and ‘daisy chain’ detonators
(whereby one remote detonator can set off a whole line of
explosions capable of taking out an entire NATO convoy). IEDs
now account for the majority of US casualties.23

Part of a more general exodus of Al-Qa’ida leaders from Iraq,
the former Emir, Abu Ayub Al-Masri, whom many believed was
captured or killed in May 2008,also resurfaced inAfghanistan in the
summer. In September 2008, Osama Bin Laden’s son and heir
apparent,24 year old Saad Bin Laden,also relocated from Iran to the
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‘Islamic Emirate of Waziristan’ on the Pakistani side of the border,
where Al-Qa’ida have installed a regional commander,Mustafa Abul
Yazid. Saad Bin Laden was accompanied by another high-profile
Al-Qa’ida leader,SayfAl-Adl – one of Osama Bin Laden’s closest aides.
Al-Qa’ida is now well ensconced in the region. The international
jihadis are seen as guests as well as comrades in arms by
sympathetic tribes. Pashtun culture is governed by a code of
honour, Pashtunwali, which explicitly forbids the betrayal
of guests. This is in sharp contrast to the mentality among Iraqi
Sunni tribesmen which so readily allowed theAwakening campaign
to gain currency, and which also led to the betrayal of Saddam
Hussein by his own cousin.

It is a measure of the Al-Qa’ida leadership’s renewed
confidence in the level of security it can expect from its hosts that
Osama Bin Laden has once again surfaced in a proactive leadership
role. In early June 2008 Bin Laden issued instructions for planned
attacks on US interests that would culminate in something ‘greater
than 9/11’; reliable sources affirmed that he had managed to
personally contact the organisation’s leaders in several countries
and instructed them to cease all negotiations with government
agencies and move onto the offensive.24 It seems reasonable to
infer that this communications exercise is linked to the secret
meeting of 300 jihadists in Rawalpindi in early June 2008, reported
by Associated Press and Express India.25 One result was the
17 September 2008 attack on the US Embassy in Sana’a in which
sixteen people lost their lives. It may well be that the 26 November
2008 massacres in Mumbai were also the bitter fruit of Osama Bin
Laden’s latest plans.

Pakistani Taliban
The Taliban has recently become active and numerous on the
Pakistani side of the border. Estimates vary but it seems credible
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that the number of Taliban sympathisers in Pakistan is around
4 million, with 80,000 of these armed fighters. Though the Afghan
and Pakistani Taliban are organisationally distinct, their agenda is
almost identical – the establishment of an Islamic state under Sharia
law throughout the region. The majority of militant training camps
are in Pakistan; most of the Afghan Taliban leadership, including
Mullah Omar, is believed to be based in Quetta, from whence it
organises and launches attacks within Afghanistan, apparently
undisturbed by the Pakistani security apparatus. The Pakistani
Taliban’s power base is in the Pashtun-dominated tribal areas:
mainly the NWFP and the Federally Administered Tribal Agencies
(FATA) – a vast, mountainous area larger than Portugal.26 The
Taliban are also expanding their influence in parts of Balochistan.

From early 2002 the tribal areas underwent a rapid
‘Talibanisation’ as the Pakistan Army, under pressure from the US,
attempted to flush out the Islamist influence. Tribally affiliated
groups sprung up in North and South Waziristan, Oraksai,
Kurram, Khyber, Mohmand, Bajaur and Darra Adamkhel. The
districts of Buner, Upper Dir, Lower Dir, Bannu, Lakki Marwat,
Tank, Peshawar, Dear Ismail Khan, Mardan and Kohat also
produced Taliban forces.

The following account of what happened in the Swat district,
home of the Yusufzai tribe, is typical of the group’s modus
operandi. A localTaliban leader,32 year old Maulana Fazlullah, took
control of fifty-nine villages and installed his own government.27

Fazlullah’s men hoisted the black and whiteTaliban flag in place of
the Pakistani national flag outside police stations and established
Islamic courts. Reports suggest that the Taliban takeover was
welcomed by the populace whilst dissenters feared speaking out.
Locals say the Taliban’s brand of justice is an improvement on the
ponderous state apparatus it has replaced; the women of one village
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gave Fazlullah four kilograms of gold after he arrested and punished
three people who had kidnapped a local woman.28

At just 17 per cent for men and 3 per cent for women, the
tribal areas have the lowest rate of literacy in the world. These areas
have always been considered ungovernable by outside agencies,
although FATA is still ostensibly controlled by the Frontier Crimes
Regulations (FCR) which were established under British colonial
rule; the NWFP has a regional administration. In October 2001 (just
after 9/11) a pro-Taliban, anti-US coalition of Islamist parties,
Muttahida Majlis-e-Ama (MMA), was voted into power there. In the
February 2008 elections most MMA governors were replaced by
Pashtun Awami National Party (ANP) members. The tribal regions
first became radicalised during the 1980s mujahedeen war against
the Soviet Union when they helped channel weapons across the
border to Afghanistan. As a consequence, the tribesmen are well-
armed and equipped for battle.

The Al-Qa’ida connection is long-standing:Ayman Al-Zawahiri
spoke of his love for Pakistan in his 11 September 2008 broadcast
and revealed that he had lived in Peshawar on and off for six years
in the 1980s. Following the US bombardment of militant
strongholds inAfghanistan after 9/11, Al-Qa’ida andTaliban fighters
– as well as millions of refugees – fled over the porous border into
Pakistan. Thousands of Arab jihadis have made their home in
Waziristan and many have married the Pashtun widows of Taliban
fighters, ensuring that they will enjoy the continued loyalty and
protection of local tribes-people. Several second-rank Al-Qa’ida
leaders went to live in Pakistan’s cities: Khaled Sheikh Mohammed,
for example,was captured in Karachi, as was Ramzi Binalshibh: the
trial of both men is imminent for their alleged involvement in
the 9/11 attacks on NewYork andWashington.

NorthWaziristan is under the control of Jalaluddin Haqqani,
the veteranAfghan mujahedeen leader,whose links withAl-Qa’ida
date back to 1996 when Osama Bin Laden persuaded the then
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justice minister to leave Rabbani’s government and join forces
with the Taliban instead. This was as significant to the eventual
Taliban victory as Gulbuddin Hekmatyar’s Saudi-backed switch of
allegiance,29 since these military commanders brought well-
trained officers and men with them as well as tanks and war
planes.

North Waziristan became so thoroughly dominated by
militants under Haqqani that it declared itself an Islamic Emirate
and received de facto recognition by the Pakistani government
when it named the ‘Islamic State ofWaziristan’ as one of the parties
in the peace agreement of 5 September 2006.

Realising Haqqani’s significance and influence, the US
bombed his compound on 8 September 2008, killing his wives,
grandchildren and several other female relatives. Haqqani and his
son, Sarajuddin, are key figures bridging the Pakistani and Afghan
Taliban. Haqqani is also believed to retain strong ties with the
Pakistani security service, the ISI.

In December 2007 a secret shura (consultative gathering) of
forty senior Taliban leaders assembled in Waziristan to create an
umbrella organisation, theTehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan (TTP).Baitullah
Mehsud was appointed as theTTP’s overall commander. In his late
thirties, Mehsud is based in South Waziristan, his tribal homeland.
Like many Pakistani Taliban members he gained his military
experience at the end of the Afghan war against the Soviet Union
and afterwards joined theAfghanTaliban before returning home to
Pakistan. Unconfirmed rumours of his death followed targeted US
drone attacks in Waziristan on 5 August 2009. (Islamist groups
commonly use rumours of death to their advantage either to spirit
someone away to another location or to give them time to recover
if wounded, for example; the prevailing uncertainty also permits
time to establish new leadership.)

The FATA area is a magnet for foreign jihadis sympathetic to
the Taliban. Security reports of militant activity in the FATA area
show a rapid surge since 2004; until 2008 there was an attack
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almost every day.30 In the period up to 24 August 2000, 6,830
Pakistanis were killed by insurgents, mostly in the tribal areas.Yet
the Taliban are gathering support in the region. In a June 2008
poll,31 74 per cent of Pakistanis said that they opposed co-operating
with the US in fighting militants and 51 per cent were of the
opinion that the Taliban should not be tackled at all.

Perhaps mindful of losing their own power base, some local
tribal leaders have attempted to oppose the militants. In 2003 and
2007 tribal lashkars (a traditional ad hoc militia raised to fulfil one
specific task) numbering in the thousands attempted to evict
groups of Al-Qa’ida-linked fighters but failed. Subsequent attempts
have been sporadic and are now almost unheard of since the
Taliban started targeting the tribal elders who contributed men to
the lashkars; so far 300 elders have been assassinated.32 Pakistan
President Asif Zardari conceded, in September 2008, that ‘the
Taliban have the upper hand’ in Pakistan.33 This sense of defeat and
failure was echoed by the former commander of the British forces
in Afghanistan, Brigadier General Mark Carleton-Smith, who
described the battle against the Taliban as ‘unwinnable’.

The ISI and the Islamists
Over the past two decades, Pakistan’s Inter-Services Intelligence
(ISI) department has played a major role in the establishment,
survival and growth of various Islamist movements, including the
Taliban. To understand the situation more clearly it is important to
look at the origins of the ISI, which was founded within a year of
the Partition in 1948. The name of the organisation belies its true
make-up, since it is almost entirely dominated by the PakistanArmy,
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and its director-general is always an army lieutenant general. The
ISI is widely seen as exerting a disproportionate amount of power,
leading some commentators to describe it as a state within a state.

Islamic militancy thrives in Pakistan which, like neighbouring
India, is a state predicated on religious conflict. The military dictators
who have ruled Pakistan for the majority of its existence were
quick to see how sectarian militancy could be turned to their own
advantage by ensuring a continued enmity against a powerful India,
diluting nationalistic and separatist tendencies in the Sunni Pashtun
and Baloch regions, and generally acting as a smokescreen for the
absence of democracy.

The ISI has long been linked to the American Central
IntelligenceAgency (CIA):many of its top brass trained in the United
States,and it adopts similar methods,including setting up or adopting
guerrilla groups which oppose hostile regimes.‘My enemy’s enemy
is my friend’ is the guiding principle. During the Afghan war in the
1980s the ISI, under the military dictator Zia ul-Haq, supported,
trained and armed the mujahedeen and acted as a conduit for US and
Saudi aid to the fighters.When the Taliban came to power in 1996,
Pakistan, under Benazir Bhutto, was one of only three states to
recognise its legitimacy, together with Saudi Arabia and the UAE.

After the attacks of 9/11, former Pakistan president Pervez
Musharaff pledged his allegiance to the US in its War on Terror.Yet
prior to seizing power in 1999, when he was director-general of
military operations at army headquarters,Musharraf had personally
overseen ISI assistance to theTaliban.He had also, as Chief of Army
Staff, shipped hundreds of jihadis into Kashmir. No wonder the ISI
was dubbed ‘Invisible Soldiers Inc.’ by its critics. The problem for
the US and Pakistan’s new President, Asif Ali Zardari, is that the ties
and loyalties built between ISI agents and Islamist militants in the
past still endure. It has often been noted that Pakistanis are Muslims
first and Pakistanis second.

In July 2008 a delegation from the Pakistani coalition
government34 was called toWashington. Prime Minister Gillani and
Pakistan Peoples Party (PPP) leader Zardari were taken to task
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about the ISI and presented with a long list detailing the
organisation’s continued links with Islamist groups. The US insisted
that ISI agents, under its then head, Lieutenant General NadeemTaj,
were tipping off militants ahead of attacks on their strongholds.

Zardari responded by attempting to take the ISI out of military
control, and announced that it would be made part of the Ministry
of the Interior.However the army reacted so furiously that the idea
was dropped by Gillani within twenty-four hours, perhaps for fear
of a military coup. In September 2008 (with Zardari now in place
as president), army chief General Ashfaq Kayani instated a new ISI
director-general, Pashtun Lieutenant General Ahmed Shuja Pasha.
Pasha is said to have close links with the CIA and to hold anti-
Taliban views. His previous job as head of operations involved
targeting Al-Qa’ida and the Taliban in the tribal districts.

Even if loyalty to the government line can be assured at the
ISI’s top level, it is not the case among the middle and lower ranks,
many of whom have Islamist sympathies and a deep dislike of US
interference in the region. The Pakistan Army has a poor record in
the tribal areas.Whenever it enters Waziristan it suffers high levels
of casualties – since 2003,2,559 security force personnel have been
killed.35 Many lower rank soldiers and middle rank officers are
loathed to fight their fellow Muslims. Despite government pledges
to crack down on militant groups in the tribal areas a source told the
author that he travelled for eight hours in the FATA in October 2008
without seeing a single Pakistani soldier. The ISI’s sphere of
influence extends beyond its national borders: militant groups
seeking to undermine the administration in Kashmir were reputedly
established by the ISI and trained by the PakistaniArmy,and Islamist
groups within India are actively encouraged by the organisation.
Much of the region’s chaos can be blamed on the ISI’s meddling and
manipulation, but it is too late to put the genie back in the bottle.

The Network Widens
On 9 September 2008 the BBC reported that eight out of ten top
priority terrorist investigations in the UK have some connection to
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Pakistan.36 It is a similar situation with many post-9/11 Islamist
plots as an ever-expanding network of linked Islamist groups and
cells radiates outwards from Pakistan. As early as April 2001, well
over a million jihadis and Islamists from many different groups
converged near Peshawar for a three day gathering. Despite being
recorded, the speeches of Mullah Omar and Osama Bin Laden won
the most enthusiastic ovations.While Mullah Omar has remained, to
date, a localised figure, Osama Bin Laden has come to embody and
unify the struggle of the ummah against what is perceived as an
oppressive and violent imperialist West.

Osama Bin Laden and his advisor Ayman Al-Zawahiri continue
to inform the strategic direction of the Al-Qai’da network, and
remain the most powerful and inspirational figureheads within the
jihadi movement as a whole. However, it is becoming increasingly
irrelevant to refer to Al-Qa’ida as if it were a single, identifiable,
stand-alone unit. In fact, it is an ever-increasing web of affiliations
and alliances between like-minded groups who share a similar
agenda and, often, a common background – for example having
been part of the Afghan mujahedeen or, increasingly, the Iraqi
insurgency.

In Pakistan there are several such sympathetic associate
organisations. The largest and most dangerous are Lashkar-e-Taiba
(LeT) and Jaish-e-Muhammad (JeM).37 Lashkar-e-Taiba was founded
in Kunar province inAfghanistan in 1990 by its present leader Hafiz
Mohammed Said, a religious scholar. A local analyst confirmed in
2006 that the ISI was LeT’s ‘main source of finance’.38 ISI
involvement in the establishment and maintenance of LeT – mainly
to fight the Pakistani cause in Kashmir – is rarely disputed. Like
Al-Qa’ida ideologues, Said’s ultimate ambition it to impose a global
caliphate.Although the majority of LeT’s attacks to date have taken
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place within the Indian subcontinent, Said has often declared that
the group’s main enemies are India, Israel and the US. LeT is very
active in the Kashmir conflict and is the only Pakistani Islamist
group with a significant presence and support base in India (which
has 151 million Muslims). It has been implicated in several atrocities
inside India, including the Mumbai massacres of 26 November 2008,
in which at least 200 people lost their lives; and an attack on the
Indian parliament on 13 December 2001 which killed twelve
people.39

Further afield, arrests in Iraq in 2004 indicated a link between
LeT and the insurgency there. Several Pakistanis arrested in
Baghdad were known LeT operatives. The LeT membership is not
exclusively Pakistani: fighters from Afghanistan, Sudan, Bahrain,
CentralAsia,Turkey and Libya have all been identified in their ranks.
They are also believed to have a branch in Germany and links with
many global jihadi groups via the Al-Qa’ida network from the
Middle East (especially Saudi Arabia) and beyond – all of whom
send delegates to its annual convention and offer financial aid. LeT
is a highly militarised organisation with 2,200 training camps and
offices across Pakistan.40 The majority of these camps are shared
with Al-Qa’ida and the Taliban. Recruits are given two-to-five
months’ training in handling AK rifles, rocket launchers, other light
weapons and grenades.The LeT pioneered the strategy of suicide
group attacks whereby clusters of two-to-seven members storm
and occupy a target building, killing as many people as possible
before they themselves are killed or captured.

Jaish-e-Muhammad is a splinter group from Harakat
ul-Mujahedeen (HuM) and was formed in 1994. Although it was
outlawed by the Pakistani government in the wake of 9/11 it
remains highly active, sometimes under other guises. Its emir is
Maulana Masood Azhar, who graduated from the madrassa Jamiya
Uloom-e-Islami in Karachi. Many of the Afghan Taliban leadership
graduated from the same institution andAzhar has maintained close
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links with the organisation. Azhar was arrested shortly after JeM’s
foundation in 1994. He was released from prison when HuM
operatives, including his brother Ibrahim Athar, hijacked Indian
Airlines flight 814 from Kathmandu, landing it in Taliban Kandahar
in December 1999; the hijackers demanded – and ultimately
obtained – the release of Azhar in exchange for hostages.

The JeM was implicated, along with the LeT, in the
13 December 2001 attacks on the Indian Parliament and
the November 2008 Mumbai massacres. It shares several aspects of
LeT’s modus operandi, including the use of small suicide brigades
to storm and secure a target. All of this strongly suggests that the
groups are closely allied with each other and with the Taliban and
Al-Qa’ida.On 1 February 2002, the JeM murdered the kidnapped US
journalist Daniel Pearl, who was investigating the links between
Pakistani Islamist groups and Al-Qa’ida. They set a gruesome
precedent by beheading him on film. In his March 2007 testimony
in the US, senior Al-Qa’ida figure Khaled Sheikh Mohammed
claimed that he had personally committed this atrocity.41 On 7 May
2004, Abu Musab Al-Zarqawi (seven months prior to officially
becoming the leader of Al-Qa’ida in Iraq) mirrored his comrade’s
deed by beheading US businessman, Nick Berg, on videotape.

Other groups based in Pakistan include Sipah-e-Sahaba Pakistan
(SSP),a sectarian,Deobandi breakaway movement which was part of
the Jamiat Ulema-e-Islam (JUI)42 until 1984 or 1985.Like many similar
organisations it is believed to have been supported and funded by
the ISI under Zia-ul-Haq. Several of its brigades were sent to fight in
Afghanistan under Osama Bin Laden.43 One of its most notorious
affiliates was Ramzi Yousef, who had met members of the group in
joint Arab-Pakistan training camps in Afghanistan. Yousef is the
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nephew ofAl-Qa’ida’s Khaled Sheikh Mohammed;he has been given
a lifelong prison sentence for the 1993World Trade Centre attack.

Non-Pakistani Islamist groups based in the country, largely in
the FATA, are said to include cells from the Islamic Movement of
Uzbekistan, Islamic Jihad, the Libyan Islamic Fighters Group and
the Eastern Turkistan Islamic Movement.

Changing Their Image
The Taliban and Al-Qa’ida have both, in recent times, taken to
compromising their more extreme views with the aim of making
themselves more acceptable to the local populace and the world’s
1.3-1.7 billion Muslims.

When the Taliban seized power in Afghanistan in 1996, they
smashed televisions and were opposed to all forms of technology.
But like Al-Qa’ida, they have realised the enormous potential of the
internet for recruitment, propaganda, fundraising and logistics.
Now they maintain several websites and have adopted Al-Qa’ida’s
media-savvy approach, producing Iraqi-insurgency style jihadi
videos ‘celebrating’ attacks. According to sources on the ground,
the Taliban have set up such an efficient media machine that they
are even embedding journalists with their brigades. The Taliban
have recently lifted bans on televisions as well as beards,kite-flying,
music and dog-fighting.

Gone – for now – are the days when smokers would be
punished by having their fingers chopped off and ‘apostates’ were
executed in public (as happened in towns and villages that
were part of the ‘Islamic State of Iraq’). Amnesties are offered to
captured government officials, police and military personnel who
switch sides, even if it is under duress; before, they would have
been beheaded. These tactics seem to be working: polls suggest
widespread popular support for the Taliban, Al-Qa’ida and militant
Islamism in general in Pakistan. In Afghanistan, surveys conducted
in 2008 showed growing support for the Taliban and increasing
resentment towards the continued NATO presence there.44
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The Future
The war in Afghanistan against the Taliban has been described as
‘unwinnable’ and the new regime in Pakistan admits the Taliban
have the upper hand there too.Yet Barack Obama has already sent
an additional 21,000 troops to Afghanistan. It is unlikely that the
Taliban, partnered by Al-Qa’ida and any number of Islamist groups
in Pakistan (creating what is effectively exactly the same kind of
international mujahedeen that routed the Soviet Army in the
1980s), will be defeated in a surge offensive or by conventional
military tactics.The underlying reasons for their upper hand in the
region will remain: a hostile terrain familiar to them but
impenetrable by outside forces – exactly the scenario that allowed
the National Liberation Front (FLN) to beat the French in Algeria in
1962; an equally hostile populace – the Pashtun have a history of
setting aside their differences to create a united force to repel
invaders; and the deeply ingrained code of honour, Pashtunwali,
also makes an Awakening-style campaign highly unlikely to
succeed.

Al-Qa’ida appears to have learnt from its mistakes in Iraq. It is
operating under the authority of the Taliban in Afghanistan and
Pakistan rather than assuming leadership and alienating other jihadi
groups engaged in the same fight. This is likely to safeguard its
stronghold as long as the Taliban remain powerful in the region.
The atrocities committed in November 2008 in Mumbai, probably
the handiwork LeT and by association, Al-Qa’ida, suggest the
possibility of a plan to destabilise the Indian subcontinent by
fomenting sectarian strife – in this case reigniting the bitter battle
between Hindus and Muslims. Al-Qa’ida has a track record in this –
the Sunni-Shia sectarian conflict that pushed Iraq to the brink of
civil war was deliberately provoked by their emir, the late Abu
Musab Al-Zarqawi. The organisation thrives best in a ‘failed state’
environment characterised by civil strife.

Islamist groups in Afghanistan fanned the flames of the post-
Mumbai tension between India and Pakistan by announcing that
they would fight alongside the Pakistan Army in the event of an
escalation in the confrontation. Local news media spoke of cordial
exchanges between the PakistaniTaliban and army and a temporary
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truce allowing the safe redeployment of 20,000 troops
commissioned to fight the insurgency to the border with India
instead.45

Although Pakistan has received more than $10 billion in
(mostly military) aid from the US since 2001, there is an entrenched
mistrust of the Americans within the army. Retired General Talat
Masood summed this up in an interview last year when he said that
the army still views Pakistani and Afghan Islamist groups as
‘assets’.46 ‘They still believe the same thing,’ he said. ‘That America
will leave them tomorrow and we will be left high and dry with
India strong, and a hostile government in Afghanistan and that we
will have no friends.’ The only possible ‘friendly’ government in
Kabul in the present circumstances is the Taliban.

NATO has had little real success inAfghanistan. In this writer’s
view, the only sensible way forward is to engage in direct
negotiations with the Taliban, as many Western commentators are
beginning to accept. Recent Saudi attempts at brokering
accommodation of the Taliban by Hamid Karzai’s government are
unlikely to succeed. Karzai is widely perceived as a US puppet and
has little credibility with theAfghan population, especially since he
has brought a large number of hated warlords into his government.

At the time of writing, theTaliban does not appear to be in the
business of power-sharing. TheWest may have to resign itself to the
Taliban’s eventual resumption of power following a face-saving
NATOwithdrawal. The British Foreign Secretary,David Miliband,has
now publicly stated that he wishes to talk to ‘moderate’members of
the Taliban, and has encouraged other NATO states to do the same.

Regardless of the antipathy theWest may feel towards Taliban
extremism, it must be noted that the invasion of Afghanistan has
singly failed to bring about the much-vaunted safety and security its
citizens yearn for. Should the Taliban regain power, the more
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moderate elements within the Taliban might prevail in a bid to
obtain and retain international/diplomatic legitimacy. This was the
wing that opposed Al-Qa’ida in the late 1990s and wanted to hand
Bin Laden over to the US in 2001 in exchange for international
recognition. It is only under these circumstances that the author
can see a rift between the Taliban and Al-Qa’ida occurring. Such a
rift might put an end to this supremely dangerous alliance.
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Government

TTP Tehrik-i-Taliban Pakistan
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